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California Postsecondary
Education Commission

Resolution 13-79
Accepting Inmate and Ex-Offender Postsecondary
Education Programs in California
WHEREAS,

Section 66930, Chapter 11.2 of the Education Code directs
the California Postsecondary Education Commission to report to the Legislature on the scope of current inmate
and ex-offender programs, assess the need to.expand current programs or begin new programs, and develop a plan
for possible expansion of programs, and

WHEREAS,

The Policy Evaluation Committee has amended some of the
recommendations in the report, and those presented by its
staff; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

That the Commission accepts the report of the Evaluation
and Training Institute entitled, Inmate and Ex-Offender
Postsecondary Education Programs in Cali£0rnia, and be it
further

RESOLVED,

That the Commission endorse the staff comments and recommendations as amended by the Policy Evaluation Committee,
and be it further

RESOLVED,

That this report and the recommendations of the Policy
Evaluation Committee be transmitted to the Legislature.

Adopted
December 17, 1979
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GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON INMATE AND EX-OFFENDER POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA
BACKGROUND
Assembly Bill 491 (Arnett, 1977) directs the Commission to: (1)
report on the scope of current inmate and ex-offender postsecondary
education programs in California, (2) assess the need to expand
existing programs or initiate new ones, and (3) develop a plan for
possible expansion or initiation of programs. The legislation provided that the Commission could contract with an external organization or individual to conduct the study. The Commission chose to
exercise that option and solicited contract proposals from various
organizations. After reviewing the five proposals received, a staff
evaluation committee selected the one submitted by the Evaluation
and Training Institute (ETI) of Los Angeles. The completed ETI
report, Inmate and Ex-Offender Postsecondary Education Programs in
California, was presented as an information item to the Policy
Evaluation Committee at its September 16, 1979, meeting. (Copies
of the report were distributed to all Commissioners with the Agenda
for the Septe~ber meeting.)
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
At its meeting on October 15, the Policy Evaluation Committee received a report entitled, Staff Comments and Recommendations: In~ and Ex-Offender Postsecondary EducatiO:n Programs in California
(Attachment). In its presentation, staff advised . that copies of
the report had been mailed, with a request for comments, to: (1)
members of the advisory committee to the project, (2) correctional
institutions in California, (3) directors of campus ex-offender
postsecondary programs, and (4) members of the Statutory Advisory
Committee. Responses to this solicitation reflected general agreement with the content of the ETI report and all of its recommendations, except numbers 25, 26, and 29.
In its report to the Committee, staff also proposed six additional
recommendations, which were intended to supplement and complement
those in the ETI report.
ACTIONS OF THE POLICY EVALUATION COMMITTEE
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After extensive discussion, the Committee voted to accept the report
of the Evaluation and Training Institute, and to endorse the comments and recommendations of the staff, with certain revisions.
The Committee's actions are summarized below, with references to
the appropriate pages in the Staff Comments and Recommendations.

1.

ETI Recommendations 25 and

~(pages

1-3)

Recommendation 25 calls upon State University campuses to
consider integrating ex-offender programs with EOP programs.
Recommendation 26 calls upon the State University to consider the appointment of a full-time recruiter in the Chancellor's Office to represent the system at correctional
institutions.
The Committee determined that no action should ~e taken by
the Commission on these two recommendations until the Office
--·---------o·f- the-eh-ancei-lor-of - the- Gal if ornia -5-~at-e--Uni-v-ersi--ty: -and --------·--·····
Colleges completes a review of campus-based ex-offender
programs.
2.

ETI Recommendation 29 (pages 3-5)
Recommendation 29 proposes the establishment of one or more
separate facilities as prison colleges.
The Committee took no action on Recommendation 29, pending
a more comprehensive examination of the concept of a prison
college, including alternative educational delivery systems
and cost analyses.
However, the Committee recommended that:

3.

a.

Two-year programs should be offered and expanded at all
CDC and CYA facilities where there is sufficient demand
and qualified students;

b.

The Department of Corrections should continue the existing baccalaureate degree programs at Susanville and
Folsom; and

c.

The Department of Corrections, in cooperation with local
accredited institutions of higher education, should
initiate a joint upper division program in southern
California prisons, preferably between CIM (Chino) and
CIW (Frontera), that would serve both men and women.

Staff Recommendation 1 (pages 9-10)
The Committee revised the proposed staff recommendation to
read as follows:
The California Postsecondary Education Commission
recommends to the Governor and the Legislature
that a conservative expansion of funds over a fiveyear period, adjusted to changes in the Consumer
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Price Index, be provided to the Department of Corrections and to the California Youth Authority in
order to meet current indicators of need for postsecondary educational opportunities for inmates
and wards. The 1980-81 increases in appropriations
should be $200,000 and $43,000, respectively. Increases in subsequent years should be based on
anticipated increases in inmate and ward enrollments. These funds, together with existing funds,
should be clearly earmarked for postsecondary
education in the Governor's Budget for the Departments.
4.

Staff Recommendation

i

(pages 11-12)

The Committee revised the proposed staff resolution to read
as follows:
The California Postsecondary Education Commission
recommends to the Governor and the Legislature
that funds be provided to the Department of Corrections and to the California Youth Authority
to replicate on a pilot basis, and to assume the
cost of the noncredit re-entry education program,
Project Soledad, at selected institutions to determine its effectiveness in different correctional
environments. A phase-in period of three years
is recommended with an initial budget augmentation of $115,000 and $33,000 in 1980-81 to the
Department of Corrections and the California Youth
Authority, respectively. Future budget augmentations for noncredit re-entry programs should be
contingent upon the effectiveness of the pilot
programs.

0
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STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: INMATE AND EX-OFFENDER
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA
BACKGROUND
Assembly Bill 491 directs the Commission to (1) report on the scope
of current inmate and ex-offender postsecondary education programs,
(2) assess the need to expand or begin new programs, and (3) develop
a plan for possible expansion of programs. The legislat-ion provided
that the Commission could contract with an external organization or
individual to conduct the study. (See Appendix A for the full text
of AB 491.) The Commission chose to exercise that option and
solicited contract proposals from various organizations. After
reviewing the five proposals received, a staff evaluation committee
selected the proposal submitted by the Evaluation and Training
Institute (ETI) of Los Angeles. The Institute submitted its report,
Inmate and Ex-Offender Postsecondary Education Programs in
California, on June 15.
The report prepared by the Evaluation and Training Institute
contains twenty-nine recommendations, all of which are set forth in
the final chapter. When comments were solicited by Commission staff
on the content of the report and its recommendations, the responses
received (Appendix B) expressed general agreement with the content
and all of the recommendations except 25, 26, and 29.
Recommendation 25 calls upon State University campuses to "consider"
integrating ex-offender programs with EOP programs. Recommendation
26 calls upon the State University to "consider" the appointment of a
full-time recruiter in the Chancellor's Office to represent the
system at correctional institutions. Recommendation 29 calls for
the establishment of one or more separate facilities designated as
prison colleges.
Each of these three recommendations is discussed separately and in
greater detail below.
RECOMMENDATION 25
Although each CSUC campus must review the needs of their
ex-offenders and EOP and decide what is best, given their
campus needs, we recommend that they consider integrating
the ex-offender programs into the EOP with separate staff
members assigned to and responsible for ex-offender activities.

0
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Of the existing nine ex-offender programs in the State University
system, only three are currently part of the campus EOP program,
those at Fresno, Dominguez Hills, and San Diego. All of these are
small programs. The Pinto program at the Fresno campus is seeking
separate status.
The Chancellor's Office noted that special support services
generally provided by EOP are already available to students in the
State University's ex-offender programs. The directors of those
programs noted that integration had not worked well in the past
because (1) EOP programs involve a much younger population, (2) many
---- EOP students- enj-oy--mor-e - family suppo:r;-.t than -do - ex..._of.fenders..,. -and--(3) in the integration of programs EOP would lose staff positions.
The Chancellor's Office supports the position taken by the directors
of ex-offender programs that the programs be separate but
coordinated.
Most of the funds for ex-offender programs are derived from "soft"
money--e.g., grants. At some future date, the Chancellor's Office
will need to consider institutionalizing these programs if they are
to continue.
RECOMMENDATION 26
The Chancellor's Office of the CSUC should consider the
appointment and support of a full-time recruiter to represent the system who would routinely visit all correctional
institutions, being knowledgeable about CSUC requirements
generally and the unique features of the campuses and exoffender program activities.
This recommendation is consistent with efforts of the Commission to
reduce duplication in the outreach programs of individual campuses.
It is difficult for correctional institutions to schedule ·
recruitment activities conducted independently by various campuses.
While the directors of ex-offender programs and the Chancellor's
Office believe that it is inappropriate for the systemwide office to
employ "a full-time recruiter," it is reasonable to recommend that
campus recruitment efforts be coordinated. Program directors keep
themselves well-informed about activities on other campuses through
the Association of Ex-Offender Education Programs (AEEP).
It
appears to be reasonable that AEEP could serve as the vehicle for
interinstitutional cooperation (see Recommendation 27) for outreach
to correctional institutions. The State University's campuses at
San Jose, San Francisco, or Sacramento logically could coordinate
outreach programs at correctional institutions in northern
California. The Northridge, Long Beach, or Los Angeles campuses
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could service correctional institutions in the southern portion of
the State.
Recruitment would focus on institutions of higher education, not
solely on one campus .
Commission staff suggests that Recommendation 26 be amended to
include coordinated, or consortial, outreach as an alternative to
recruitment efforts by individual campus or segmental offices.
As amended by staff, Recommendation 26 would read:
The Commission recommends that:
1. The Association of Ex-Offender Education Programs (AEEP)
should assume the role of an intersegmental consortium,
establishing and coordinating outreach efforts to inmates at
all correctional institutions.
2. Representatives of AEEP who assume this task should become
knowledgeable about requirements and unique features of
those campuses which provide ex-offender program activities.
3. In the event the Office of Criminal Justice Planning has
unallocated money, the Commission recommends that Office
consider establishing an intersegmental outreach consortium
of public and private postsecondary institutions, with the
Association of Ex-Offender Educational Programs as the
primary recruitment liaison between college campuses and
inmates/wards at correctional institutions.
RECOMMENDATION 29
One or more separate facilities designated as prison
colleges should be established.
The authors of the ETI report proposed that all postsecondary educational opportunities for inmates under the custody of the Department
of Corrections be concentrated in totally new facilities, to be constructed in the southern part of the State. The complex, called a
prison college, would be under a Board of Governors composed of
educators from the public and private sectors of higher education,
representatives from the Department of Corrections, and members of
the general public. The prison college would contract with the
segments for classes.

0

The ETI report states, "A less favorable option would be to designate
the prison college for upper division and graduate work only, leaving
the two-year programs as they are."
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At the time the report was prepared, the Governor's Budget included
$100 million to begin construction of eleven correctional facilities
that would house 4, 400 prisoners. Proponents argued that the
Legislature should act promptly on the budget proposal because the
new facilities could not be completed before 1986. By then, they
said, the need for expanded prison facilities would be urgent.
Currently, there are 1,800 inmates double-celled. Opponents argued
that there were already too many prisons and recommended reducing the
number of prisoners by committing violent offenders only. They
suggested that alternatives such as work farms, well-staffed and
supervised probation programs, community-service sentences, and
other communi.t.y_.a~terna.ti.ves _to__p ris.o.ns_b_e_d~l.Qp_ed . ____________________ _

0

New prison construction funds were approved by the Senate but deleted
by the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
On Monday, August 20, the Assembly Criminal Justice Committee
approved relatively non-controversial provisions of the Senatepassed measure but refused to appropriate funds to the Department of
Corrections for construction of new prisons. Later, the Legislature
approved and the Governor signed a bill that provides to the
Department of Corrections $11.7 million for site acquisitions and
preliminary planning for the new prisons and for other specified
purposes.
Without question, postsecondary education programs in correctional
institutions operate under extremely adverse conditions: poor
classrooms, insufficient contract funds, inadequate libraries, lack
of study halls, and few modern learning tools. Long-range planning
for correctional institutions should provide for a more suitable
educational environment.
The proposed new prison facilities will accommodate only 4,400
prisoners.
If existing postsecondary educational needs of
academically qualified and interested inmates were satisfied, and if
postsecondary educational opportunities were concentrated in the
eleven proposed new correctional facilities only, then 1,600 inmates
would still not be served. In 1986, when the new facilities would
become available for occupancy, it is estimated that more than 3,000
qualified inmates would not be served if postsecondary educational
opportunities were confined to new prisons only.
Two-year programs should be offered and expanded at all CDC and CYA
facilities where sufficient demand and qualified students exist.
Upper division programs are offered at the California Correctional
Center, Susanville (University of San Francisco) and at California
State Prison, Folsom (CSU, Sacramento). No upper division programs
are available to women or in southern California.
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Commission staff suggests that the Department of Corrections
consider establishing a joint, upper division program at California
Institution for Men (Chino) and California Institution for Women
(Frontera). Appropriate library support for upper division programs
should be developed by the Department of Corrections and the
cooperating institutions of higher education.
Library support
should be in accord with recommendations of the American Library
Associations.*
As amended by Commission staff, Recommendation 29 would

~ead:

The Commission recommends that:
1. When new prisons are constructed, one or more facilities
should be designed as prison colleges to provide upper division, and possibly graduate, postsecondary education;
2. Two-year programs should be offered and expanded at all CDC
and CYA facilities where there is sufficient demand and
qualified students;
3. The Department of Corrections should continue the existing
baccalaureate degree programs at Susanville and Folsom;
4. The Department of Corrections, in cooperation with local
accredited institutions of higher education, initiate a
joint upper division program in southern California prisons,
preferably between CIM (Chino) and CIW (Frontera), that
would serve both men and women; and
5. The Governor and the Legislature should provide additional
funds for library and learning resource materials to support
the upper division programs to be offered in correctional
institutions.
CORRECTION IN DATA ON RECIDIVISM
In response to the staff request for comments on the final ETI
report, the Parole and Community Services Division of the Department
of Corrections reviewed the tabular data on recidivism presented in
Table 2.7, page 56 of the report. Two discrepancies were found, one
involving data on men, the other involving data on women.

*Standards for College Libraries, The Association of College and
Research Libraries, Chicago, Illinois; July 1975.
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The upper portion of the table for men who participated in the
college program is correct--2. 7 percent were returned to an
institution within six months. The figure for "All California Men
Released January-June 1977" who were returned to prison by the
Community Release Board and by the courts should be 12.5 percent of
the 3,574, rather than only 4.2 percent.

0

The lower portion of the table should show that five of the 260 women
released (1.9%) returned to prison within six months.
Table 2.9 is also affected by these computations. The return rates
a_~ -~~n _g_~_nti~ _at the end of one year should be 13.5,
rather than 5.3 percent, and at the end of two - years-~---2~9---;ratlie r-~--
than 9.2 percent.

_______ _!_~_ all ma! es

These corrections provide stronger evidence for the consultant's
conclusion that participants in college programs had lower
recidivism rates than the general population.
STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
During the course of the study of inmate and ex-offender postsecondary programs, Commission staff found that the educational programs
in California's correctional institutions were affected by many
factors other than academic considerations. The staff comments and
recommendations which follow discuss these other factors, and are
intended to supplement and complement the ETI report.

The Department of Corrections
The principal responsibilities of the California Department of
Corrections (CDC) are the control, care, and treatment of men and
women who have been convicted of serious crimes, or admitted to the
civil narcotic program, and committed to a State adult correctional
facility. The Department is also responsible for the supervision of
men and women who have been parolled from an adult correctional
facility and returned to the community. There are twelve adult
correctional institutions distributed throughout California, three
of which have reception centers. Senate Bill 709, !/ which became
effective January 1, 1978, amended the Determinate Sentence Law by
increasing prison sentence terms for certain offenses. Correctional
authorities anticipate that this legislation will result in a
substantial increase in the inmate population, which currently
totals approximately 22,900. (The 1979-80 budget for the Department
is $303,593,139.)

0
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The California Youth Authority
The primary objective of the California Youth Authority (CYA) is "to
protect society more effectively by substituting for retributive
punishment, methods of training and treatment directed toward the
correction and rehabilitation of young persons found guilty of
public offenses." This objective is carried out through several
programs administered by the Youth Authority. The study of
postsecondary educational opportunities for CYA wards concentrates
on the Institutions and Camps Program, which provides (1~ evaluation
of referrals and commitments, and (2) appropriate care, custody, and
treatment consistent with the needs of the wards and with their civil
rights.
Commitments of youth for serious crimes have been
increasing, the age of first commitments is increasing, the length of
stay has increased, and there has been a marked increase in violent
behavior by wards in Youth Authority institutions. The Department
operates four reception centers/clinics, nine institutions, and five
Conservation Camps. The total ward population is approximately
5,200. (The 1979-80 budget for the CYA is $186,589,043.)

Society's Interests--Recidivism
Regardless of one's views about capital punishment, the determinant
sentence, and other aspects of the criminal justice system, it is
essential that society recognize that 90 to 95 percent of all prisoners/wards will some day be returning to their communities as free
citizens. In California, 39 to 44 percent of all prisoners will be
returned to prison within four years after release. While data from
California shows little correlation between various rehabilitation
programs and the rate of recidivism--largely because funds for research, inmate/ward counseling, education and training have been
inadequate--there appears to be positive indicators that rehabilitation efforts can be productive.
The Congressional Record for June 11, 1970, presented data from five
correctional institutions (located in Florida, Georgia, Minnesota,
Tennessee, and Texas) which indicated that there was a lower recidivism rate--between 10 and 15 percent--among those inmates who
participated in education and training compared to inmates who did
not--between 60 and 70 percent.
In 1966, the New York State Division of Parole initiated Project
DEVELOP with a joint grant from the U.S. Department of Labor and the
State of New York. The project recruited 115 young male parolees
from various correctional institutions to serve as an experimental
group which would receive vocational training, counseling, and job
placement assistance. A comparison or control group of 115 young
male parolees was selected with similar characteristics, such as

0
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age, race, number of arrests, crime for which convicted, and parole
dates. Of those parolees in the experimental group, seven (or 6%)
were eventually returned to prison; in the control group, fourteen
(or 12%) were returned. A study of Project DEVELOP concluded that
developing the educational and vocational potential of individuals
is not a panacea for preventing crime, delinquency and recidivism;
however, educational programs, coupled with supervision and
supportive counseling may be regarded as an effective approach to
changing the behavior of a significant proportion of criminal
offenders.

0

-------I-n- 1914 tb.e- Educa-tion CoDUDission- of- -the--States - (ECS) -began--a--three ~-
year study of inmates/ward education which became known as the
Correctional Education Project. The study concluded: '!;/

Although we may lack the instruments to predict accurately
the impact of education, apart from other personality and
social factors, on future success, it is known that education is highly correlated with success of people in the
general population. Perhaps more to the point, it is
obvious that to the extent that offenders cannot use
knowledge and skills obtained from the normal culture to
cope within normal society, they will use knowledge and
skills obtained from deviant cultures to cope in whatever
way they can.
So far as we deny education to meet the unique educational
needs of the individual, we tend to limit the nature and
extent of the options offenders can use to live and work
acceptably in society. By not meeting education needs in
the best ways possible, society will continue to assure,
through default, continued commission of crime and high
recidivism rates. ~/

Postsecondary Educational Opportunities
If the rate of recidivism is lowered by only 19 persons each year,
the current cost of CDC postsecondary education programs is
justified. Far too few resources are made available to CDC and CYA
to sponsor adequate academic and vocational education programs
coupled with re-entry education, appropriate facilities, and
counseling.
There is a hard core of inmates and wards whose maladjustments and
deviant behavior preclude their participation in educational
programs, or severely limit the benefits society might expect from
their exposure to educational/vocational training and counseling.
While California must be realistic about prisoners who cannot be
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rehabilitated, the State should not be deterred from making an extra
effort with those who can.

An Attorney General's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation stated
in 1975:
In order for rehabilitation to have a chance of
significant success, the hard decision should be made to
separate out and to assign a low priority of
rehabilitative effort to inmates reasonably identi£ied as
voluntarily nonrehabilitative. Increased efforts should
be made to identify and motivate, through appropriate
incentives, those persons reasonably capable of benefiting
from voluntary rehabilitative services. f!_/
All but a few offenders are eventually released from custody. Sufficient financing should be provided to CDC and CYA to counsel,
educate, and train offenders so as to improve their self-esteem and
employability, thus enhancing their chances to become contributing
members of society upon release.
Data from CDC indicate that 6,000 inmates (26% of all inmates) are
interested in and academically qualified for postsecondary educational programs. Current programs, however, serve only 2,000
inmates to a limited degree.
About 750 CYA wards over 18 years of age (14% of all wards over 18)
also are interested in and academically qualified for postsecondary
educational programs. Yet, currently available programs serve only
391 wards.
These data indicate that CDC should receive a 300 percent increase in
funds to meet the postsecondary educational needs of interested and
academically qualified inmates, while CYA requires a 100 percent
increase to provide adequate postsecondary educational services to
wards.
Because existing programs are greatly underfunded, the
actual amounts of money represented by these proposed increases
would be small. For CDC the increase would represent approximately
$1,000,000; for CYA, $214,000. Neither CDC nor CYA can adjust
programming to appropriate levels within one year; therefore, the
Commission would recommend a conservative expansion of these
programs geared to a timetable of providing adequate postsecondary
opportunities within five years. That is, in addition to adjustments
for the Consumer Price Index, CDC and CYA should be allocated
increases of $200,000 and $43,000, respectively, for each of the next
five years in order for them to provide postsecondary educational
programs that will address more adequately the needs of inmates and
wards. These new funds should be clearly earmarked for postsecondary
education in the Governor's Budget. These funds should be used by
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the CDC and CYA for contracting with accredited two- and four-year
colleges and universities for necessary services rather than for
employing additional civil service instructors.

0

Staff Recommendation 1
The California Postsecondary Education Commission
recommends to the Governor and the Legislature that a
conservative expansion of funds over a five-year period,
adjusted to changes in the Consumer Price Index, be
---------------provided -·to- tohe--Department--of--Go-:r;r-ect-i-ons--and- to --the---------California Youth Authority in order to meet current indicators of need for postsecondary educational opportunities
for inmates and wards.
The annual increases in
allocations should be $200,000 and $43,000, respectively.
These funds, together with existing funds, should be
clearly earmarked for postsecondary education in the
Governor's Budget for the Departments.
Staff Recommendation 2
The California Postsecondary Education Commission
recommends to the Department of Corrections and to the
California Youth Authority that any additional funds
allocated to the Departments for postsecondary education
as a result of this report be used for contracting with
accredited two-year and four-year colleges and universities for necessary services, rather than for
employing additional civil service instructors.

Contractual Educational Services
Sections 2054 and 2054.1 of the Penal Code, which relate to
Establishing and Maintaining Classes for Inmates by the Department
of Corrections, are obsolete. (They were last amended in 1957.)
Section 2054 authorizes the Director of Corrections to establish and
maintain classes for inmates by utilizing personnel from the Department of Corrections or by entering into agreements with the governing
board of a school district or private school. Section 2054.1 specifies that the rate of pay shall be related to the median salaries for
full-time public high school teachers. Section 2054 limits the
"cost" to include "contributions required of any school district to
the State Teachers' Retirement System, but such cost shall not
include an amount in excess of the amount expended by the district
for salaries of the teachers for such classes, increased by onefifth. II
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It is clear that these Sections pertain to elementary and secondary
education only, which was appropriate at the time they were written.
At that time, school district contributions for retirement were
approximately 3 percent.
Fringe benefits are over 20 percent today, benefits for Safety
classifications are 28.81 percent.
These Penal Code sections should be proposed by the Department of
Corrections to include contracting with postsecondary institutions
at prevailing pay rates, including contributions for unemployment
insurance, workman's compensation, health benefits,
state
retirement, and OASDI. In addition, an indirect cost should be
provided to colleges and universities to include costs for
registration, recording transcripts, administration, and supervision. The restriction of teachers' salaries plus one-fifth is
inadequate for present employment policies. College and university
salary and fringe benefit rates vary by district or system of
education. An indirect cost of 8 percent, paralleling the federal
guidelines for educational training programs sponsored by the U.S.
Office of Education, appears to be reasonable. The Postsecondary
Education Commission, with its background in preparing
recommendations on salaries and fringe benefits for the three public
systems of higher education, should assist the Department of Corrections in drafting revisions to these Penal Code sections.
Staff Recommendation 3
The Department of Corrections, with assistance from the
California Postsecondary Education Commission, should
develop appropriate revisions in Sections 2054 and 2054.1
of the California Penal Code relative to Contractual
Educational Services for consideration by the Legislature
and the Governor.

Re-Entry Services and Counseling
The report of the Evaluation and Training Institute cites Project
Soledad as one of the best-known, and most effective re-entry
programs in the correctional system. (The project is offered through
Hartnell College in Salinas, and is funded by the California
Postsecondary Education Commission under Title I-A of the Higher
Education Act of 1965.) Project Soledad is a community-based, prerelease/re-entry program for prisoners, and has been in operation
since July 1, 1975. It was developed to help prepare inmates to reenter the community and cope with "modern day" problems and
situations--to "break down" the standard inmate frame of reference
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to society as a whole. Project Soledad presents seminars (eight
weeks in length), workshops (one day to six weeks in length) and
elective courses (three hours in length). Among the courses offered
are: "You, the Successful Parolee;" "Values Clarification;" "Labor
Union Workshop;" "Sociological Problems in Transition;" "Effective
Communication;" "Job Seeking Skills;" "Campus Life;" "Marriage and
Family Life;" "Student Financial Aid;" "Changing Roles and
Relationships in Today's Society;" "Making it as a Stranger in a
Strange Land;" "Parolee Resources Workshop;" and "Starting Your Own
Small Business." In 1976-77, 119 course sections were offered with
2,752 participants (including duplicate counts).
The staff of the Postsecondary Education Commission, in cooperation
with Hartnell College, sought the services of a noted evaluator to
examine the project and its effectiveness. Dr. James C. Stone, University of California, Berkeley, found that of the 1,170
participants in the project, 458 ex-offenders had enrolled in a
postsecondary educational institution following their release, and
at the end of one year "only three are known to have been returned
for incarceration and two-thirds of the 458 currently are enrolled or
have graduated."
The American Institute for Research cited the Soledad Inmate Committee on Higher Education as "one of the top 79 among Adult Career
Education and Planning Centers in the United States and the number
one Prison Program in the Unl.~ed States."
The Commission recommends that funds be provided to CDC and CYA to
replicate, and phase-in over three years, the Soledad-Hartnell College pre-release, re-entry education and counseling program at other
correctional institutions. The cost of the program at Soledad is
about $50,000 per year, and Soledad is the largest correctional
institution in California (population about 3,000 inmates). The
cost should be proportionally lower at other institutions with
smaller inmate or ward populations. The noncredit adult educational
program initiated at Soledad requires cooperation from the
community, business, labor, education and government.
Staff Recommendation 4
The California Postsecondary Education Commission
recommends to the Governor and the Legislature that funds
be provided to the Department of Corrections and to the
California Youth Authority to replicate, and to assume the
cost of the noncredit re-entry education program, Project
Soledad, at all of the State's correctional institutions.
A phase-in period of three years will require annual
budget augmentations of $115,000 and $33,000, respectively, for each of the three years.
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Facilities/Libraries
The report of the Evaluation and Training Institute, which follows,
points up the need for library development and for improvements in
classroom facilities.
With respect to libraries, the report states that "library
facilities and study space continue to be a vexing problem for those
enrolled in the college programs . . . . Library facilities in the
California prisons are extremely poor. At DVI [Deuel ·Vocational
Institution], apart from the required law library, none exists."
When Dean Ray Endres of California State University, Sacramento,
inspected the library at Folsom Prison in the fall of 1978, prior to
initiation of the B.A. program in Social Studies, he found that the
newest college-level reference book in the collection was printed in
1939.~/
The Department of Corrections and the California Youth
Authority, in cooperation with the contracting colleges and
universities, should determine the need for library resources in
terms of postsecondary course offerings. The Departments should
then include funds in their budgets to acquire the needed volumes and
develop a plan to keep the collections up-to-date. At the same time,
the Departments should establish library hours for library services
that accommodate students' schedules and assign library personnel
accordingly.
Staff Recommendation 5
The California Postsecondary Education Commission recommends
that the Department of Corrections and the California Youth
Authority, in cooperation with contracting colleges and
universities, establish a plan for development of library
resources in terms of postsecondary course offerings. The
plan should include books, periodicals, audio and video
tapes, and personnel consistent with the guidelines set
forth by the California Media and Library Educators
Association and with the guidelines for learning resources
programs at two-year colleges, published by the American
Library Association.
While classroom arrangements within CYA appear to be satisfactory,
those in most CDC institutions are deplorable. The situation at
Folsom in particular is not conducive to the efforts of teachers or
students. When four classes are held concurrently in the same room,
one must question how much instruction and learning takes place.
Although new prison facilities have been considered frequently by
the Governor and the Legislature, the earliest these facilities
would be available would be 1986. During the interim period, the
Institutional Planning Division of the Department of Corrections

0
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should develop an acceptable learning environment within existing
space through construction of accoustically acceptable walls and/or
space reallocations.

0

The Department of Corrections has provided to the Commission a preliminary estimate of $88,000 for conversion of space at Folsom Prison
to classrooms. The conversion should be given high priority by the
Governor and the Legislature.
Staff Recommendation 6
·---------------------·----·-----------------·------------·-------------- -----·--------------

The California Postsecondary Education Commission recommends
to the Department of Corrections that its Institutional
Planning Division take immediate steps to improve the
learning environment within its institutions through
construction of accoustically acceptable walls and/or space
reallocations for its academic programs.

0
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FOOTNOTES

1/ Chapter 570, Statutes of 1978.
~/

Correctional Education: ~ Forgotten Human Service, Education
Commission of the States, Report No. 76, January 1976.

ll Ibid., p. 14.
~/

Report of the Attorney General's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, January 1975, p. 30.

~/

Dr. Endres reported these findings at the Fall 1978 meeting of the
Association for Ex-Offender Educational Programs (AEEP).
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ATIACHMENT A
Assembly Bill No. 491
CHAPTER 665
An act to add Chapter 11.2 (commencing with Section 66920) to
Part 40 of the Education Code, relating to postsecondary education,
and making an appropriahon therefor.
[Approved by Governor September 8, 1977. Filed with
.
Secretary of State September 8, 1977.)
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL"S DIGEST

AB 491, Arnett. Postsecondaz:y education: inmates and parolees.
Under existing law, various limited postsecondary education programs are available to inmates of the Department of Corrections and
wards of the California Youth Authority.
This bill would permit the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges, in cooperation-with the Trustees of the California State University and Colleges and the Regents of the University of California, to support existing and additional programs which
provide postsecondary educational opportunities and services to
prison inmates, wards, and. parolees of the Department of Correc- ·
tions and the California Youth Authority.
This bill would require the California Postsecondary Education
Commission to report on postsecondary educational opportunities
that are available to inmates and ex-offenders, as specified.
This bill would also appropriate from the General Fund $40,000 to
the California Postsecondary Education Commission for condpcting
such report.
Appropriation: yes.

The people of the State of Ollifomia do enact as foOows:

0

SECTION 1. In enacting this act, the Legislature finds and
declares that:
(a) There is great interest among prison inmates of the
Department of Corrections and wards of the California Youth
Authority for postsecondary education. The demand for such
programs, however, among qualified inmates and parolees far
exceeds the availability of such programs;
(b) Additional state support of postsecondary education programs
for inmates and parolees should expand and improve existing efforts
and enable development of new demonstration projects, which
provide alternative methods of delivering postsecondary education;
(c) Additional state support for postsecondary education programs
would greatly enhance work and educational opportunities for
inmates reentering society;
(d) Additional state support for postsecondary education for

-1-
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inmates and parolees should be awarded in comprehensive
interinstitutional projects, linking correctional institutions with twoand four-year colleges; and
(e) An inventory of existing efforts and interagency planning
should precede substantial expansion of postsecondary e~ucation
programs for inmates and ex-offenders.
SEC. 2. Chapter 11.2 (commencing with Section 66920) is added
-----------------·----to ParF40-·a nne-Educa tion-coae-;-to reaa:- ---------------·----·----------------··-' ·
CHAPTER 11.2. EDUCATION OF INMATES, WARDS, AND PAROLEES

66920. It is the intent of the Legislature that the Board of
Governors of the California Community Coll~ges, in cooperation
with the Trustees of the California State University and Colleges and
the Regents of the University of California, may support existing and
additional programs which provide postsecondary educational
opportunities and services for prison inmates, wards, and parolees of
the Department of Corrections and the California Youth Authority.
The board of governors may support programs developed and
operated cooperatively by at least one correctional institution and a
two- or four-year college. Priority shall be given to programs linking
more than two correctional institutions, educational agencies,
parolee programs, community agencies, and potential employers.
The board of governors may support existing programs and
additional demonstration projects which have one or more of the
following components:
(a) Academic and vocational instructional programs at the
postsecondary educational level offered inside state prisons, county
jails, or California Youth Authority institutions.
(b) Information, counseling, and tutoring services for inmates,
wards, and ex-offenders presently enrolled or interested in a
postsecondary educational program.
·
(c) Courses for irunates and wards which also serve prison
personnel and college students who are not incarcerated.
(d) Cooperative efforts linking postsecondary education programs
with potential employers of ex-offenders.
(e) Research on alternative methods of assessing academic
abilities of inmates and alternative ways of making available
education to inmates and ex-offenders.
SEC. 3. The California Postsecondary Education Commission shall,
on or before November 15, 1978, report on the scope of current
inmate and ex-offender postsecondary education programs, assess
the need to expand current programS or begin new programs, and
develop a plan for possible expansion of programs. The commission's
report, at a minimum, shall include the following:
(a) An inventory of campus-based and prison-based postsecondary
education programs for inmates, wards, and ex-offenders;
(b) The current resources determined to be allocated to
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Ch. 665

postsec:ondary educational programs by the Department of
Corrections, California Youth Authority, postsecondary education
institutions, and the Office of Criminal Justice Planning;
(c) The impact of existing programs, and suggested improved
evaluation approaches, or both. This evaluation shall repot;t on the
types of programs supported, characteristics of inmates and parolees
served, and the impact of programs in providing educational and
eventual work opportunities and in lowering recidivism rates;
(d) Assessment of the interest in, and need for, postsecondary
education programs for inmates and ex-offenders;
(e) The possible advantages of different methods of financial
support, including support of interagency consortia involving
correctional agencies, colleges, community agencies, and potential
employers; and
(f) The desirability of constructing limited prison facilities to
better serve inmates interested in educational programs.
(g) A plan for expanding or modifying existing programs to serve
the unmet educational needs of inmates and ex-offenders, or both.
(h) Exploration of the benefits of alternative agencies to
administer and coordinate the programs statewide and a
recommendation as to the most appropriate administrative agency.
(i) The costs of each recommendation and alternative included in
the report and an implementation plan.
In conducting the study, the commission shall consult an advisory
group composed of two representatives each from the Department
of Corrections, the California Youth Authority, .the Office of Criminal
I ustice Planning, postsecondary educational institutions, existing
college parolee programs, and two ex-offenders.
The commission may contract with an external organization or
individual to conduct the study. Individuals and agencies involved
with existing inmate and ex-offender programs shall be informed of
the commission's study plan and the progress of the study.
SEC. 4. The Legislature hereby appropriates from the General
Fund forty thousand dollars ($40,000) to the California
Postsecondary Education Commission for conducting the study
provided pursuant to Section 3 of this act.
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ATIACHMENT B

Comments and Suggestions
in Response to
Inmate and Ex-Offender Postsecondary
Education Programs in California

0

0

Association of Ex-offender Educational Programs

August 14, 1979

Dr. Russell L. Riese
Assistant Director
California Postesecondary
Education Commission
1020 lOth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Russ:
The association membership appreciates the opportunity to provide some
comments and recommendations to the AB491 study concerning Inmate, Ward, and
Ex-offender Postsecondary Educational Programs in California conducted by the
Evaluation and Training Institute (ETI). However, there has been general disappointment registered by the membership for some of the following reasons:

0

1)

the low priority given in evaluating the impact of the
Ex-offenders Educational Programs in the CSUC System;

2)

the failure to acknowledge information provided by administrators of campus-based programs with regards to modifying existing programs with respect to the merger with Educational Opportunity Programs (EOP). Additionally, ETI
failed to develop an alternative plan. Appartently, ETI
was geared solely towards merging Ex-offender Programs
into EOP;

3)

the failure to recognize that the top priority of campusbased programs has always been becoming instututionalized,
that is, funding sources for the programs being derived
from within the structure of the particular campus itself,
thus, avoiding the perennial need in seeking outside sources
which place the programs in a precarious position. Uoreover, the time consumed by the programs director which is
spent on pursuing funding would be better spent on services
directly related to the needs of their students. This continual process of seeking external funding sources must be
done year to year. The institutionalization of Ex~ffender
Programs within the campus structure would stabilize the
various programs;

Association of Ex-offender Educational PrograJDs

0

.that _ Ex:::o.ff_ende:r. _.~ro~ams onl__y recruit "soon or
about - to - be released imna tes who have been--taking--part----·
in prison college programs and they recommend that contact
should be made prior to initial enrollment in prison programs." In fact, we do advertise and recruit among the
general population. :Furthermore, inmate attendance at recruitment presentations is not limited to the soon - to be released.
--

·----------·---4)----E.'XI.. states

5)

ETI states that "EOP/EOPS is providing the umbrella for a
large part of the services (to ex-offenders) in CSUC system."
Actually, only 3 of the 9 programs are under EOP (Fresno,
Dominguez Hills, .and San Diego - all of which are very
small programs).

6)

ETI states that administrative costs of Ex-offender ~reg
rams are "averaging around 64%." This information is incorrect. We believe ETI's definition of administrative
costs led them into lumping services - related areas with
administrative ones. Actual administrative costs of each
program can be submitted upon request.

The failure of CPEC to reconvene the advisory committee has created disappointed among campus-based program administrators. If the committee had been
given the opportunity to review the final draft of the ETI study, these comments
and recommendations which I am submitting may have become part of the final
draft itself.
AEEP hopes that CPEC could include our comments and recommendations into their
report.
/
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President/AEEP
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August· ·21, 1979

Patrick M.

ca.uan

Director, CPEC
1020 12th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Pat,
At the last meeting of the Statutory Advi.sary Q::mnittee, you requested the
nenhers of the O=mni ttee to send you written cam:ents on the report on
Immte and Ex-Offender Education. As you a.re aware, tbe bulk of the
recxumenda.tions and the report appear to apply zmre directly to the
cmmmity colleges and the State tlniversity and Colleges than to the
University of California. Accordingly, I have no comnents on the bulk
of the report, ·but would like to suggest caution as the best approach to

reocxmE!Ilda.tion 29.
It seems to me that recamenda.tion 29 might well be separated fran the
rest of the report and transnitted without ccmnent or endorsanent by the
Omni ssioo. It seems to me that a.dditiona.l st1Xly is called for on this
matter for the following reasons:

0

1.

'lbe facility suggested in the oody of the text is a very
substantial one with an enrollDent of p:>SSibly 2, 000 to
3, 000 i.mm.tes. 'lbe range o:f programs would cover every
leVel of the higher education spect:nn, :f:rcm lower division
to graduate instruction, and would be supported by a
:research library.

2.

'lbe prcposal, by 1ts general. s~, ViOUl.d be a very costly
one. It seuw to me that there is a very real tn1estion at
the graduate level whether there is a demand that would justify
the extraord.inary outlay which is suggested or implied here.

3.

'lbe reo •wenda.ticn calls for a separate governing board to
nm the i.mm.te college. I personally do not see in the
report 1 tself a a::upelling argment :for providing a separate

~2

Director Calla.D
August 15, 1979

structure for this pu:rpose. Without sucl:l new evidence, I
vwoul.d ·be very reluctant to see tbe State attatpt to provide
this sort of service outside o:f tbe existing institutions.
'!his is not a turf question, but rather a question of the
advisability of building redundancy into the postsecondary
education systan at a time wbE!!l resources may be acre and uore
constrained. I also think tba.t the arrangement for tbe
governing OOard, which ViOUld have repzesentatives of ·
various segments Wbo would be appointed by a panel rather
tban by their respective segments, is questionable..
-----·· __ .._!_~ ~~- _a~ve . crmrents are useful.

Sin»:
Ibnal.d c. Swain
Acadenic Vice President

cc: · Assoc:ia.te Vice President Jenkins
Associate Director O'Brien
Director Q:mdren
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...'

Dr. Russell L. Riese
Assistant Director
California Postsecondary
Education Commission
l020~Street
Sacr~, California

95814

Dear Russ:
I appreciate the opportunity to provide some comments about
the ETI study on inmate and ex-offender postsecondary education programs. First, however, I would like to register my
own disappointment with the decision not to call the advisory
committee together again to review the revised document. In
my judq.ment, the present version is sufficiently changed in
content, direction, and specificity from the first to make
further discussion of it by the screening body highly advisable.
From recent conversations and correspondence, I know that
there are others who feel this way; so I would hope that if
the report goes forward without further consideration by the
advisory committee, it will not be characterized as fully
supported by that group.
Recommendations 2,3,4,10 and 12 (at least) pertain to an
increased level of participation by CSUC in the provision of
courses and programs in prison. In this connection, we would
hope that CPEC staff involved with the two-year study on offcampus instruction will take these recommendations, if approved
by the Commission, into account in their final report. If they
are not so considered and provided for, it is conceivable that
we would find ourselves confronted by contradict~ry signals
that encourage in-prison educational programming but at the
same time discourage the provision of off-campus instruction.
Should this become the case, the predictable result would be
to stymie further developmental activity.

0

Recommendation No. 25 calls for consideration of integrating
CSUC ex-offender programs with Educational Opportunity Programs.
In the past, some ex-offender programs have been organized this

400 GOLDEN SHORE, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90802

INFORMATION: (213) 590-5506

Or.

Russe~

L. Riese
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way; the Pinto program at csu, Fresno is currently under EOP,
but is seeking separate status. As we understand it, the
special support services generally provided by EOP are already
made available to students in ex-offender programs. It would
seem that it is very important to those who are running exoffender programs to maintain their activities as organizationally separate from EOP; and in the absence of compelling arguments
to the contrary, we would be inclined to support their position.

0

Recommendation No. 26 calls for consideration of. the appointment
in T.he CSUC Chancellor's Office of a full-time recruiter for
------~~--v~io~ -- ~-~-:..C?.#f_~~~~~- J2~~F-~_!_~'t{~ do ~Q!;_ believe _j .j; __ i~ -~ro
. · pr~a~e fOr a systemw~de off~ce to employ staff to engage ~n
student recruiting of any type. This is properly a campus
activity. Further, we are in a difficult position regarding
staffing and services these days. While the fiscal control
agencies of the state are asking to reduce our budgeted resources,
there are continuing pressures, many from other state agencies,
to add staff for special and necessarily limited, functions.
This recommendation seems only to add to the confusing whipsaw
tendencies.
Finally, Recommendation 29, calls for the establishment of one
or more prison colleges. This is a significant public policy
issue to be decided ultimately by the highest legislative and
executive authorities of the staT.e. However, the proposal as
briefly described in the report <-.:ontinues to divide responsibilities among correctional and educational agencies in an
unacce~table fashion •. · :: en particular, the separation of admission
author~ty from degree granting authority would create an
administrative nightmare rather than a useful program~ If this
idea ever gets off the ground, the planning should make clear
distinctions between correctional and educational functions
and assiqn responsibilities accordingly. The present hybrid
approach will not work.
Thanks for listening.

•

•
Chancellor
GRL/m
cc: Mr.
Dr.
or.
or.

Patrick Callan
Alex c. Sherriffs
John M. Smart
David Kagan
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-HEALTH AND WELFARE AGENCY

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Gov.mor

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

AROLE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
714 P STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814

August 3, 1979

Russell L. Riese
California Post-secondary Education Commission
1020 Twelfth Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Mr. Riese:
Ron Chun, our Planning Director, asked me to review the
report that you sent to him entitled 0 The Study of the
Assessment and Evaluation of Inmate and Ex-Offender
Post-secondary Education Programs in California -- Volume
I Evaluation Report,n as I had the responsibility for the
follow-up data on the CDC inmates who participated in
college programs.
I found some discrepancies in the interpretation of the
data provided by the California Department of Corrections
for the report that affect pages 55-62. The adjustments
that I have outlined below make college programs for
inmates look even better.
The data provided for the number of participants in
college programs that were returned to prison included
both cases returned to finish term and new court
convictions for crimes perpetrated while under parole
supervision. The only court convictions not included were
those that occurred after discharge from parole
supervision or direct discharge from the institution.
This discrepancy may have occurred because only one figure
(the combined returns) was provided to the research team.
This clarification affects the table on page 57 as well as
the narrative and possibly some of the conclusions. The
comparison group in this table (all California Men
Released January-June, 1977) would include both the return
to prison by the CRB and by the court or 12.5 percent of
3,574 rather than only 4.1 percent as shown in Table 2.7.

0

Russell L. Riese
California Post-secondary Education Commission
August 3, 1979
Page 2

Another discrepancy in Table 2.7 is the data shown for the
California Institution for Women. The data we provided
--- -- -·shewed- f-iv·e - er--l-.- 9 --pe-r-cen--t---o-f---the----2-6-a---women- rei-e-as-ed-----------------returned to prison within six months.
Table 2.9 is also affected. The return rates for the
comparison group at one and two years become 13.5 and
24.9, respectively, rather than 5.2 and 9.2. Since these
changes support the conclusions reached in this section,
probably no changes are necessary in the narrative.
I realize that the report has been completed now, but the
changes mentioned provide stronger support for the
conclusion that participants in college programs had lower
recidivism rates than the general population.
Sincerely yours,

Research
JT:ms
cc: Ron Chun
Keith Hayball
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INMATE AND EX-OFFENDER POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN CALIFORNIA
VOLUME I

An Assessment and Evaluation Prepared for the
California Postsecondary Education Commission
by

Clare Rose and Glenn F. Nyre
Evaluation and Training Institute

June, 1979
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PREFACE

0
The purpose of this report is to provide an overview and
inventory of campus-based and prison-based postsecondary education programs for inmates, wards and ex-offenders in

r~sponse

to Assembly Bill No. 491.
The report is divided into two volumes.
sists of 5 chapters.

Volume I con-

The first chapter describes the pro-

cedures and methods used in the study; the second and third
chapters present the inventory of prison-based postsecondary
education programs for inmates and a description of the characteristics of inmates served by the program.

Chapter IV pre-

sents the inventory of campus-based programs for ex-offenders
and a description of the characteristics of that population.
Chapter V presents the summary and major study recommendations.
Volume II serves as a technical supplement and appendix for

--

Volume I and contains 5 sections.

·-

.

The first section contains

data tables which correspond in order and by number to the discussions presented in Volume I.

The second section contains

lists of institutions to which the initial survey was sent .
. The third section contains all of the study documents while
the fourth section contains all of the-study instruments.
The last section contains brief descriptions of ex-offender
programs in the community colleges and state colleges and
universities that have been discontinued.
An Executive Summary provides a brief overview of the

0

study and highlights the major findings and recommendations.

iii

The summary is a non-technical report intended to disseminate
the findings of the study to a wide range of audiences.

Vol-

umes I and II are intended to be used by the central offices
and institutional staffs of the Department of Corrections, the
Youth Authority and the colleges and universities to make program modifications and improvements.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The major purpose of the present study is to provide a.
comprehensive description of the range of programs available
to inmates, wards and ex-offenders in California and to assess their impact.

The charge for this study derives from

the California Legislature, Assembly Bill #491, Chapter 11.2,
Section 3 (signed by the Governor into law, September 8, 1977),
which requires the California Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC) to "report on the scope of current inmate and
ex-offender postsecondary education programs, assess the need
to expand current programs or begin new programs, and develop
a plan for possible expansion of programs".

The Commission,

in turn, contracted with the Evaluation and Training Institute (ETI) in July, 1978 to conduct the study.

As stipulated

in AB 491, the study was to include the following:

0

1.

An inventory of campus-based and prison-based
postsecondary educational programs for inmates,
wards and ex-offenders;

2.

A determination of the current resources allocated to postsecondary educational programs by
the Department of Corrections, California Youth
Authority, Office of Criminal Justice Planning
and postsecondary education institutions;

3.

An evaluation of the impact of existing programs
in terms of providing educational and eventual
work opportunities and in lowering recidivism
rates, reporting on the types of programs supported and characteristics of inmates and exoffenders served;

2

4.

An assessment of the interes~ in, and need for,
postsecondary education programs for inmates
and ex-offenders;

5.

A delineation of possible advantages of different methods of financial support;

6.

A determination of the desirability of constructing limited correctional facilities to better
serve inmates interested in postsecondary educational programs;

0

devel opmen t of a pTan-ror -expanding or mod-- - - - ifying existing programs to serve the unmet needs
of inmates and ex-offenders relative to postsecondary education;

···---···---------7~he

8.

An exploration of the benefits of alternative
agencies to administer and coordinate the programs statewide, with recommendations as to the
appropriate administrative agency; and

9.

A delineation of the costs of each recommendation and alternative included in the report and
an implementation plan.

0
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The Holistic Evaluation Approach
Because of the dual purposes of the study -- to provide
descriptive information to the Legislature as well as information about program effectiveness -- the holistic evaluation
approach, a form of naturalistic inquiry developed and tested
by ETI, was judged to be best suited to the needs of the
study.
Briefly, holistic evaluation combines qualitative and
quantitative data gathered from a variety of sources in an
examination of process as well as outcomes.

Rather than man-

ipulating variables, as in the traditional experimental model,
holistic evaluation, like other models of naturalistic inquiry,
investigates the phenomena under study within and in relation
to their naturally occurring contexts.

Since correctional

education programs and services exist within a context that
includes the physical environment of the institution, the
participants in the program, and the social and political
values and opinions of the teachers, prison personnel and
surrounding community, the methodology of naturalistic inquiry is particularly well-suited to

a

study of prison pro-

grams.
The focus of the. hol,istic investigation is description
and understanding.
the study.

0

Thus, a priori hypotheses do not guide

Rather, the investigators immerse themselves in

the study with as open minds as possible, and as data are
gathered and impressions are formed, interpretations and con-

4

elusions are subjected to a rigorous series of checks and crosschecks, with each source of data checked against another until
a full understanding of the phenomenon _under study is reached.
Because of the high risk of bias or error associated with · any
single technique or source, a variety of techniques are used
to collect data from a variety of sources.
-----

·---·----··-------···-·· -·-·-···· ----··

The Holistic Evaluation approach has a strong advantage
over other approaches in that it provides a far more useful
vehicle for studying processes.

While it does not eschew ex-

perimental inquiry, it does not depend upon the controlled experiment and thus it provides an optimal alternative where it
is impossible to meet the technical requirements of an experimental approach.

This approach also assures decision-makers

that all sides of the issues have been studied and all relevant
data presented.
The present study draws upon observational and perceptual
data drawn from site visits to penal and postsecondary institutions, survey data obtained from inmates, ex-offenders, teachers, and prison and campus education and program personnel,
and statistical data on recidivism and cost obtained from the
Department of Corrections, California Youth Authority, Office
of Criminal Justice Planning, and other state criminal justice
agencies.

The specific design for the study, the methodology

and the study plan are detailed in the remaining sections of
this chapter.

0
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The Study Design
The design for the study called for the collection of
five major data sets:

1) information about postsecondary edu-

cation programs for inmates, wards and ex-offenders from all
correctional and postsecondary institutions; 2) surveys of
inmates, wards, ex-offenders and employees of correctional in-

stitutions, including teachers and counselors from the partieipating colleges as well as those employed by the institution;
3) recidivism data collected on a sample of parolees from each
institution who had participated in a postsecondary program
while incarcerated; 4) observational and interview data gained
during case study site visits to a representative sample of
prison~based

postsecondary programs sponsored . by the Department

of Corrections and Youth Authority; and 5) observational and
interview data gained during case study site visits to a sample
of ex-offender programs offered by postsecondary educational
institutions.
The study plan was designed to proceed in two phases.
The first phase involved the collection of data from the primary state correctional agencies, the correctional and public
postsecondary institutions and a sample of private postsecondary institutions.

The second phase of the study consisted of

intensive site visits to a case study sample of prison-based
and campus-based postsecondary programs for the purpose of
understanding the differences in programs, the underlying dy-

~

namics which may have contributed to the differences, and the

6

contextual or environmental factors which may have influenced
the scope, focus and direction of the programs.
In order to assist in implementing the first phase of the
project, and in accordance with the requirements of AB 491, an
Advisory Board was established which was composed of two representatives each from the Department of Corrections, the Cal-

--1 f ornn:r- Yolrth;uthuri-ty-;--ttre---e f-:f-±ce--o-f-c-r-inan-a-1- J-us-t--i-Ge-P-l-an--

ning, the University of California, California State University and Colleges, the California Community Colleges, existing college ex-offender programs, and two ex-offenders.
The purpose of the Advisory Board was three-fold:

l) . to

have a forum in which the study team could explain to representatives of the various constituencies the purposes of the
study and the study plan; 2) to determine sources of extant
data and gain the support and cooperation of the various constituent groups in supplying the data; and 3) to obtain advice
and suggestions from the various agency and institutional representatives concerning issues and problems that might arise
as a result of the diversity of institutions and programs between and within the different educational and correctional
segments involved.

The Advisory Board met on December 11,

1978, at which time the study plan and the progress to date
were discussed.

Although it is mentioned formally in the pref-

ace to this report, it is important to note again that the members of the Advisory Board were exceptionally cooperative and
provided extremely useful insights and suggestions throughout
the study.

0
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Establishing the Population
The 'first step in the data collection was to identify
the target population of programs for the inventory -- to determine what prison-based and campus-based postsecondary education programs were available for inmatesjwardsjex-offenders
in California.

A brief questionnaire was developed by the

study team and was sent, along with a letter from the Associate Director of CPEC describing the purposes of the study and
introducing the Evaluation and Training Institute, to the Wardens/Superintendents of the 12 state correctional facilities,
and the Superintendents of the 16 California Youth Authority
institutions.

Letters and questionnaires were also sent to

the 9 University of California campuses; the 19 campuses of
the California State University and Colleges (CSUC), the 106
public community colleges, and a sample of 275 private colleges
selected randomly from a list of approximately 2300 private
colleges in California.*
The intent of this preliminary questionnaire was to find
out if the institution had a postsecondary education program
designed especially for inmates/wards or

ex-offenders, and

if so, the institutional administrator to whom the letter
was

sent was asked to nominate a person who would serve as

a liaison to the study team throughout the duration of the
study.

Completed questionnaires were received from all CDC

facilities, Youth Authority institutions, UC institutions and

0

CSUC institutions in response to this initial mailing.

A sec-

*A copy of the letters, all questionnaires used in the
study and complete lists of all colleges surveyed at the outset
are included in "the technical supplement to this report (Volume II).
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ond wave of questionnaires was sent to those community colleges
and private colleges which had not responded to the first questionnaire, and telephone follow-ups were made to all institutions which had not responded to the second solicitation. ·

Even-

tually, responses were received from 100 percent of the community colleges and over 90 percent of the private colleges.
T-a:b-lE:r~

.-1---s-lrow-s--·ttre- -re-sp-o-n:s-e--r-a:t e-s -r-e-cei.-ved-tr-om~cn-se-gme-nt .

The results of the first data search indicated that postsecondary education programs for inmates and wards were available in all correctional and 5 Youth Authority facilities.
Ex-offender programs were identified in 9 state universities and
9 community colleges.

About 20 private colleges indicated

in the preliminary questionnaire that they had a special program for ex-offenders, but follow-up telephone interviews with
the person who completed the questionnaire revealed that there
were no special programs; rather, ex-offenders could enroll
in the regular postsecondary program and were allowed to participate in a variety of support services available to all
students attending the institution.

Information subsequently

obtained from institutional liaisons at the community colleges
revealed that only 5 community colleges had officially recognized ex-offender programs -- 4 of them as separate components
within their Extended Opportunity Programs and Services, and
only one of them with a totally independent, specialized program.
When all of the questionnaires for each sub-group of in-

o·

0

0

TABI.E 1.1. Number of Preliminary Questionnaires Sent, Response Rate and Number of
Institutions Indicating Availability of Special Postsecondary Education
Programs for Inmates/Wards/Ex-offenders, Fall 1978

-·

· lnst i tutions

Number of
Questionnaires
Sent

Number of
Questionnaires
Received

Response
Rate

NUmber of Institutions
Indicating Availability
of Special Postsecondary
Programs
FOR INMATESLWARDS

Department of
Corrections

12

12

100

12

California Youth
Authority

16

16

100

5
FOR EX-OFFENDERS

University of
California
California State
University and
Colleges

9

9

100

0

19

19

100

9
i

California Community Colleges

106

Private Colleges

275

95

90

5*
I

220

80

'

0.

'

*All community colleges with structured programs have been included in this count
even though 4 of those programs comprise a separate component within EOPS.

(0
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stitutions were received, lists of available programs and the
liaisons were compiled.

The principal investigator then con-

tacted by telephone each person who had been appointed as a
liaison in the correctional facilities.*

The intent of the

telephone contact was to establish initial communication with
the liaison, to get more background information about the pro-

operation in filling out the very lengthy questionnaire developed to obtain specific information about the postsecondary
programs.

As it turned out, the telephone call was ·an impor-

tant step in laying the foundation for subsequent data collection activities.

The telephone contact provided the opportu-

nity to explain the purposes of the study as well as the methodology of the data collection and the rationale for working
with institutional liaisons.

With one exception, all of the

people who served as liaisons were extremely cooperative, and
as noted in the foreward, the success of the study is in great
measure a result of their diligence.
Inmate liaison questionnaires were sent to the liaisons
subsequent to the telephone conversations.

This question-

naire was designed to gather information about the program
-- its scope, number of participants, criteria for admission
and cost.

It also asked the liaison to describe the pro-

*People appointed as liaisons were in charge . of the college program, either the Supervisors of Education, the Supervisor of Academic Instruction or another equivalent position.

0
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gram's strengths and weaknesses, as well as to evaluate participants, institutional support and quality of offerings.

In ad-

dition, liaisons had been asked how many teachers were involved
in their college programs and if they would be willing to'distribute and collect a special set of questionnaires developed
for the teachers.

All agreed to do so, and response rates for

the teacher questionnaires are presented in Table l.2.
In the case of the ex-offender programs, telephone calls
were made to those nominated as liaisons at the state universities
only.

Ex-offender liaison questionnaires were mailed directly

to the liaisons at community colleges which had indicated that
they had special programs for ex-offenders.
The format of the questionnaire and the majority of the
questions sent to the liaisons of both ·inmate and ex-offender
programs were identical so that all institutions would report
the data in the same way to facilitate comparisons among programs and between programs in prison and on college campuses.
Once the study was underway, the difficulty in obtaining
impact data, particularly with respect to participant outcomes,
became readily apparent.

As described in more detail in the

chapter on impact, it was difficult to obtain recidivism data
for participants in the college programs and it was impossible
to identify an appropriate control group with which the results
could be compared.

It also became clear that it would be im-

possible to follow-up individual program participants in order

0

to determine the program's impact on their subsequent employ-
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TABLE 1.2.

Number of Teacher Questionnaires Sent
and Response Rates by CDC and CYA Facilities

Number
Sent

I

Number
Returned

Cl

,o

Returned

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
California Correctional Center

15

9

60

Calif. State Prison at Folsom

15

15

100

S.i-e:I!-r.a- Conse-Z!-va:ti-on-Cen.t.el!.- - ----+·-

-l.S----I------_!]----•- - - -4-1-- --- -

California Medical Facility

10

10

100

California Men's Colony

20

9

45

Deuel Vocational Institution

13

13

100

Calif. State Prison at
San Quentin

11

5

45

6

6

100

10

6

60

8

8

100

61

36

59

4

4

100

Karl Holton School

10

9

90

De Witt
School

10

7

70

10

5

50

7

4

57

13

12

92

Total CDC institutions

188

128

68

Total CYA institutions

50

37

74

Total all institutions

238

165

69

Calif. Correctional Inst.
Calif. Institution for Men
Calif. Institution for Women
Correctional Training Facility
California Rehabilitation Center
CALIFO~~IA

YOUTH AUTHORITY

~elson

Youth Training

Youth Training School
El Paso de Robles School
Ventura School
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0
ment, education and stability.

Thus, an attempt was made to

see if differences existed in college program inmates' perceptions of themselves, their likelihood of recidivating and their
post-prison plans in comparison to inmates who were not participating in the postsecondary programs.
A questionnaire was developed with the assistance of the
college enrollees at San Quentin and was sent to the liaisons
for distribution to all of the inmates/wards enrolled in the
postsecondary programs and a sample of inmatesjwards who did
not take part.

A 25 percent sample of inmates was given ques-

tionnaires at each of the site visit institutions; a 10 percent
sample was selected from each of the other institutions.

Since

the liaisons had advised us that it would be impossible for
them to isolate inmates/wards who were eligible for the programs but chose not to participate (the most appropriate control group for comparison), we requested that they at least
sample inmates from every living group and from every security
level, with as much randomization as was physically feasible.
Table 1.3 presents the number of inmate questionnaires sent
to each institution and correspond-i ng response rates.
A short questionnaire was also developed for the ex-offenders participating in ex-offender programs.
ministered through liaisons.

Table 1.4 presents the response

rates for the ex-offender questionnaires;

0

These too were ad-
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;ABLE 1.3.

Number of Inmate Questionnaires Sent and Response
Rates for College and Non-College Groups by CDC
and CY.<\ Facili.ties

Institutions
Calif. Correctional Center
Cali~.
·· - .

State Prison at Folsom

College
No.
Sent

Non-college

No.
Returt:.ed

Ret.

125

111

e9

94

50

53

-·--·--·--·--------- r------

!If

No.
Sent

,,,

No.
Returned

·Ret.

200

111

56

158

0

0

--··---24·---- - -12
---472

- - - 61

,g

- ---

Sierra Conservation Center

200

Calif. Medical Facility

100

79

79

140

0

0

Calif. Men's Colony

100

68

68

241

182

76

Deuel Vocational Institution

100

84

84

300

278

93

ca:::.f. State Prison at
San Quentin

120

44

37

200

51

26

Calif. Correctional Inst.

63

14

22

107

13

12

Calif. Institution for Men

50

14

28

222

96

43

Calif. Institution for Women

100

37

37

263

130

49

Correctional Training Facility

175

46

26*

625

113

18*

14

12

86

144

71

49*

110

70

64

100

85

85

15

7

43

85

40

47

20

18

90

42

25

60

llO

38

35

90

64

71

3072
317
3389

1106
214
1320

68

Cali:f. Rehabilitation Center
Karl Holton School
Youth Training Schoo!

I El

Paso de Robles Sc!loo:.

'lentura School

13

I

!
Total CDC institutions
Total CYA institutions
'::otal all institutions
*Some completed

1241
255
1496

~uestionnaires ~rom

583
133
716

47
52

48

36
39

these facilities were lost in the mail.

"0
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TABLE 1.4.

Number of Ex-offender Questionnaires Sent
and Response Rates by CSUC Institutions.

Number
Sent

Number
Returned

Percent
Returned

14

2

14

9

5

56

Long Beach

45

28

62

Los Angeles

85

42

49

Northridge

50

10

20

Sacramento

43

20

47

San Diego State University

50

14

28

San Francisco State University

60

4

7

San Jose State University

65

43

66

421

168

40

Institution

csu,

Dominguez Hills

CSU, Fresno

csu,
csu,
csu,
csu,

TOTAL

0
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Selection of the Case Study Sample of Institutions
The case study sample of correctional institutions was
selected on the basis of a four-step matrix sampling procedure
which included the following criteria: geographic location ,
security level, scope of postsecondary program and size of
on number of 2_articipants
involved. First, all
---------- - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - ..
of the correctional facilities, CDC and CYA, were sorted ac-

program_has~ d

cording to their geographical location in the state -- the
south, central or northern part of California.

The second

step sorted the institutions according to whether they were
maximum, medium, minimum or a combination security level.
Within each of the three regions, the institutions were then
sorted according to the scope of their program.

In the fourth

step, institutions were sorted according to the size of their
postsecondary program using Fall, 1978, enrollment data collected from the liaisons.
Special cells were created for institutions that were
particularly unique or were distinguished from other institutions because of some special quality or characteristic -e.g., the California Institution for Women, the only state facility for women.

The case study sample was then selected to

represent each group formed in the matri.."t, t .h ereby obtaining
a sample of institutions representative of the population of
state correctional institutions.
The CSUC programs were selected in basically the same
manner, with factors

co~cerning

length of time the program

··-.
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had been in existence, number of participants, amount and
sources of funding, and organizational structure comprising
the matrix from which case study selection was made.
The case study sample finally selected through this .process included 18 institutions -- 8 of the 12 CDC institutions,
3 of the 5 CYA institutions, 6 of the 9 CSUC campuses and the
one independent CCC program.

All of the institutions eligible

for case study by virtue of having appropriate postsecondary
educational programs are

list~d

in Table 1.5.

Those selected

'

for site visitation are marked with an asterisk.

As can be

seen, 7 of the 12 southern California programs were selected
for case study, as were 7 of the 11 central programs and all
three northern programs.
Even though the case study sample was representative according to the criteria set forth above, most of the CDC institutions and/or programs had some additional distinguishing characteristics as well.

For example, the California

Institution for Men's program is confined to a selection of
courses chosen on the basis of inmates' interests.

Sierra

Conservation Center is unique in that it serves as a base
institution for 14 conservation camps spread throughout California.

Deuel Vocational Institution has a program leading

to an AA degree, serves the youngest average population
outside of CYA institutions and maintains its program with
the smallest budget for their academic program.

0

Correctional

Training Facility's program is largely student supported,

.
I

....00

TABI£ 1.5. California Correctional Institutions and CSUC Campuses wit~ Inmate and
Ex-offender Programs Sorted According to Geographical Loc~tion in the State

I
Region

CDC Institutions

CYA Institutions

i'

I

Northern
Cali-fornia

California Correctional Center*
Folsom State Prison*

Central
California

California Medical Facility
California Men's Colony
San Quentin State Prison*
Correctional Training Facility*
Deuel Vocational Institution*
Sierra Conservation Center*

Karl Holton School*
De Witt Neloon Youth
Training School*

California
California
California
California

El Paso de Robles School
Ventura School*
Youth Training School

Southern
California

Institution for Men*
Institution for Women*
Rehabilitation Center
Correctional Institution

I

CSCU Institutions

I

Sacrruoonto*

Jose*
San Francisco
Fresno
San

I

I

I
I

i

San Diego*
lDng Beach*
Northridge*
IDs Angeles*
IX:minguez Hills

*Site visit institutions

0
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and San Quentin's College program requires inmates to work
during the day in order to be admitted to the program, which
is only available in the evening.

California Correctional

Center and Folsom have programs leading to the bachelor's .. .
degree.
Once the case study institutions were identified, the
appropriate liaisons were again contacted and dates set for
the site visits.

A formal letter requesting permission to

visit the institution and describing the purposes of the study
and visit was sent to the Warden/Superintendent of the correctional institutions prior to the visit.

A letter confirm-

ing the date and time of the visit and identifying the groups
of people with whom we wished to speak was sent to the directors of the ex-offender programs at the college case study
sample.

The site visits were conducted by a team composed

of two members of the ETI staff.

Findings from the site visit

interviews are integrated with the quantitative data wherever
appropriate.
Constraints on the Study
This evaluation was conducted with several constraints
which must be acknowledged at the outset, since each had direct implications for the scope and focus of the evaluation
and the procedures used to generate the data.

The most ser-

ious constraints were 1) the lack of follow-up data and records at the institutional and state level; 2) the deadline

0

by which the study had to be completed; and 3) the impossi-
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bility of forming control groups.

These constraints were in-

terrelated and generated several problems for the study.
To begin with, the study officially began in mid-July,
1978, when the contracts with ETI were signed and approved.
In order to comply with the Legislature's stipulated 10-month
period of time for the study, it was scheduled for completion
at tne end- c>r-Tay ,--1979":-- xttnough---the-study- t-h-us-spa-nned- t-heacademic year 1978-79, it was impossible to collect student
outcome data beyond the first semester.
institutions

In a few cases where

were on the quarter system, data were gathered

for the first two quarters.

Completion of degrees and achieve-

ment data derived over a year or two years' time would have
provided more valid information about student outcomes.
Secondly, ten months is a very short time in which to
plan and conduct a comprehensive data collection effort.
Since a longitudinal study was not possible, the present
study was designed to overcome this constraint by planning
several short-term data collection efforts that would span
the period during which the evaluation was to take place.
Each of the data collection techniques -- questionnaires,
interviews and observations -- was designed to supplement
the others, thus providing a composite of aggregated data
from which interpretations and conclusions could be drawn.
Although these combined techniques yielded the best information given the time and resources available, they do not
make up for the lack of direct impact data.
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In the California correctional system, an inmate's "jacket", or file, follows him or her.

Thus, when an inmate is

paroled, the file is sent from the institution to Sacramento
and then to the inmate's parole district.

Once parole is com-

pleted, the records are sent to the archives.

The problem

of conducting follow-up studies of inmates, once they are
released, is exacerbated by the fact that, as a rule, correctional institutions do not release records of enrollment
or completion of college level courses.

It was thus extreme-

ly difficult, and in some cases impossible to obtain lists of
parolees who had participated in college programs in correctional institutions in order to run recidivism checks.
At the same time, it was impossible to establish a legitimate control group to which the recidivism rate for college participants could be compared.

Inmates who did not par-

ticipate in college programs could have been enrolled in high
school or vocational programs or they could have completed
college programs before they were incarcerated.

Thus, there

simply was not enough time to identify and follow-up inmates
who were eligible for postsecondary programs, but were not
interested in or able to enroll.

Some of these people were

identified at the site visits, but there was not enough time
!

in the stpdy to follow-up their progress or behavior.
I
I

Throughout this report, inqividual institutions or colleges are identified where data were provided from program or

0

central office data and are a matter of public record.

Spe-

22

cially requested information which concerns only the case
study institutions is presented without identifying the source
in order to preserve anonymity.

- - - - -·- - - - - - - - - - · - - - -

0

0
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CHAPTER II
AN INVENTORY OF PRISON-BASED POSTSECONDARY PROGRAMS

There are six different types of educational

program~

as

defined by the Federal Bureau of Prisons in its "Educational
Goals, Program Definitions and Guidelines", 1974.
1. Adult Basic Education Program (ABE), focusing on
sixth grade level achievement as measured by a median
score of 6.0 on the Standardized Achievement Test (SAT);
2. Adult Secondary Education (ASE), designed to prepare students to pass the General Education Development
Examination (GED) or receive a high school diploma;
3. Occupational or vocational education, designed to
provide inmates with an employable skill increasing
their chances of employment upon release;
4. Social Education programs designed to assist inmates
in their adjustment to the institution, and in their personal growth and ability to cope with problems they may
encounter upon release. These activities are not directly related to formal certification or degree completion
but focus on developing competency in life skills involved in family, peer and community relationships and
are part of a-socially acceptable life style.
5. Recreation programs to provide creative alternatives
to idleness, opportunities for releasing tension, and
for developing special interests or skills in the use
of leisure time; and
6. Postsecondary education programs, which include
any and all courses offered for college-level credit
by a community college or other institution of higher
education.
Pursuant to the charge of the Legislature, an inventory
was made of all campus-based and prison-based postsecondary
education programs for inmates, wards and ex-offenders.

This

chapter deals with prison-based programs for inmatesjwards

~

and the third chapter presents the discussion of campus-based
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programs for ex-offenders.

The information presented in both

instances is derived from data gathered from the institution
via the liaison questionnaires and the site visits.
Overview of Prison-Based Programs
According to the State of California, Department of Cor···· ...

·-·-··----------

rections, the academic education program

at:eacll1nst1tUt1on
~-

consists of three levels of adult education and
i~cou~ses

colleg~_level

leading to the associate degree are available.

Education, Level I,

s~_r~E·~

cred-

Adult

thos_e· inmates whose academi-c ·a -chieve-

ment ranges from basic non-readers through 5.9 grade level
achievement.

The thrust of this program is to assist func-

tional illiterates to become literate.

Adult Education, Level

II, provides refresher work in language, spelling, writing,
reading vocabulary and comprehension, and arithmetic fundamentals and reasoning, serving those inmates who are achieving
between grade level 6.0 and 8.9.
provides

opportu~ities

Adult Education, Level III,

for inmates to complete the require-

ment for the high school diploma or the high school equivalency
certificates.
The college program provides continuing educational opportunity for those inmates who have a high school diploma
or equivalency and have demonstrated their ability to perform
at 10.0 grade level of achievement in reading comprehension/
vocabulary and general mathematics.

Educational programs at

the college level are divided into academic education and vo-

0
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cational education and skills training.

Academic programs in-

elude courses leading to an associate degree and, in rare instances, a baccalaureate degree.
The terms vocational education and vocational traini·ng
are used interchangeably to describe vocational programs.

Vo-

cational education usually focuses almost entirely on course
work concerning specific occupations and may include other
subjects such as labor market information and economics.

Vo-

cational training generally is a more structured program of
both classroom work and actual experience in performing tasks
in a specific occupation.

Vocational programs in correctional

institutions more closely fit the latter definition, with the
most frequently offered programs being in auto mechanics, welding, small engines, air conditioning and refrigeration.
While some type of vocational program is available in
most institutions*, not all programs lead to an AA degree.
Most often this is because the neighboring community college
does not have such a program on its campus and will not approve the teachers or the program.

In some cases, the insti-

tution provides certification and some vocational programs
are indentured by the local union.

Only five· institutions

offer vocational training programs for which college credit
(and certification) is granted and these programs are included
in the present investigation.
Postsecondary academic programs for inmates and wards

Q

vary 'i n scope, ranging from an assortment of interest classes
*Karl Holton School offers only academic programs. Youth
wishing vocational training are sent to the neighboring institution, De Witt Nelson.
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in California Correctional Institutions Compared to Total Institutional Inmate/
Ward Population, Median Age of Inmates and Average Length of Stay , in Institution,
~,all, 1978.
I
t-l

Correctional Institution

No. of Inmates l!:nmllerl~
Total
in Postsec. Programs Inmate/Ward
Academic !vocational
Population

Average
Length of
ip~tion Stay in mos.

Pa~~ic

Inmate
Median
Age

I

!

California Men's Colony
Calif. Trainin~ Facility-Soledad
Calif. Slate Prison at San Quentin
Sierra Conservation Center
sec Camps
California Medical Facility
Calif. State Prison at Folsom
Calif. lustitution for Women
Calif. Institution for Men
Calif. Correctional Institution
Deuel Vocational Institution
California Correctional Center
California Rehabilitation Center
Ventura School
Karl llolton School
El Paso de Robles School
Youth Training School

425

15

2,400

174
103

120

2,756
2,500

100
60

20

1,031

100

857
1,400

94

1,673

I

I
;e.3

30

29.4

60

r-1

37

28
27

18.0

111.8
7.0
17.1
5.6

858

J8.7

1,690
1,058

14.1
I
5.9

1,203
946

,7.4

~3.2

14

1,121

1.2

104

366

a8.4

100

400

~5.0

20

420

14.8

15

872

89

72

70
63
40
125

50

6
6

24-36

il. 7

1

28-30

38

40

30 .

30
30

b-8,2-3,6- 36
6

28

33

24

23
24

6-8

28

ll
ll
16
11.9

19

I

I

31
31

18

17.2
19.7

I

'l'otal

1,696

157*

21,560

/8.6

J

r

*This figure increased substantially, with a total of 403 enrolled in coliege-level .vocational
programs in Spring, 1979.

I
I

0
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to programs leading to a baccalaureate degree.

Programs also

vary in terms of enrollment, duration, length of class session,
requirements for eligibility, administrative structure and
cost.

Table

2~1 ·

shows the number and percentage of inmat'es/

wards enrolled in postsecondary programs, as well as the population of inmates/wards at each institution, their median
age and the average length of stay at the facility.

A brief

description of each institution and the inmate/ward postsecondary education program follows:

· California Men's Colony: CMC is a medium security institution with an inmate population of 2,400. Average length
of stay is 30 months. CMC has the largest program in the state
in terms of enrollment, with 425 inmates enrolled in the academic program. Twenty to . twenty-five courses leading to an AA
degree are provided through Cuesta College. Seven of the 13
vocational courses offered at CMC are approved by Cuesta for
college credit.
· Correctional Training Facility: CTF (Soledad) is composed of three medium and maximum security living units, with
a total inmate population of 2,765. Average length of stay
is 30 months. Beginning in the 1978-79 academic year, vocational programs leading to the AA degree have been added to
the academic program offered through Hartnell College. Unlike other inmate programs, Soledad's academic program has
been largely student-supported through BEOG or veteran's benefits. The vocational programs are supported by state funds.
· California State Prison at San Quentin: San Quentin's
2,500 inmates represent all security classifications; the average length of stay is 37 months. Approximately 12-16 courses
are offered each semester through the College of Marin and all
meet the requirements for an Associate of Arts degree in General Education.

0

· Sierra Conservation Center: Sierra has a unique structure and purpose in corrections, serving as a training center
for 14 conservation camps located throughout California. A
minimum/medium security institution, its inmates generally
stay at the Center about 6 months and are then transferred to
one of the camps. The current inmate population at Sierra is
approximately 1,030, with an additional 857 in the camps.

28
Twelve units of course work per quarter are provided at
Sierra through Columbia College as part of a systematically
planned two-year program leading to an AA degree. Between
3 and 6 units per semester, depending upon the size of the
population, are offered at Deadwood Camp through the College
of the Siskiyous, and at Growlersburg through a contract with
the Los R~os Community College Distric~. Twelye units per semester are offered at Parlin Fork and Chamberlain Creek through
the College of the Redwoods.
· California Medical Facility: CMF has an inmate population of approximately 1,400 representing all security lev1 s ; t h-e-- a.ve!'age--lengt h--e.f-s-t.a-y-i-s-- be-t-ween--24-a-nd-3G-mGn-ths...--Approximately six 3-unit courses are offered each semester
through Solano Community College as part of a two-year program to meet the Social Science Associate of Arts degree.
· California State Prison at Folsom: The only state
classified maximum security prison, Folsom has an inmate
population of 1,673 with the oldest average inmate population in the system. The median age of inmates is 38 years;
average length of stay is 40 months.
For the past 8 years, Folsom has offered courses leading to an AA degree through Sacramento City College. Beginning this year, funded through a federal grant .and BEOG, Folsom is offering a special bachelor's degree program in Social
Sciences through-CSU, Sacramento.
· California Institution for Women: As the only state
institution for women, CIW's inmate population of 858 represents all custody classifications; the average stay is 30
months. Five 3-unit courses are offered in four twelve-week
quarters through University of La Verne, via contract. These
courses lead to an Associate Arts degree in General Education. In addition to the regular AA degree program, Chaffey
Community College grants credit to students comple~ing the
secretarial skills program. The courses are taught by CIW
staff.
Four college-level vocational certificate programs are
also available to inmates at CIW -- licensed vocational nur~
sing, cosmetology, graphic arts and electronics. Theformer two programs are licensed by their respective state
boards and certificates of completion are granted to those
completing either of the latter two programs.
· California Institu~ion for Men: Basically a shortterm institution, CIM is composed of 3 maximum/medium/minimum
security facilities with a total inmate population of about
1,690. The average stay ranges from 2-3 months in one facility; 6-8 months in the second and 6-36 in the third. Five or
six college courses are offered through Chaffee College·and
University of La Verne; their selection is based on a survey
of inmate interests administered last year, and they are not
part of a degree program.

0

0
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· California Correctional Institution: Located 50 miles
from Bakersfield, CCI is a minimum/medium security facility
with an inmate population of approximately 1,058. The average stay is 28 months. The postsecondary program at CCI wasdeveloped to enable students to complete the general educa- ·
tion requi~ement for an As~ociate of ~rts degree. · Five _or- six 3-uni t courses are offered each semester. through Bakersfield College. _
. Deuel Vocational Institution: DVI is a medium security
institution with an average inmate population of 1,203. Average length of stay is 33 months. The college program, offered
through Delta College, is designed to enable inmates to complete a General Education Associate of Arts degree. All courses are transferable to other colleges and most courses are
transferable to the California State University and Colleges.
DVI also has several vocational programs accredited by Delta
College, and vocational students may apply up to 45 units of
vocational course work towards the AA degree.
· California Correctional Center: CCC is a combination
medium/minimum security institution with an inmate population
of 946. Average length of stay is 24 months. Approximately
12 courses are offered each semester towards an AA degree by L,!lssen Coll,.ege .- . The courses of study for all
the vocational shops have .been approved by Lassen College
and inmates have the option of receiving high school or college credit.
This year, under a federal grant from the National Institutes for Mental Health, CCC is offering a special Associate
of Arts and Bachelor's degree program. in psychological services sponsored by the University of San Francisco. An important part of the course, and of obtaining credits toward
the degree for experiential learning, is the preparation
over a period of 8 weeks of a life experience portfolio composed of a detailed description of the inmate's personal history, learning experiences and activities. Twelve inmates
and four correctional officers are currently enrolled in the
bachelor's program.
· California Rehabilitation Center: CRC is a short-term,
minimum security institution with an inmate population of
1,121. Approximately 285 inmates are women, and the average
stay is 6-8 months.
Four courses of 3 semester units each are offered four
times a year through University of - La-Vern~. The intent of the
program is to provide inmates with an opportunity to take one
semester of basic college courses. Male students can earn up
to 12 semester units in psychology, economics, philosophy and
college writing. They may also complete a course in college
typing. Female inmates are offered 3 units of credits in psychology in conjunction with their other programs.
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. Karl Holton School: Karl Holton is a CYA institution
with a ward population of abou~ 400. The age range is 16-21,
with a median age of 18. Average length of stay is 11 months.
A two year program of college classes is offered in cooperation with San Joaquin Delta College. Teachers on staff are
approved by Delta College and they teach courses from Delta's
catalogue. A few students are allowed to attend classes on
the Delta College campus.
All students in the program are
assigned to the college program on a full-time basis .
. El Paso de Robles School: Paso Robles is a CYA institution with a ward population of about 420. The age range is
JA-~~with:l- me d ian age o f L~~~verage Iengtn-QY s t ay ~s
16 months. Five courses are offered on-site each semester
through Cuesta College, and all courses lead to an Associate
of Arts degree .
. Ventura School: Ventura has a ward population of
approximately 366. The age range is 14-24, with a median age
of 19 years. Average length of stay is 11 months. Approximately 28 courses have been provided each spring and fall,
with 9 courses offered in each of 2 summer semesters, through
Ventura College. The courses lead to an AA degree in Social
Sciences. All inmates/wards must be enrolled in an education
program .
. Youth Training School: YTS has a ward population of
872. Age range is 17-25, with a median age of 19.7 years;
the average length of stay is 11.9 months. Four to five
courses leading to an AA degree are offered each semester
through University of La Verne.
Yost of these programs have been operating for several
years.
SCC,

The oldest programs began s.years ago, at San

C~F.

CRC, DVI and Folsom.

the three CYA institutions
7 years ago.

Quen~in,

Along with CCC, programs at

(~entura,

Karl Holton and YTS) began

The newest college program is the academic pro-

gram at El Paso de Robles which began

2i

years ago.

In addition to the programs at these institutions, inmates
a~

the Northern Reception Center Clinic are allowed to take

one correspondence course at a time and are directed into basic
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lower division courses such as general refresher English, U.S.
history or mathematics that are transferable to other colleges.
Northern Reception Center Clinic is primarily a reception center processing approximately 2,000 inmates per year.

Of

~he

resident population of about 76, one-half stay for six months;
the other for about

1~-2

years.

In the last two years, 5 in-

mates have taken correspondence courses through the University
of California, Berkeley, paid for by the center.
Over 400 degrees have been awarded by the programs in the
state correctional institutions.

Given the variation in age

of program, it is not surprising that the number of degrees
awarded varies by institution.
th~

According to figures provided by

liaisons, Folsom has awarded the most degrees -- 96

~~

degrees

in the eight years since that program began -- and CIW, SQ
and CCC have also awarded an impressive number of
since their programs began -- 90, 82 and 65.

d~grees

resDe~tively.

Program Differences
While it is evident from these brief descriptions that
the majority of inmate postsecondary

educa~ion

programs are

set up so that participants may earn an Associate of Arts degree at the end of two or three years, the major characteristics of the programs is their diversity.

They vary in length

of time per class session (from 55 minutes to 180 minutes);
the time of day when classes are held (morning, all day, late

O

..

afternoon and evening); and duration of the course (from 9
to 18 weeks).
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Criteria for Enrollment.
programs also varies.

Eligibility to enroll in the

San Quentin requires that an inmate

be employed in order to enroll in a college program (college
classes are in the evening), and if over-enrolled, academic
criteria such as test scores and a high school diploma are
used.

The remaining institutions all require a high school

-u~~loma

or GED

c~t~~~~7.----------

------------.

Several institutions require minimum grade placement
level scores in order to participate in college programs -CRC, CCI, CIM, Ventura School and YTS require 10.0; DVI requires 10.5 and CMC, Karl

Ho~ton

and El Paso require 8.0.

Ventura also requires that wards be willing to work in the
laundry or central kitchen, that they have demonstrated potential for academic achievement at the college level, and
have at least one
Attrition.

semes~er

remaining in the institution.

Interestingly, the stringency of the entrance

requirements appears to be unrelated to the attrition rates
as reported by the liaisons.

According to the

Depar~ment

of

Corrections, there were 5,173 enrollments* in college courses
during the 1977-78 academic year, of which 3,622 or 70 percent
were completed.

According to the liaisons, attrition runs as

high as 40-50 percent at 2 CDC institutions, and around 30 percent at a third.

Five programs report a 20-25 percent loss,

and two programs report attrition rates of only 7 and 15 percent.

CYA liaisons

repor~

at~rition

rates that range from 2

.

percent at one facility to almost 25 percent
at another .
.
*Duplicated count.
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As we mentioned earlier, people appointed to be liaisons
were the Superv.tsor of Education, Supervisor of Aca-demic--- -:
Instruction or equivalent title.

In any event, they were di-

rectly responsible for the college program, and thus the 'most
appropriate persons to provide information about the program.
Liaisons were asked what they thought to be the two most
important reasons why inmates drop out of postsecondary programs, and the two reasons reported most frequently in the
CDC institutions were parole and transfer to another institu'.··

tion.

Lack of interest and difficulty of the work were also
\

mentioned by a few institutions.
the need for a pay number.

Only two liaisons cited

Attrition in the CYA programs was

attributed primarily to poor study habits and poor grades.
Services.

In part as an effort to prevent inmates from

dropping out, at least for academic reasons, liaisons report
that all of the institutions provide some form of academic
counseling, even though few institutions have a counselor position funded for the program.

Eight institutions provide

diagnostic counseling as well and seven institutions provide
vocational counseling.

Liaisons at Sierra Conservation Center

and California Correctional Center report the most comprehensive counseling services, which include, in addition to
the above, tutoring, counseling in survival skills, re-entry
counseling, job counseling and job placement assistance.
CIW, Folsom and Sierra provide on-the-job training.

0

As part of the intake process, reception center-clinics
administer to inmates a battery of diagnostic and aptitude

o·
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and achievement tests ostensibly in order to make effective
assignments to institutions.

Several of the prison educators

told us, however, that they did their own diagnostic and
achievement testing, having little faith in the data they received from the reception centers.

The responsibility of the

education system in the CYA also originates at the Clinic.

Each

inmate/ward is provided educational testing, orientation and
diagnosis and again, ostensibly, assignments are made on the
basis of the results.

According to a 1978 report of the Office

of the Auditor General to the Joint Legislative Audit Committee,
however, "CYA's educational diagnostic and placement process
does not adequately assess special ward educational needs such
as learning handicaps and allows institutional placements to
be made without adequate information . . . This can result in
an ineffective use of resources in all phases of the education
program because diagnosis is the basis for subsequent educational programming".

According to the liaisons, the same is

true for the Department of Corrections.*
One of the best known, and most effective re-entry programs in the system is Project Soledad, offered through Hartnell College.

Funded under the provisions of Title I of the

Higher Education Act of 1965 and administered by the California
Postsecondary Education Commission, the original purpose of the
project was to provide a college-level instructional program for
inmates which would result in a lower recidivism rate.

The

assumption was that a community college, a correctional facil*For an in-depth discussion of the inadequacies of the
test instruments, the reader is referred to the report, pp.
24-28.
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ity and a group of inmates, working cooperatively, would be
able to develop and implement a postsecondary educational program based on the needs of inmates which would have a positive
social effect.

Postsecondary education was to be viewed not

as an end in itself but as a vehicle for rehabilitation. · The
project emphasis evolved to re-entry, and pre-release education
and training.

Seminars, workshops and lectures are provided

in the area of self-awareness, social awareness, community reentry survival skills and career planning.
to inmates

w~thin

Priority is given

one year of being released.

According to the 1978 annual report . prepared by the coordinator of Project Soledad, 1,686 individuals participated
in 140 activities during the 1977-78 academic year, and eight
hundred and thirty-eight received certificates of completion.
The activities are well planned and clearly are of interest
to inmates.

Over 750 men attended a planetarium presentation;

over 700 attended a parolee resource workshop, and over 100
attended a workshop on communication through creative writing.
In addition to the excellent management and dedication
provided by the coordinator of the program, at least one factor
to which the success of the program can be attributed is the
involvement of the Inmate Committee for Higher Education (ICHE)
which assists in scheduling sessions, distributing flyers,
maintaining project records and managing the paperwork.

ICHE

members are all inmates who have volunteered to assist in working with the varied educational needs of the inmate population.

c=)

No other re-entry program of the size or scope of Project Sole-
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dad's exists in the system and it is surprising that other
institutions have not adopted such a clearly successfukrnodel.
The Courses.

The one overriding complaint we heard re-

peatedly from inmates and wards was that there were not enough
courses offered and that their selection was limited.

As was

the case with other program characteristics, the number of
·-------

courses offered per semester /quarter varied-.

Two iiisti tutions

repeat essentially the same curriculum from term to term; the
rest schedule a variety of courses based on student needs and
degree requirements.

The most frequently listed courses were

English composition and literature, psychology and sociology.
Eight institutions offered six courses or less and eight institutions offered 10 or more courses per semester/quarter.
Three institutions offered over 20 selections.

Only six insti-

tutions offered courses during the summer.
W'e asked the liaisons if there was a regular, formal assessment made of inmates' needs and interests prior to planning
the programs and selecting courses, and only two liaisons answered this question negatively.

Six institutions reported

that they interviewed each inmate and also took periodic surveys of inmates.
other.

The remaining institutions do one or the

Regardless of the frequency or the comprehensiveness

of the "needs assessment", however, the limited number of
course offerings was picked by the largest number of inmates
as the most negative aspect of the college programs.

·
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Vocational Programs
All of the academic programs, except for the bachelor's
degree programs at Folsom and CCC, are sponsored by community
colleges or the University of La Verne.

Almost all of the

CDC teachers and some of the CYA teachers are from the colleges and all hold California community college teaching
credentials.

The college level vocational training programs

are organized somewhat differently.
As mentioned at the outset, although there are vocational
training programs at every institution, only 5 institutions
have · vocational programs with courses that are credited towards
associate of arts degrees -- DVI, CIW, sec, CMC and, as of
this year (1978-79), CTF.

College-level vocational training

programs grew out of, and in many cases still are for all practical purposes part of, the high school training programs.
Vocational instructors are usually civil service employees who
teach in the high school program and are certified by the state.
The programs are organized. planned and operated separately from
the

acade~ic

program~

and while there may be a modicum of joint

planning in a few instances. few programs reflect coordinated
efforts.
As i a rule, vocational training programs are physically
separated from the academic portion of the educational program.

Generally, of course, vocational programs involve

large pieces of equipment and/or shops and require a large

0

.amount of open

physic~.

space.

The most extreme example, how-
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ever, is in the CYA, where Karl Holton School provides academic
programs only, and De Witt Nelson Training School, located within a half mile on the same general compound, provides vocational training programs.

Students may transfer from one facility

to the other to enroll in a specific program, but they are not
allowed to take a mixed program.
Because of the fact that the five CDC institutions' vocat iona±-t-ra-in-ing-pro-g-rams-a;re-p-art--o-f- t-he---co:EI:e-ge-cu-rri-ctll:-a-,inmates majoring in vocational programs take both vocational
and . academic courses.

Indeed, they must complete approximate-

ly 15 units of academic credit in order to earn an Associate of
Arts degree.
possible.

But for a large portion of inmates, this is not

Vocational programs that combine technical and aca-

demic work provide more comprehensiveness and may well be more
interesting.* As presently constituted at most institutions,
the opportunity for working in both areas is not available.
According to data nationwide, vocational training programs generally are not effective as far as participants' subsequent employment in related jobs is

concerned.

programs in California generally fare no better.
ment of Finance's Program

Evalua~ion

Vocational
The Depart-

Unit (October, 1977) re-

ported that immediately after release, 31 percent of Department of Corrections' trainees who had completed 300 or more
hours of training between 1968 and 1973 were wGrking in their
trade of training; by six months, the figures_were 22 percent
for the Department of Corrections and 12 percent for the CYA.

0
*According to a report by the CYA (Weideranders et al.,
1978) Youth Authority parolees with the most favorable employment picture were those who had taken a combination of vocational and academic training while in a Youth Authority institution.
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Several sources were consulted to try to obtain an overall
placement figure for vocational students generally so that comparisons could be made between the two groups' rate of placement.

The Los Angeles Community College District's central

office, Educational Field Services Unit, Los Angeles City Adult
Programs, Hacienda/La Puente Valley Vocational Schools, California Community Colleges' Chancellor's Office and the Covina Valley Adult Schools were all contacted.

While the latter offered

placement percentages broken down by type of program, none of
them had an overall percentage which could be used for comparison.

Thus, in the absence of such comparative data from a

non-inmate population, it is difficult to draw conclusions
either about prison-based vocational training programs or their
participants.
At the same time, the problem of failing to find work or
remaining employed in the area in which training is received
may well be not so much a matter of inmates' lack of ability
or performance in the particular skills, but rather, poor work
attitudes and behaviors such as resistance to supervision and
indifference to rules -- like not coming to work on time.
(See, e.g., Abt Associates, 1969; Dickover, 1971; and Spencer,
1971.)

This problem has been found to be widespread among

younger workers generally (see, e.g., Michie, 1968; Silberman,
1976).

Recommendations have been made to the effect t .hat vo-

cational training programs should include, in addition to

0

skill training, a component dealing with interpersonal com-
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munication and on-the-job attitudes.

Some of the prison vo-

cational programs are already doing an excellent job in this
area, and the others should be encouraged to do so.
Clearly, vocational training programs should be relevant
to the job market and, according to the liaisons, annual surveys of job openings and wages are conducted for each trade.
-

-- -i?ro-grams-gene-raH-y--i~u-de---t-r-a-i-B4Il-g--in-A-U-t-o--Me.chan.i-cS-y--Voc a-

tiona! Body and Fender, Small Engine Repair, Welding, Meat
Cutting, Baking, Dry Cleaning, Mill and Cabinet, and Upholstery.

CCC adds Fire Science, Mechanical Drawing and Office

Machine Repair, and, as mentioned earlier, CIW has LVN and
Cosmetology programs.
One of the more popular programs is the Vocational Deep
Sea Diver Training Program at CIM.

This program, originally

funded by a grant from the federal government, is offered
over a period of 10! months, with only one day a week off.
The training is extremely rigorous and it is dangerous; yet
salaries and job placements are excellent.
Organizational Structure
The organizational structures within each institution
ar·e remarkably similar.
usually in

cha~ge

The supervisors of education are

of the overall operation of the entire

educational program and they report directly to the superintendent/warden or an associate superintendent/warden.
In all cases, the supervisor of education has at least
one other administrator

repor~ing

to him --

ei~her

a super-

0'
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visor of academic instruction or a supervisor of vocational
instruction.

Where there is a vocational program, there is

usually a supervisor of vocational instruction, and the supervisor of education then assumes the duties of an academic
supervisor.

Where there is no postsecondary vocational pro-

gram, there is always a person in charge of academic instruction reporting to the supervisor of education.

The super-

visor of education in two facilities (CCC and DVI) has both
an academic and a vocational supervisor reporting to him.
A college coordinator directly supervises the college program
at Karl Holton and El Paso de Robles; at DVI there are two
one for the academic and one for the vocational programs.
Regardless of the minor variations on the general organizational theme, staffs are small and the educational personnel are viewed by the correctional officers and the inmates/
wards as having a very low status in the prison hierarchy.
The educational personnel themselves tend to support this
opinion.

All educational administrators have extensive ex-

perience in education and corrections, with many having been
in correctional education in California facilities for several years.
Program Strengths and Weaknesses
The liaisons were asked to list the two greatest strengths
as well as the two major weaknesses of their programs.

0

Three

liaisons cited the positive support from their administration
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as one of the strengths of their program.

Three cited the

fact that the program was voluntary; five praised the quality
and/or commitment of the teachers and professional staff involved in the program.

Two liaisons mentioned the fact that

the program was free to inmates and two praised the cooperation of the local college.
ered

b_y_ li~~s9ns

to be

Other factors that were consid-

stre~gths_!_~cluded th~

quality of the

curriculum, the fact that the program led to a degree, the
fact that courses given on-site at the prison were similar
to those offered at the college, the availability of the
coursework to students; and the direct involvement of the
student.
Responses concerning the two greatest weaknesses in the
programs were equally varied.

Like the inmates, the liaisons

are generally well aware of the limited number of courses
offered, and the inability to provide a variety of courses,
including courses related to majors other than the social sciences, was cited by several liaisons as a major weakness of
their program.

Lack of resources -- tutors, instructor time

for individual assistance and, particularly, the lack of library resources for research -- was also named by several liaisons as the greatest weakness.
this complaint was well justified.

Based on our site visits,
Teachers teach their

classes and leave, tutors are generally unavailable and libraries are entirely insufficient for high school-level work,
let alone college-level work.

~

0
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The Teachers
One hundred fifty-seven useable questionnaires were received from instructors currently teaching in postsecondary
education programs at correctional facilities.
nalyses were conducted for the 122

instr~~~ o~s

Separate ateac~ing

in

Department of Corrections' institutions in order to see if
any differences existed between these teachers and those
teaching in CYA facilities.

Since the percentages of re-

sponses to each item for the CDC group of teachers varied
only slightly from those of the total group of teacher respondents, the data from the total group form the base for
the discussion on the following pages.

Data derived from

these questionnaires describe the characteristics of the
teachers themselves as well as their perceptions of various
aspects of the teaching/learning environments and their perceptions of their inmate students.

Although each of these

topics is discussed in detail below, the general profile of
teachers which emerges is of a group that is predominantly
white and male, with advanced educational degrees, but with
little experience teaching at correctional facilities and
little opportunity to participate in in-service training to
better understand inmate needs and abilities and to adapt
the subject or their methodology accordingly.

0
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Teacher Characteristics.

Seventy-nine percent of the

teachers at the correctional facilities are male, and their
racialjethnic backgrounds were reported as follows:*
TABLE 2.2.

Percentages of Teachers by Racial/Ethnic Group

Racial/Ethnic Group

Percentage of Teachers

-------·-·------------------- ----

American Indian

2.6

Asian

2.0

Black

5.3

White

88.2

Mexican American

1.3

Other Spanish

0.7

-------------t--

Fifty-one percent of the teachers had received an MA/MS
degree; 13 percent had a doctorate (Ph.D./Ed.D.); 27 percent
had received a bachelor's degree; and 3 percent had an Associate of Arts or Science Degree.

Only 3 percent had only a high

school diploma.
The type of teaching certificate held by respondents was
about evenly divided, with 59 percent reporting that they had
a state teaching credential and 58 percent reporting a community college credential.

Approximately 12 percent reported

that they had a vocational certificate/license.

Obviously,

several of them held more than one certificate/license.
surprisingly, eighty percent of the teachers responding

Not
~o

*All data in this section are reported in percentages since
the number of responses for each item varied considerably.

0
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the questionnaire reported that they teach academic courses
at the correctional facility, while 18 percent reported teaching vocational courses.

Two percent reported that they teach

both types of classes.
Table 2.3 shows the number of semesters previously taught
by the teachers and clearly, the overwhelming majority of
teachers are new to teaching.

In fact, the vast majority re-

port having haq less than 2 semesters (one year) of previous
teaching experience anywhere -- at their current college, other
colleges, their current or other correctional facilities, or in
any other setting.

The fact that so many of the teachers are

new to teaching may be in part a reflection of declining institutional budgets for instruction.

The increasing cost of

teacher benefits over the past 10 years or so in the area of
medical/health insurance plans and retirement has required the
department to reduce the amount of money available for instruction.

These costs were not anticipated when the California

penal code was written nor were they provided for in the original or amended legislation.
Community college teachers are paid on a salary scale that
considers years of experience and formal education.

Dwindling

instructional -budgets are stretched if "new" teachers who
are paid less money are hired instead of more experienced
ones.

While it would be grossly unfair to suggest that new

teachers are less effective than those with more years of ex-

0
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0
perience, one would, nevertheless, expect
strive to send teachers who are more

tha~~olleges

experie~ced

would

or who are - ac-

knowledged to be outstanding teachers to the prison programs, especially since the role of the teacher is of paramount impor- _
tance to the success of these educational programs.
The

~nexperience

of the respondents is particularly

critical in light of.the fact that over 70 percent of them
report·ed receiving little more than a general orientation to
.

'

the facility.

About 50 percent said that they also were given

I

a general orientation to inmate/ward needs and characteristics,
but very few reported receiving training in special methods
for teaching inmates or for teaching the subject matter.

In

addition, 72 percent of the teachers reported that they had
received no other special training programs concerning the
teaching of inmates/wards.

The director of programs at the

University of La Verne reported that he spends between 1-3
hours with each teacher.

At least once a year, there is an

evening of in-service training for teachers and administrators
at the college, and in addition teachers spend 2-4 hours in
orientation at the institution.

Apparently this is not the

case at all colleges.
Employment Information.

Teachers in correctional edu-

cation at the college level are employed predominantly by
either the college or the college and the correctional facility together.

Very few of the respondents were employed only

by the correctional facility and no doubt this reflects the

~
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TABLE 2.3.

Number of
Semesters
/Quarters
Taught
Previously

Percentages of Teachers with Previous Teaching
Experience, by Number of Semesters Taught and
Type of Facility

Current
College

Site of Teachinll
Current
CorrecOther
tional
·.Facility
Colleges

Other
Correctional
Facilities

Other

None

49.7

61.8

21.7

83.4

72.0

1-2

15.3

5-7

19.1

5.0

15.9

3-4

8.9

8.9

17.9

1.9

4.5

5-6

7-7

5.7

10.8

3.8

3.8

7-8

2.6

5-l

3.8

.6

1.9

9-10

4.5

4.4

5.7

1.2

1.9

11-20

6.9

6.3

9-5

4.1

0

over 20

4.4

2.1

11.5

0

0

Totals may not add to 100.0 due to

rounding ~

small percentage of vocational education faculty in the sample.
They are usually part of the high school program also, as mentioned previously and are employed full-time by the facility.
For the system as a whole, about half of the full-time academic
teachers are employed through the local cooperating school districts and the balance are State Civil Service.
The teachers were asked to give a percentage breakdown
of their duties at the correctional facility, and of those

0

responding, almost 60 percent report that they spend all of
their time in the postsecondary program as teachers.

The
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remaining 40 percent of the respondents are involved in counseling, tutoring or administrative-type jobs.

Those who re-

ported counseling or tutoring spend only about 10 percent or
less of their time doing so.
The Teaching/Learning Environment.

As mentioned earlier,

the population of inmates/wards enrolled in postsecondary education is small, and not surprisingly, the teachers report
.
that over half of their classes have 20 or less·-·-students- Tn___ _
-----·-·-~

them; about 30 percent said their classes were slightly larger,
with 21-30 students.

Almost all of the teachers agree, how-

ever, that correctional facility employees, and correctional
officers, in particular, are not present in the classroom.
The major portion of time teachers spend at the institution is in the classroom, and not surprisingly, considering
the findings reported earlier in this section, the majority of
teachers report having little contact with their prison students outside of class.

Of those f·ew who do see students _outside

of class, 36 percent meet them regularly during office hours
in the institution, 18 percent give them remedial assistance,
or tutoring, and 47 percent reported "other" forms of contact.
Course offerings usually originate from institutional
education administrators who either ask the individual teachers to teach (31 percent report having been asked to teach a
course) or who contact the college and request that such a
course be given (19 percent of the teachers report that courses
originate via these contacts).

Eleven percent don't know how

courses originate and the rest checked "other".
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In addition to a general orientation at the institution
and, for some, an orientation to inmate/ward characteristics,
40 percent of the teachers report that they receive test
score information for the students in their prison classes;
almost 35 percent said that they receive their students'
prior educational record; and 19 percent are informed of the
inmates' offenses.

Apparently, some teachers believe this

is more information than they need, as only 21 percent feel
that prior educational records are necessary.

Eleven percent

would like to receive test scores and another 11 percent would
like employment records (no doubt the vocational teachers),
but over 40 percent of the teachers don't feel they need any
information at all.
Ratings of Facilities and Equipment. The teachers were
asked to rate certain facilities and equipment on a scale from
"1" (veri poO:r) to "7" ( excelien.t), and the results of their rankings are given in Table 2.4.

As indicated, the study environ-

ments of the facilities and their libraries received the lowest
ratings (3.0 and 3.1, respectively), while the audio-visual and
vocational program equipment received the highest ratings (4.4
and 4.5, respectively).
all rating.

The classrooms were given a 3.9 over-

The libraries were given the lowest possible rating

by the most teachers (31.5%) since they do not provide adequate
basic resources to supplement the college program.

Vocational

equipment received the largest proportion of "excellent" ratings

c=)

(18.2%).

It should be kept in mind, however, that even the

highest overall ratings were barely more than "okay" (4.0).

0
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TABLE 2.4.

Ratings of Resources, Physical Facilities and
Equipment at Correctional Institutions, by
Percentages of Teacher Respondents

Rating Scale
Resources

Excellent

Very Poor

1
Library___________ 1-.3.1_._5_

2
26.~

3

4

5

6

7

Average
Rating

17.7
- -13.1
----- - - - 4.6
- - - - 4.6
- - - -1.5
- - -- t---- 3.1

24.0

17.1

17.8

25.6

7.0

5.4

3.1

3.0

Audio/Visual
Equipment

5.4

7.8

7.8

38.0

14.0

18.6

8.5

4.4

Vocational
Equipment

9.1

9.1

16.7

9.1

19.7

18.2

18.2

4.5

Classrooms

10.0

7.3

14.7

36.0

14.0

15.3

2.7

3.9

Study Environment

Institutional liaisons were asked questions of a similar
nature in their questionnaires·, and their responses were somewhat different from those of the teachers.

According to the

liaisons' ratings, classrooms received a score of 5.4 (on the
same 7-point scale), audio-visual equipment received a 5.0 and
library facilities, again, received a very low rating of 2.7.
For the five inmate programs which include postsecondary vocational training, the vocational equipment was rated as about
average overall by three of the liaisons, while two rated their
facilities' vocational equipment as excellent.
Liaisons were presented with a hypothetical situation wherein they received -increased funding, and they were asked to indicate their priorities for spending this hypothetical money.
Classroom and library improvement were both ranked among the top
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0
4 priorities from a list of 20 possibilities.

In fact, more

liaisons indicated classroom and library facilities among their
priorities than any other item (88 percent each), and on a
scale from "1" (low priority) to "7" (highest priority), 'library facilities received an average score of 5.4 and classroom facilities received a score of 5.1.

Increasing the num-

ber of academic courses offered in the two-year college programs
received the only higher funding priority (6.2) and was indicated
as a priority by 81 percent of the respondents.

General edu-

cational counseling was also ranked high (5.3) and was chosen
by 75 percent of the liaisons as among their priorities.
Although priority ratings ranged quite a bit from institution to institution with respect to classroom facilities, priority levels for library improvement did not show much variation
at all; everyone selecting it gave it a very high priority.
On the basis of our site visit observations, the classroom facilities we saw ranged from quite adequate at some institutions
(mostly those of the CYA) to extremely poor at a couple of the
CDC facilities.

On the other hand, there were only one or two

libraries in either system which are even deserving of the
name.

We unhesitatingly concur that libraries are in most

need as far as improvement of the facilities are concerned,
with classrooms a close second.
Teachers were asked to rate other dimensions of the college programs, and their overall scores are presented in Table

Q

2.5.

Using a 7-point scale (with "7" being the highest), the

teachers rated the quality of instructors the highest (5.4);
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TABLE 2. 5.

0

Ratings of Courses and Programs at Correctional
Institutions by Percentages of Teacher Respondents
and Average Ratings

Rating Scale
Program
Dimension

Sequence of
courses

Very Poor

Exce~~ent

1

2

2. 6

8:5-

3
~6.

4

2 -----3~. 2

6

7

~3-7

17.1

7-7

5

AveragE
Rating

-

---~-:-3

Quality of
courses

0

2.4

6.3

29.~

23.6

27.6

11.0

5.0

Quality of
instructors

0

1.6

3.2

16.8

28.8

31.2

~8.4

5.4

counse~ing

4.4

7-7

15.4

22.0

23.~

16.5

11.0

4.5

Tutoring/
Counseling

11.8

10.5

~7-1

26.3

~8.4

13.2

2.6

3.8

5.0

11.3

8.7

18.8

ll.3

28.7

~6.2

4.7

Quality of

Remedi~

Programs

tutoring/counseling was the only aspect of the programs which received a score of less than average or okay (3.8).

Other rank-

ings were quality of courses (_5.0), remedial programs (.4.7),
counseling (4.5) and course sequencing (_4.3).
Teachers' Perception of Inmates.

Letter grades are used

by almost all teachers to determine grades in the prison college program and in the community colleges and inmates complete
their college courses with a passing grade in the same proportions as traditional community college students, according to
86 percent of the teachers.

From 75 to 100 percent of tradi-

tional students in the community colleges usually complete
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their courses with a passing grade and the same percentages
were offered for inmates.
Teachers were also asked to compare the inmates/wards in
their classes with traditional college students on 8 dimensions
associated with academic success by assigning a score of from
"1" (much worse) to "7" (much better) for each dimension.
2.6 shows that even though they

~hought

Table

the inmates/wards were

slightly less than average in ability (3.5), study habits (3.7)
and course completion (3.9), the teachers rated them the same
or a little better on the other five characteristics:
TABLE 2.6.

Comparisons of Inmates/Wards to Traditional Postsecondary Students on Eight Dimensions, by Percentages of Teacher Respondents and Average Rating

Dimension

0

motiva-

"'
Much
Worse
1

Rating Scale
..

2

3

4

-

5

6

-

Much Average
Better Ra,-;·i ng
7

Academic ability

7.1

12.6

17.3

34.6

12.6

ll.O

4.7

3.5

Motivation

5.4

ll.6

20.2

17.8

18.6

17.1

9.3

4.2

Study habits

9.0

17.2

15.6

26.2

14.8

13.1

4.1

3.7

Aptitude

3.3

5.8

16.5

42.1

17.4

9-9

5.0

4.1

Attitude toward
education/learning

7.8

ll.7

17.2

2l.l

17.2

15.6

9.4

4.1

Quality of work

6.3

ll.8

17.3

29.1

17.3

15.0

3.1

4.0

Achievement

2.4

10.5

16.9

29.8

19.4

14.5

6.5

4.2

Course
completion

5.9

11.9

21.8

31.1

lO.l

11.8

7.6

3.9
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tion (4.2); achievement (4.2); aptitude (4.1); attitude toward
education/learning (4.1); and quality of work (4.0).

On the

basis of the teachers' ratings, the inmates in the college programs are clearly very much like traditional college students.
In fact, the average of all the dimensions is a 4.0 -- "the
same."
·-·----------·-----------·---·-·
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Impact of the Programs
According to the charge of the legislature, as stipulated
in AB 491, the study was to evaluate the impact of existing
programs in terms of lowering the participants' recidivism
rates.

Although it should not be considered the sole crite-

rion of a program's effectiveness, as there are many other
equally, if not more valuable indicators of success, particularly in terms of long-term growth and development, recidivism
is a widely used measure of effectiveness in correctional education.

The customary use of recidivism, which literally means

return to criminal activity, is measured by a single criterion
in the Department of Corrections -- return to prison or lockup.

In order to determine if there was any relationship be-

tween being in a college program and recidivism, each correctional institution was asked to submit a list of inmates who
had participated in a college program and had been released
on parole during 1978.

The lists were sent directly to the

Department of Corrections and the California Youth Authority
~~

recidivism checks

w~re

made for each

perso~

released.

The first comparison was made for inmates released from
Department of Corrections' facilities between January and
August, 1978.

Recidivism was followed for both male and female

inmates for a period of six months after their release to parole or out-patient status.

Those who returned to the facil-

ity within six months either to finish their term or with a

0

new term were considered recidivists.
breakdown of the data.

Table 2.7 shows the

The analysis proved to be inconclu-

sive, however, due to the severe limitations of the data.
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TABLE 2.7.

Recidivism of College Group Inmates Compared to
All Inmates Released from Correctional Facilities
Returned to Institution
Within Six Months

Total Released
Facility
No.
-··

MEN .

----

--~·-----·

%
·--

No.

%

--

---· -

Calif. CorrectionaJ. Center

22

0

0.0

Calif

18

1

5.6

12

0

0.0

Calif. Men's Colony

8

0

0.0

Calif. Medical Facility

9

0

0.0

Deuel Vocational Institution

24

1

4.2

Sierra Conservation Center

16

2

12.5

CaJ.if. Sta.te Prison at San
Quentin

1

0

0.0

Calif. State Prison at Folsom

6

0

0.0

32

0

0.0

CorrectionaJ. I!lsitution

Calif. Institution for Men

Calif. Training Facility

148

100.0

4

2.7

3,574

100.0

150

4.2

California Institution for Women

193

100.0

2.3*

1.2

All Gal.!..fornia. Women Released
January-June, 1978

193

100.0

2.3*

1.2

Total
All California. Men Released

.ranuary~une , 1977
WOMEN

*No conclusion can be made for the women's data because the
Department of Corrections does not have complete figures and
the number that has been calculated is fractional.

-
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The most deficient aspect of the data was the extremely
short follow-up period.

That is, departmental recidivism rates

are reported by cohort and release groups (year of release) at
intervals of six months, one year and two years after release.
According to data compiled by the

Bur~au·

than half of all parole arrests are_made

of

Stat~stics,

~ithin

more

one year

of release; 28.3 percent during the second year, and another
18 percent during the third year and after.

(It was not pos-

sible to examine two year recidivism data since most institutions do not keep records of college participants, and followup studies are thus impossible.)

Six month follow-up time has

elapsed for only those college participants who were released
before September, 1978.

However, departmental statistics for

male felons for this same period are not yet available.

Thus,

in some cases, comparisons are made with the next best comparison group of the prior year, January -June, 1977.
The second limitation, then, pertains to the different comparison groups.

Male and female college inmates released from

January to August, 1978 were compared to all males released from
January to June, 1977 and to all females released from January
to June, 1978, respectively.

The release periods nearly coin-

cide for female inmates, but miss by a year for male inmates.
New laws or changes in interpretations made over a year's time
can effect recidivism figures, making valid comparisons between

0

different years difficult.

This becomes especially problematic

for those returns that are not a result of a new court conviction
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and sentence.

Returns for violation of parole can also be af-

fected by changes in parole boards or their policies.
Keeping these limitations in mind, we can, nevertheless,
observe the direction of the difference between the two groups.
According to these figures, college men as a group recidivate
less than all men released.

As noted on Table 2.7, recidivism

rates could not be computed accurately for women.
A more reliable comparison was possible for the CYA groups.
In this analysis, all inmates/wards released from CYA facilities
from January to March, 1978, were followed for one year.

While

still short of a more satisfactory two-year follow-up period,
one year allows more time for the development of differences and
can be interpreted with more confidence than 'is possible within
a six-month period.

We were also able to compare the college in-

mates/wards with all others released from CYA facilities during
this same period, January to March, 1978, eliminating possible
problems in that area.

The majority of the CYA inmates/wards

were male, with a few females in the Ventura facility.

Those

inmates/wards who were returned to the facility within one year,
for any reason, were considered recidivists.

The results are

given in Table 2.8. For the CYA facilities almost 24 percent of
the college group recidivated compared to almost 26 percent for
all CYA inmates/wards released during the same time period.
A final analysis was carried out to test for a relationship
between the number of college units completed and recidivism.
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TABLE 2.8.

Recidivism of College Inmates from CYA Facilities
Compared to all CYA Peers Released January to March,
1978

College Group

All Inmates

Facility
Total Released
No.

%

To-tai Returned
No.

Total Released

%

No.

%

Total Returned
No.

%

Karl Holton School

31

7

22.6

100

29

29.0

Youth Training
School

12

4

33.3

221

59

26.7

Ventura School

36

7

19.4

74

15

20.3

0

-

96

24

25.0

127

25.9

El Paso de Robles
School
..

Total

79

100.0

18

22.8

491

10-0.0

San Quentin provided excellent data showing recidivism varying
by the number of college units completed for inmates who participated in their college program between 1969-1977.

This was

the only facility that could provide this information.
Recidivism was examined for both one and two years following
release.

However, only those college inmates who were returned to

finish their term by the Community Release Board were included in
the data.

This did not allow us to measure recidivism for inmates

who were returned for having been convicted and sentenced for a
new offense, usually a more serious offense than those leading to

0

a revocation of parole, which are often relatively minor infrac-
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tions.
Again, it was impossible to provide comparison groups released during the same time periods.

Since most of the

~ases

in the San Quentin sample were released in 1976 and 1977, (74
percent of those released between 1969 and 1976 were released
-in- 1-9'76-)-;--the---best avai-lab-le-compar-ison - grou-p-o-f-a-1-1-€-a-l-i-fe-r
nia male inmates was the 1976 cohort with a one year follow-up
period.

Data for all males in 1977 were not available.

The

best available comparison group of all California male inmates
with a two year follow-up period was the cohort released between
January and June, 1976.

Table 2.9 shows the results of this

analysis.
Only one inmate of those 145 who completed nine or more
units, or 0.7 percent, returned to prison within one year of
release, and only two (1.7 percent) returned within two years.
These percentages compare with 5.3 percent for all male inmates followed for a one year period and 9.2 percent for all
male inmates with a two year period of follow-up.
These are extremely significant differences, even considering the limitations of the data.

There is a definite rela-

tionship between the number of college credits completed and
recidivism.

Those who have participated to the greatest ex-

tent in the college program, as evidenced by having completed
nine or more college courses, are least likely to recidivate,
and they recidivate considerably less than the average for all
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TABLE 2.9.

Number of.
CC?llege...._Units
Completed0*

Relationship between Number of College Units
Completed and Recidivism for San Quentin College
Inmates Released 1969-1976

Total Released
No.

%

Returned to Prison
Within One Year
No.

%

Returned to Prison
Within Two Years
No.

162

10

18

1-8

138

2

6

9-15

70

0

1

16-30

46

1

1

Over 30

29

0

0

Total

%

445

100.0

13

2.9

26

5.8

All males
Released in
l.976. (1 yr.
follov-up)

6430

100.0

341

5.3

---

---

All males
Released
Jan.-June,
1976 (2 yr.
follov-up)

3403

100.0

--

---

313

9.2

*Attended, but did not complete any units.

males released.
The relationship between the number of college units completed and recidivism was also examined for the CYA facilities.
Data relating number of college units completed and recidivism

~

was available for all CYA facilities.

As in the earlier analy-
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sis, a one year follow-up period was used, and all inmates returned to the CYA facilities for any reason were considered recidivists.
1978.

Again, the period of release was January-March,

The following results were obtained.

TABLE 2.10.

Relationship between Numbers of College Units

-- -----------------eomp-reted-a.nd- Rec-i-d-±v±sm-f o-r-eo--1-l-e-ge-I-nmat-es-f- --

Wards Released from CYA Facilities

Number of
College Units
Completed

Total Released
No.

%

Total Returned
Within One Year
No.

%

1-8

19

6

31.6

9-15

18

3

16.7

16-30

32

8

25.0

Over 30

11

2

18.2

Total

80

19

23.8

In this · analysis,_

100.0

n~-clear

relationship between number of

college units completed and recidivism emerges, ·ind:lcati:ag--fhat
perhaps the college programs have a greater impact on the inmates
in the adult facilities than on those in the CYA facilities.
The analyses that were carried out with these data have
produced mixed results -- ones that must be interpreted within
the limitations of the available data as noted previously.
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An additional problem in studying recidivism is that the seriousness of the offense for which the individual is returned to the
facility is unknown when categories are combined to include return to prison for all reasons.

It would be useful to be able

to differentiate between returns for minor technical reasons
and returns for new convictions and sentences for major offenses.
The latter constitute a considerably more serious type of recidivism.

The distinction could not be made for college group in-

mates in the present study.
There are also problems with the follow-up period in many
recidivism studies.

If this period is too short in length, in-

sufficient time is allowed for recidivism and the findings have
little meaning.

On the other hand, those studies which are able

to make use of relatively long follow-up periods of five years'
duration are plagued by large sample losses due to the lengthy
time lag.

Our analysis of the relationship between the number

of college units completed and recidivism for the San Quentin
college program inmates covered a two year follow-up period, a
nearly ideal length.

Consequently, it is this analysis that

provides the most reliable findings

as all other analyses were

carried out using relatively short follow-up periods.

Although

flawed, the other available data on recidivism examined in this
study nevertheless indicate the same direction of relationship
as do the San Quentin data, thereby providing them with addition-

0

al support.
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If San Quentin's college program can be considered representative of all college programs in the Department of Corrections, we can conclude that college inmates in the CDC male
facilities are less likely to recidivate than all males released
from these facilities.

Further, the more college units they

Obviously, we cannot establish a direct inverse causal relationship between participation in
cidivism.

a

college program and re-

Those who participate in college programs may have

succeeded on parole regardless of their participation.

They

may have been lower risk cases or more highly motivated individuals.

It may be that such people are more attracted to

college programs in the first place.

College group inmates

would then recidivate less regardless of their participation
in the program.

These issues could not be addressed without a

controlled experiment, but it is likely that the social values
and orientations of even the lowest risk inmates are buttressed
by their

par~icipation

in

a

college program.

To the extent

that this occurs, the college programs have an important impact
on recidivism, regardless of the orientation of the participants
upon entering the program.
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CHAPTER III
THE INMATE POPULATION
In addition to

describing the college programs for in-

mates and ex-offenders, another charge of the Legislation was
to describe the characteristics of the population
the programs.

served by

Accordingly, as mentioned in Chapter

I, ques-

tionnaires were distributed to all of the inmate/wards enrolled in college programs and 10 percent samples of inmates/
wards who were not enrolled at each institution.

Twenty-five

percent samples of non-college inmates were sampled in all
site visit institutions.
The development of the questionnaire actually took place
during the first round of site visits in late Fall, 1978.

The

initial idea and a tentative set of questions were developed
during our site visit to San Quentin, where the cooperation
and enthusiasm of the college inmates was most encouraging.
Their assistance in developing ideas for the self-concept
scale in particular was invaluable.

Questionnaire items de-

veloped at this meeting were subsequently pre-tested informally with inmates at California Correctional Center and Sierra
Conservation Center.

Once completed, the questionnaires were

sent to the liaisons for administration to both the college
and non-college samples.

It is important to keep in mind

throughout this chapter, however, the irregular nature of the

0

non-college sample.
As

d~scribed

in Chapter I, the appropriate control group
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against which to test the effectiveness of the college program
was inmates/wards who met the criteria and thus were eligible
for college programs, but for various reasons decided not to
participate.

The difficulties in identifying such a group

proved to be monumental.

The next best option was to

select a group of inmates who were not currently enrolled
in the college program and had never taken any college courses
either in prison or prior to their arrest.
proved impossible to identify.

This group, too,

In fact, it became clear after

discussions with the liaisons that it was both impossible and
impractical to try to use random selection procedures of any
sort to select any kind of particular group of non-college
participants.

As a result, the study team agreed that liaisons

would try to give out the questionnaires in as random a fashion
as possible (e.g., every lOth person), excluding anyone
known to have had college courses and including people from
every living unit, with the exception of protective housing
and management units.

Given the constraints under which the

questionnaires were distributed and collected, the fact that
we received valid questionnaires from 1,978 inmates from 16
institutions is impressive and a tribute to the diligence of
the liaisons.
/

Responses were received from 751 inmates enrolled in college programs and 1,227 non-college inmates.

As it turned

out, approximately twenty-seven percent of the responding noncollege inmates were-not enrolled in any educational program.

0
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Thirty-eight percent were enrolled in high school or GED programs and 14 percent were enrolled in elementary or remedial
programs with another 14 percent reporting enrollment in vocational programs.

According to their responses, about 7

percent of those surveyed as part of the non-college cohort
were, in fact, enrolled in college courses. Eighty-three percent of the respondents (1,631) are from CDC institutions;
seventeen percent (347) are from the CYA.

Table 3.1 shows

the response rates of both the college and non-college groups
by institution.*
Demographic Characteristics
Following the ethnic breakdown of the inmate population
as of June 30, 1978, prepared by the Management and Information section of the Department of Corrections, the respondents
as a group represent three major ethnic groups:

Whites (38

percent), Blacks (29 percent) and Mexican-Americans/Chicanes
(21 percent).

The remaining twelve percent is comprised of

persons from Native American, Asian, Puerto Rican and "Other
Spanish" origins.

As far as the distribution of ethnic groups

according to college and non-college is concerned, the differences are significant.

Considerably more Whites are found in

the college group compared to the non-college group (48 percent vs. 31 percent), whereas Mexican-Americans/Chicanes comprise 27 percent of the non-college group but only 12 percent

c=)

of the college group.

Blacks are fairly evenly distributed

*Only tables that are considered to be essential to an
understanding of the data have been included in this chapter.
However, statistical data presented in tabular form for all
variables is included in Volume II; and appropriate tables
may be found for all data described in this chapter.

TABLE 3.1. College and Non-College Inmate/Ward Respondents

I

College

Non-College

% of

I

!

Sierra Conservation Ceuter
California Rehabilitation Center
California Medical Facility
Calif. State Prison at Folsom
El Paso de Robles School
Youth Training School
Calif. Correctional Institution

237

68

182

130
37
71

92
130
85

I 156

11.2
8.4
7.9

59

93

152

7.7

14

96

5.6

12.6

250
I 222

I

1 167

41

66

45

51

I 110
i 107
I
I
96
I

28

60

I! 88

12

70

i

79

--

50

--

19

24

--

41

13

--

.

5.4
4.9

82

4.4
4.1

79

4.0

50

2.5

i

43

2.2

I
I

41

2.1

13

0.7

l,978
I

100

II
I
I

I

I

I
I

Total
-

751

1,227

m
00

1~

322

85

I

i

Sample

Respondents
I

Deuel Vocational Institution
California Men's Colony
California Correctional Center
Calif. Institution for Women
Karl Holton School
Calif. Training Facility-Soledad
Calif. Institution for Men
Ventura School
Calif. State Prison at San Quentin

!

I

i

I

0
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between the two groups with only one percentage point difference

29 percent vs. 28 percent for the college and non-col-

lege groups, respectively.
There are also significant differences between the college
and non-college groups with respect to age.

Although over 75

percent of the respondents in both groups are under the age of
30 (a somewhat larger proportion than the 58 percent found for
the total inmate population according to the CDC), a larger
percentage of the college group (29 percent compared to 21 percent) is between the ages of 26-30, while the largest representation of the non-college group is somewhat younger (21-25).
Variations by facility are as expected, with the CYA institutions showing the largest number of respondents in the 18-20
year old range and the oldest respondents from Folsom, where
over half are over the age of 30 years.
According to Department of Corrections grade placement
data for the June, 1978 inmate population (N

=

15, 381.), 4. 5

percent of the men and 1.5 percent of the women _inmates are
illiterate; 42 -percent of the men and 38 percent of the women
have less than an 8th grade education; 46 percent of the men
and 53 percent of the women have over an 8th grade education
and 9.3 percent of the men and women each have a high school
education or beyond.
As far as the educational background of our survey group
was concerned, 31 percent of the group of respondents report

Q

that they had :'some col~ege"; 28 percent had "some high school"
and 23 percent had a high school diploma or GED.

Only 12 per-

70

cent had less than an 8th grade education.

As expected, how-

ever, there are significant differences between the college
and non-college groups with respect to their prior education.
Over 50 percent of the college group compared to only 17 'percent of the non-college group report that they had some college.
-------------·- - - There is little difference between the two groups as far

as those with a high school diploma or GED are concerned (24
percent for the college g·roup compared to 22 percent for the
non-college group) (almost 40 percent of the non-college group
indicated they had "some high school"); but again at the lowest
end of the continuum, only 2 percent of the college group compared to 17 percent of the non-college group report having
less than an 8th grade education.

Combining the percentages

for both a high school diploma (or GED) and some college, the
differences are 77 percent for the college sample compared to
39 percent for the non-college group.
For the group as a whole, educational level varies significantly according to ethnic background, with the Whites
showing the highest educational background.

Twenty-five per-

cent of the Whites had completed high school or GED and almost 40 percent had some college.

The corresponding figures

for Blacks are 23 percent and 28 percent, and for MexicanAmericans/Chicanes, 18 and 19 percent.

These figures seem

compatible with those for the non-prison population -- generally speaking, the higher up the educational level, the less
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one finds persons from minority backgrounds.
Slightly more respondents had held a job prior to their
arrest (58 percent vs. 42 percent), and this was true for significantly more of the college respondents.

Sixty-four per-

cent of the college inmates report having had a job prior to
prison compared to 55 percent of the non-college group.

While

these differences are significant, they may be at least in part
attributable to the fact that a larger proportion of the noncollege inmates are in the younger age groups.
It was suggested that enrollment in a college program
could at least in part be a function of the length of time one
has to serve in prison.

Department of Correction data indicate

that the majority of male inmates have been committed to prison
for one of four offenses: robbery, 29.7 percent; homicide, 18.1
percent; burglary, 14.5 percent; and controlled substances and
marijuana, 11.3 percent, the first three of these offenses carrying fairly severe sentences.

For women, the offense groups

are: controlled substances and marijuana, 23.8 percent; homicide, 18.6 percent; robbery, 16.5 percent; and forgery and
checks, 13.9 percent.
We did not ask inmates to identify their offense but we
did ask both groups the length of their sentence.

The results

revealed that, overall, just under half of the respondents are
serving sentences of from 1-3 years.

0

The next largest propor-

tion for both the college and non-college groups is those who
are serving 4-6 years (22 percent of the college group vs. 27

72

percent of the non-college group).

The more significant dif-

ferences between the two groups, however, occurs at both extremes.

At the lower end, 14 percent of the non-college re-

spondents versus 8 percent of the college inmates are serving
sentences of less than 1 year.

Again, this could be a function

of the fact that more non-college inmates/wards are younger
and thus were more likely to be sentenced to shorter
in prison.

terms

At the other end of the scale, although the over-

all percentage is small, the pattern is reversed and twice as
many college inmates as non-college inmates are serving more
than 10 years (10 percent compared to 5 percent).

Institution-

al differences are as expected, with almost 88 percent of the
college inmates at Folsom and 70 percent of those at San Quentin serving sentences of more than 4 years.
Inmates were also asked how much time remained on their
sentences and the responses indicated a definite shift downwards.

That is, whereas about 50 percent of the college group

indicated their sentences range from less than one year to 3
years, 83 percent said that that much time remained for them
to serve.

The 27 percent who indicated that they were serving

sentences of 4-6 years shifted to 10 percent who still had that
much time left to serve.

These data seem to indicate that

those enrolled in college programs have been in prison awhile;
they are clearly not the newly incarcerated.

It may well be

that it takes some time to get used to prison and prison life
before an inmate is ready to think about his/her future and
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invest the effort required to take part in an educational program, particularly one at the college level.
As a group, there are more inmates who are serving their
first sentence compared to those who are recidivists (52 ·vs.
46 percent, respectively).

These data are consonant with De-

partment of Corrections data for the 1978 inmate population.
The non-college group are about evenly divided between first
offenders and recidivists.

But for the college group, the

differences are highly significant.

Fifty-nine percent of

those enrolled in college programs are first offenders compared to 41 percent who are recidivists.

Not surprisingly,

there are different institutional patterns, with four institutions having over 60 percent recidivists in their college
group.

Four institutions also have over 65 percent recidi-

vists in their non-college group, with only one institution
having both its college and non-college groups composed of a
majority of recidivists.
Both college and non-college groups were asked how certain they were that they would not come back to prison again,
and although there are differences between the college and noncollege groups, the largest proportion of each group (60 percent of the college vs. 53 percent of the non-college) answered "definitely not", and their certainty did not vary according to the length of their sentence.

Approximately 30 per-

cent of each group responded that they "probably would not be

0

back", but 11 - percent (206 inmates) still thing they "may be back".
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Institutional percentages reflect this pattern, with more certainty found among slightly larger proportions of college respondents compared to non-college respondents.
was one CYA institution where it is the reverse.

The exception
In this

case, 76 percent of the non-college group vs. 63 percent of
the college group are certain that they will not be back to
prison.

A summary table is included at the end of the chapter.

Aspirations and Plans
Although over half of the total respondents (51 percent)
want to go to school and to work when they get out of prison,
the difference between the college and non-college groups is
significant.

Sixty-one percent of the college group compared

to 44 percent of the non-college group want both school and
work whereas 43 percent of the non-college and only 19 percent
of the college group plan to work only.

These patterns hold

across institutions except in the case of CMC and CIW, where
significantly more inmates want to get a job and are not interested in going to school.

At CIW, twice as many inmates

want a job alone compared to those who are interested in both
school and employment.
Although a college education can be valued for itself,
it also provides access to new and higher level occupations,
and as far as what they want to do when they get out is concerned, being an owner or manager of a small business, such
as insurance or real estate, is the first choice of both the
college and non-college respondents (18 percent of the college
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group vs. 15 percent of the non-college).

Generally speaking,

however, as Table 3.2 indicates, the occupational aspirations
of the college group are considerably higher than for the noncollege group.

Second choice for the college group is a three-

way tie (each with 11 percent of the respondents) between managerial and professional level I (e.g., teacher, engineer, accountant), semi-professional/technician such as a computer programmer or lab technician and skilled craftsman or foreman.
Second choice for the non-college group is skilled craftsman
or foreman, followed closely by semi-skilled worker.

The

larg~·

est proportion of each group (27 percent for college and 29 percent for non-college respondents) do not know what they want to
do or they have something else in mind other than the occupations listed.

Interestingly, the jobs most disliked by both

groups are protective service worker and farm owner manager,
both of which received less than 2 percent of the respondents
in either group.
The College Program
Additional questions about the college program were asked
of the college inmate group only.

Seventy-eight percent of the

college inmates are enrolled in academic programs; five percent
are enrolled in vocational programs, and 17 percent are enrolled
in a combination of academic and vocational.

0

Considerably more

CYA respondents than CDC respondents are enrolled in academic
programs (85 percent vs. 76 percent); more CDC than CYA re-
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TABLE 3.2.

Number and Percent of College and Non-College Inmate
Respondents Indicating Interest in Employment in
Various Occupations
College

Occupations

General Worker
---

Non-College

Number

%

10

1.4

Number

65

%

5.6

---------·------------------- - - - · - - - ----------- - - - ----------·--1---------------·-·

Semi-skilled (machinist,
barber, store clerk,
truck driver)

40

5. 5

166

14.2

~ed

clerical or sales
(secretarJ, sales,
bookkeeper}

25

3.4

47

4.0

Skilled craftsman/foreman
(electrician, cook,
carpenter)

78

10.8

174

14.9

Prot·ective Service Worker
(:policeman, mil! tarJ,
fireman}

9

1.2

19

1.6

131

18.1

177

15.2

13

1.8

21

1.8

Semi-professional/technician
(computer programmer,
lab technician)

79

10.9

65

5.6

~gerial/Professional

79

l0.9

48

4.1

64

8.8

''
.....

3.8

172

23.7

253

21.7

25

3.4

87

7.5

Owner/Manager small business
F~

Owner/Manager

I

(teacher, engineer,
accountant)
Managerial/?rofessional II
(doctor, lawyer, ~rofessor)
Other
Don't mow

Total

725

100

1,166

100
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spondents also indicate enrollment in a combination program,
18 percent of the CDC respondents vs. 11 percent of CYA respondents.
As far as institutional differences are concerned, CCC
shows the largest representatiorr in vocational programs (27
percent).

No doubt the fact that several different vocational

training programs are offered as part of the college program
accounts for this finding, as well as for the finding that the
largest number of respondents taking a combined academic and
vocational program (40 percent) are at CCC.

The second larg-

est group taking a combined program is at DVI (27 percent).
The college group was asked how many college courses and
credits they had taken in prison.

Table 3.3 shows the number

of college classes taken by inmates enrolled in college programs, and Table 3.4 shows the number of college credits earned.
As presented on the Tables, 54 percent of those responding
have already taken between 1-5 classes.

Twenty-seven percent

have taken between 6-10 and an additional 11 percent have taken
between 11 and 15 courses.

Correspondingly, almost 50 percent

of the group have received between 3 and 15 units of credit
and another 30 percent have earned between 16 and 30 units.
An additional 11 percent have earned between 32 and 45 units
of credit.

Understandably, there are significant differences

between CYA and CDC respondents, with the former having earned
less units.

~

Institutional differences are highly significant,

with the most courses taken by inmates at Folsom, CTF, CMC and
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TABLE 3.3. Number of College Classes Taken by Inmates
Enrolled in College Programs

% of

No.
College
Courses

No.
Inmates

1 - 5

266

53.5

6 - 10

134

27.0

11 - 15

53

10.6

16 - 20

31

6.2

over 20

13

2.6

Total

San Quentin.

497

Total
Respondents

100

The least number of courses taken are reported

by inmates from Sierra, CRC and CIW.
Some claims were made on the part of prison personnel
that inmates enroll in college programs so that they can collect their Veteran's Benefits and not because they are truly
interested in their educational development.

In order to find

out if this were true, college inmates were asked if they received Veteran's Benefits, and the overwhelming majority of
the respondents said they did not receive benefits (71 percent).

Within the college group, however, and keeping in

0

TABLE 3.4. Number of College Credits Earned by
Inmates Enrolled in College Programs

College
Units

No.
Respondents

%

3-15

233

47.3

16-30

145

29.4

32-45

53

10.7

47-60

40

8.1

over 60

22

4.5

Total

493

100

mind the comparatively small sample sizes at each institution,
there are some interesting differences.

For example, whereas

over 75 percent of the college inmates at 10 institutions said
that they did not receive Veteran's Benefits, almost two-thirds
of those enrolled in college programs at Sierra answered this
question affirmatively.

Those who receive benefits and those
I

who don't are fairly evenly represented /in the college programs
I

at CTF, CCI, CMC and CCC.
In order to pursue the matter concerning the reasons why

0

inmates enroll in college classes further, the questionnaire
included the item "Why are you enrolled in these courses?"

TABLE 3.5. College Inmates' Reasons for Taking
Courses in Which Currently Enrolled

Reason
Interested
in the subjects

No.
Respondents

Percent

255

40.6

. ·-·-· . ·------- - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-------------

Need them
for degree

163

26.0

Only choices
available

145

23.1

65

10.4

628

100

Other

Total

Tables 3.5 and 3.6 show the results of the analysis.
The largest group of respondents (41 percent) are taking
the courses in which they are enrolled because they are interested in the

subjec~s.

The next largest group (26 percent)

indicated that they need them in order to complete their degree, and 23 percent indicated that these classes were the only
choices available.
differences.

Again, there are revealing institutional

Well over two-thirds of the inmates enrolled in

college classes at Sierra, CIM and CRC said that they are taking the classes because they are the only choices available.
That clearly was the case, since Sierra offers a set curricula
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TABLE 3.6.

Percent of College Inmates Indicating Reason

R ~asons for T_a king Classes
Only
Need Them
Interested
for Degree in Subjects
Choice

Type of
Institution

-

Other

CYA

26.9

25.2

32.8

15.1

119

CDC

22.2

26.1

42.4

9.2

509

All Facilities

23.1

26.0

40.6

10.4

628

over the two-year period aimed at an AA degree, and CMC and CRC
offer a limited variety of courses.

College inmates at San Quen-

tin and CIW are the most interested in the subjects of their
courses, and considerably more CDC inmates expressed interest
in the subjects than did those in CYA institutions.
Inmates may enroll in courses for various reasons, but as
a group, they feel very positive about their college experiences.
Generally speaking, inmates enrolled in the college programs are
also quite satisfied with the quality of their teachers and educational administrators.

Approximately 66 percent of the college

inmates think the teachers are "good" or "very good", and 20
percent think they are "excellent".
teachers are "poor".

0

N

Only 2 percent think the

Teachers were rated significantly higher

at CIW, Folsom and CIM, with teachers at CMF and CRC following
closely behind.

Teachers at CYA facilities fared less well
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than did teachers at CDC institutions -- no doubt a reflection
of young people's general dislike of school, to say nothing
of their required attendance.
Prison administrators in charge of the college program
were rated "good" or "very good" by 54 percent of the college
inmates.

Fourteen percent rate them as excellent.

The highest

ratings were received by administrators at DVI and San Quentin,
with CIW and CMF closely behind.

Administrators, like teachers,

received somewhat lower ratings at CYA institutions than CDC
facilities.
In an open ended question, college inmates were asked to
describe the two best features of the programs and the two
worst features.

The most frequently cited "worst" items, as

mentioned earlier, were the limited class offerings and lack
of resources, which included the inadequacy of the libraries
and lack of instructional aids, classroom and study space,
academic counseling and tutoring.

Based on our observations

during the site visits, complaints regarding these factors
are well justified.
Other things mentioned by inmates under the worst category included in order of frequency of responses: the time
classes are offered, the teachers, high tuition fees, "attitudes of some students-- not there to learn", lack of

~pper

division courses and term papers.
The most frequently cited best aspects about the program were the "opportunity to learn about the world and my-

8-3--

self", "the chance to get a degree" (or credits toward one),
and "something to do, makes the time go by faster".

These

three responses were also mentioned by inmates in the interview sessions.

Other responses to best features included:

the instructors, preparation for the outside world and "preparing for better things" (job, life, etc.).
-·----------------------------------- ----------------

For the question, "How has the college program helped

you", inmates could check as many of the 8 responses listed
in Table 3.7 as they wished.

As indicated, the response

checked most often was "It makes me feel like I am learning
and growing", followed by "It makes the time go faster".
Prison educators should be pleased to note that only 2.2 percent of the college inmates responded that the college program has not helped them.

These findings suggest that college

programs provide inmates with psychological benefits -- feeling that they are able to strive for and attain some important
personal goals even while they are incarcerated.

If college

programs "make the time go faster", the harsher aspects of
imprisonment may be mitigated, and by making 90 percent of
the inmates "feel like they are learning and growing", college
programs may be a more viable rehabilitative and reintegrative
mechanism than is generally realized.
Inmates enrolled in college programs appear to hold more
traditional values and goals compared. to their non-college
peers.

c=)

This pattern is reflected in their greater likelihood

of holding a job before their arrest; in their greater likelihood of being a first offender; and in their having a higher

TABLE 3.7.

Ways in Which College Programs Have Helped Inmates as Reported by Inmates
Enrolled in Programs
!
00

I

· ~·

I

I
I

Ways College Helps

All
CYA

All
College
Inmates

Ail

ewe
I

I

N

i

It makes me feel like I am learning and growing

83.1

9L4

89.8

571

It makes the time go faster

58.9

52.7

53.9

343

I

I

It gives me something to do with my spare time
It lets me draw Veteran's Benefits

37.9

4 1. 0

42.0

267

7.3

2~.0

20.8

132

20.4

130

9.1

58

2.8

18

!

I

Other ways

25.0

It helps me get treated better

16.1

I

19.3
I
v.4

~i .9

It keeps me from having to get a job

2.4

It hasn't really helped

7.3

!I.. O

2.2

14

It gets me special housing arrangements

4.0

~.0

1.6

10

i

I
I

-

-

· -

-----

· ---

I

i

Inmates could cbeclt as many as apply. Therefore column totals
multiple responses and do not add up to 100.

ahd percents
i

are based on
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educational level prior to prison and higher educational and
occupational aspirations for their post release life.
It is doubtful that these differences result entirely
from being in college programs.

Most likely, inmates wi t 'h

these characteristics and with values more closely adhering
to societal norms are more attracted to the values of education
and are thus more likely to enroll in college programs.

Never-

theless, these positive values have not been lost; if anything, the college programs have sharpened and strengthened
them.

Eighty-six percent of the college group expressed in\

terest in earning a Bachelor's degree or graduate degree, and
almost 90 percent said that earning a degree is important to
them, with 67 percent reporting that it is very important.
In fact, the college group of inmates in all facilities indicate a strong interest in taking courses for a BA/BS degree
in prison, should such courses be made available .

The aver-

age response on a scale from "1" to "4" for all institutions
was 3.58, with a response of "4" indicating "definitely would
take them" and "3" indicating "probably would take them".
Self-Conceot
The importance of self-concept in inhibiting criminal
tendencies was first emphasized in the "containment theory"
of Walter Reckless and his associates (1967).

They argued

that certain elements contain or restrain individuals against

Q

the "allure" of crime and a positive self-concept is an indicator of inner containment.

These researchers, as well as
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others, showed that delinquent adolescents generally have
poorer self-concepts and they claim that containment theory
can be extended to account for most forms of adult and juvenile criminality.

In order to see if exposure to educatton

and, more specifically, being part of a college program, contributes to a higher self-concept, a self-esteem scale was
developed and included in the questionnaire-given

~o4Joth ---

the college and non-college samples of inmates.
The self-esteem scale was derived from the scale designed by Rosenberg (1965) which measures attitudes toward
the self along a favorable to unfavorable dimension.

High

self-esteem in this scale is defined to mean that the individual respects him/herself and considers him/herself worthy.
Modifications in the language of the items were made with the
assistance of the college inmates from San Quentin, and certain additional items were added to reflect inmates' perceptions regarding the value of their incarceration in order to
highlight the discriminating items pertaining to self-worth.
The self-concept score was constructed from the items
listed on Table 3.8.

As indicated on the table, a T-test

comparing the mean responses of the college and non-college
groups on 12 items indicated a highly significant difference ·
for 10 items; these results would have occurred by chance
only 1 time out of ten thousand.

The differences in the

overall self-concept scores between the two groups stem
primarily from differences in the responses to these items.
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TABLE 3.8.

Mean Responses of Self-Concept by College
and Non-College Inmate Samples, by Item

Items

College
Group

I am equal to -other- people----··------····-----· ------·3. 64

0

NonCollege
Group

--3.47-

Significance
level
-

- - -.0001

Once I am out of here, I'll never be back

3.41

2.95

.0001

I have many good qualities

3.86

3.69

.0001

The system is against people like me

2.50

2.33

.01

I can do things as well as most people

3.86

3.70

.0001

I know what I want to do with my life

3.60

3.56

I feel like I am a failure

3.53

3.50

-----

Being in prison has done me some good

3.15

3.04

.05

I wish I had more respect for myself

2.83

2.57

.0001

I am satisfied with myself

3.16

3.25

---

Prison helped straighten me out

2.61

2.66

.0001

I am really no good at all

3.82

3.68

.0001

I feel I can make it on the streets

3.91

3.83

.0001

I feel useless at times

3.13

3.08

---

I take a positive attitude toward myself

3.74

3.62

.0001

I do not have much to be proud of

3.34

3.05

.0001
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Some of the differences in responses point to the increased confidence that college inmates have about their probability for success after they are released.

This is shown

by their more positive responses to the items "Once I am 'out
of here, I'll never be back", "Being in here has done me some
good", and "I feel I can make it on the streets", as well as
- -by the i r-mor-e-n.eg-a~e. -response _:t_o__the __i tem_~Th.e_. s_y_s.:t.em.__ i_s_______ _
against people like me".

In fact, when self-concept scores

were examined in relation to the certainty of their not coming back to prison, those that responded "definitely not"
had a significantly higher self-concept than other respondents.

For all responses, level of self-concept varied in the

exact direction as did inmates' certainty, with the lowest
average self-concept score associated with those who feel
they would "most likely" return to prison.
For nearly all facilities, the college inmates, as a
group, have a higher average self-concept score than noncollege inmates.

The only reversals in this trend occur

at Sierra and CRC, where the small number of college inmates
responding (18 and 12) make the findings at these facilities
suspect.
Not surprisingly, self-concept varied with respondents'
level of education -- those who had a college degree or some
college, have the highest self-concept, following in order
downward to the lowest self-concept held by those who have
less than an 8th grade education (Table 3·. 9).
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TABLE 3.9.

Average Self-Concept Score of Inmates
According to Level of Education

Level of Education

Mean
Self-Concept
Score

N

Less than 8th grade

48.60

167

Some high school

52.42

457

High School

53.14

374

Some College

54.03

511

AA Degree

55.41

88

BA/BS Degree

55.36

14

Some graduate school

54.80

10

Graduate Degree

53.22

18

52.91

1,639

Dip~oma/GED

Total
-

(The slightly lower scores of the graduate school respondents
are most likely a function of the very-small numbers involved.)
Self-concept also varies by ethnic group, with the highest
self-concept held by Whites and Blacks, followed by MexicanAmericans/Chicano~

and Native Americans.

Institutional differences are significant for several
items, and some interesting patterns emerge.

Overall, the

highest self-concept scores were attained by inmates at Fol-

0
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som; second highest scores were attained by inmates of CMF.
The lowest scores were attained by inmates/wards at El Paso
de Robles, with second lowest self-concept from the men at
DVI.

In particular Folsom inmates scored consistently high
on items such as:

··----·---

"I am equal to others",
"Once I am out of here, I'll never be back",
"I have many good qualities", and
"I take a positive attitude toward myself";
and they scored consistently low on the following:
"The system is against people like me",
"Prison helped straighten me out", and
"I do not have much to be proud of".
El Paso inmates/wards scored exactly the reverse on these items,
leading one to conclude that age and maturity are ·important factors in developing and maintaining self-concept.
Certainly, we cannot argue that the college programs "caused"
a higher self-concept on the part of the inmates in the program.
No doubt inmates with stronger self-concepts are more attracted
to college programs in the first place, believing themselves
capable of pursuing college-level work and wanting to better
themselves in preparation for their future on the outside.
Nevertheless, the college programs are instrumental in maintaining and reinforcing the self-concepts of these inmates, and
can thus be considered an important part of the overall rehabilitative process.
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The college programs provide the incentives for worthwhile goals, and by attaining those goals during their incarceration, inmates can justifiably set high aspirations
for employment and education after their release.

Their

self-concept is maintained and the positive cycle continues.

0
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TABLE 3 .10.

Summary of Characteristics of Inmates Enrolled
in College Programs Compared to Those Who Are
Not, in Percentages

Characteristics

College

Non-C"llege ·

AGE:
18 - 20
~ r-:.-2-a---------------------

26 31 36 Over

30
35
40
40

18.1
- - ---2-s--;-'1- - - t---29.0
14.4
5. 0
4.7

25.2
-3-2 -;-2~-- --

21.4
11.7
3. 8
5.7

ETHNIC GROUP:
White
Black
Mexican-American
Native American
Other
Other Spanish
Asian
Puerto Rican

30.8
28.2
11.6
2.6
5.0
2.2
1.9
.3

48.2
29.2
26.6
5.1
3.1
2.4
1.5
1.2

2.2
8.1
23.8
52.7
10.2
1.5
.4
1.1

17.3
39.5
22.3
16.8
1.8

.5
1.9
10.0
84.1
3.4

13.9
38.4
13.7
7.2
26.8

63.5
36.5

54.6
45.4

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL:
Less than 8th Grade
Some High School
High School or GED
Some College
A.A./A.S.
B.A./B.S.
Some Graduate
Graduate Degree

.7
.7
1.1

PRISON EDUCATION PROGRAM:
Elementary
High School or GED
College Vocational
College Academic
None
JOB PRIOR TO PRISON:
Yes
No

---

93.::_ -
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TABLE 3.10 (cont.)

Characteristics

College

Non-College

LENGTH OF SENTENCE:
Less than 1 Yr.
1 - 3
4 - 6

7 - 10
More than 10

13.9

8.0
42.3
27.2
12.3
10.2

49.0
21.5
10.4
5.3

40.4
42.9
10.4
3.3
3.0

47.0
38.6
8.6
4.6
1.2

58.6
41.4

50.2
49.8

29.4
70.6

93.6

TIME REMAINING:
Less than 1 Yr.
~

- 3
4 - 6

7 - 10
More than 10
FIRST OFFENSE:
Yes
No
VETERANS BENEFITS :
Yes
No

6.4

AFTER PRISON PLANS:
Go to School
Get a Job
School and Job
Don't Know

13.6
19.2
61.1

6.1

4.2
42.7
44.1
9.0

RETURN TO PRISON:
Definitely Not
Probably Not
Maybe
Most Likely

0

59.6
29.3
7.9
3.2

52.6

30.6
12.5
4.3

0

.... ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CHAPTER IV
CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS .FOR EX-OFFENDERS

Contrary to the case of prison-based programs for inmates
discussed in the previous chapter, there is little variation
among the community college or state university and colleges'
~ amp_us-ba_sed p ostseconcl~r_y_educatio.n _ px..ograms

for--e,.""(.-.o.f-f-end-e~- .

Generally these programs provide support services to ex-offenders which include some form of orientation to the college as
well as assistance with admission and registration, financial
aid, academic and personal advisement, and in some cases assistance with finding housing and employment.

The first sec-

tion of this chapter will discuss community college ex-offender
programs; programs for ex-offenders on the state university
and college campuses (CSUC) will be discussed in the second
section.
The information presented in both sections is derived
from questionnaires completed by directors of ex-offender programs and directors of Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS) who served as liaisons to the study, as well as
from site visit interviews with program personnel and ex-offenders.

In addition, as described in Chapter I, question- .

naires were sent to the directors of all ex-offender

programs

for distribution to ex-offenders participating in their programs.

0

Completed questionnaires were received from 160 ex-

offenders participating in programs at Sacramento City College
· and eight CSUC campuses.

Ex-offender

questio~naires

were re-
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o·
ceived from CSU, San Francisco, after the deadline, and since
the data had already been run on the

they are not in-

~omputer,

eluded in this analysis.
Community-College Ex-offender Programs
Of the 106 public community colleges in the state, only
--- - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

one self-contained ex-offenderp_r .ogram- exists independent- o r --- ·
Extended Opportunity

Programs and Services (EOPS), and that

one is headed for termination as of June 30, 1979.

Project

LIFT (Life in Focus for Tomorrow) was initiated at Sacramento
City College in 1976 and has remained the only official community college program specifically for ex-offenders.

First

funded as part of EOPS and then through an independent grant
.

from the Department of Corrections, a wide range of counseling and tutoring services, financial aid, orientation and
testing services have been provided to ex-offenders for 9
years, with a total of 600 ex-offenders having participated
since 1970.

Although no data were maintained on ex-offenders'

educational progress, the director of Project LIFT estimates
that about 40 percent of those who participated in the programs
have gone on to complete their education in four-year colleges
and universities.

Under its regular open door policy, ex-of-

fenders will still be able to enroll at Sacramento City College
after the program terminates and, according to the President
of the college, they will still be provided services.

But an

identifiable program especially for ex-offenders will no longer
be available.
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In addition to the program at Sacramento City College,
four other community colleges provide services to ex-offenders
through their EOPS --De Anza, Fresno City, City College of
San Francisco and Grossmont.

De Anza's New Day program spe-

cializes in the recruitment of ex-offenders and recovered substance abusers.

Participants are provided with a peer coun-

selor, most often an ex-offender, who assists them with paperwork, tutoring and employment counseling.

Since 1976, 13 ex-

offenders have been awarded Associate of Arts degrees.
The Pinto component of Fresno City College's EOPS began
in 1974 and has served approximately 169 ex-offenders, some
of whom were funded through the 10 EOPS-funded slots reserved
for ex-offenders each academic year.

In addition to the reg-

ular EOPS services, ex-offenders are provided special counseling services, study skills classes, financial aid, testing,
orientation and a special Group Dynamics Course with emphasis
on ex-offenders' readjustment, study habits and development.
Seven ex-offenders have completed associate degrees and two
have gone on to complete baccalaureate degrees.

Fresno and

De Anza's programs both have small, but separate budgets from
EOPS.
Grossmont College provides a support program of outreach,
recruitment, professional counseling, peer counseling, tutoring and financial aid.

Pre-release and orientation, as well

as a Personal Development Support Group, are special services

0

provided to ex-offenders in addition to the regular EOPS services.
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At the City College of San Francisco, a special program
for ex-offenders -- the SCORPIO program -- was discontinued
in 1978.

Ex-offenders are now integrated into EOPS and one

member of the EOPS staff, currently an ex-offender, serves
as a peer counselor and recruiter, recruiting ex-offenders
from penal institutions and halfway houses.
·-·-------- -----------~---- - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - ·

In the fall of 1977, the ex-offender program at Monterey- · ·

Peninsula College was also integrated into the EOPS, and exoffenders currently receive financial aid, counseling, tutorial assistance, job placement services and peer counseling as
part of EOPS.

In this case, however, no personnel are specif-

ically assigned duties related to recruiting or servicing exoffenders, and there is no readily identifiable component of
EOPS designated for this purpose.
L.A. Valley College, West L.A. College and L.A. Pierce College have no officially organized programs; there is no official director, no staff and no budget specifically for ex-offender services at any of these colleges.

However, at Pierce

College, a counselor with five years' experience in rehabilitation counseling with ex-offenders and teaching inmates has
been providing counseling to about 10 ex-offenders each semester and assisting them with registration since 1977.

West

L.A. College's director of EOPS maintains contacts with penal
institutions and probation offices and tries to meet the needs
of the 18 ex-offenders currently enrolled.

Since 1975, one

counselor at L.A. Valley College has devoted 10 percent of his
time to working with ex-offenders as part of the .New Beginning
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Program.

Approximately 198 ex-offenders have been recruited

during the last four years, and they have received assistance
with admission and registration, financial aid counseling and
health services, in addition to services they may have
ceived through EOPS.

re~

At all of these colleges, ex-offenders

are mainstreamed into the regular college curriculum following
----------------------academic advising and testing.
Still other community colleges are aware of and try to
assist ex-offenders in various ways, even though there is no
official college structure for doing so.

As part of the EOPS

program at East L.A. College, ex-offenders have established
a PINTO club just to let ex-offenders know that they are welcome.

At Los Medanos College, approximately 10 ex-offenders

per semester can receive extra counseling and special session
speakers as part of EOPS, and 16 ex-offenders were actively
involved in the EOPS program at the College of the Redwoods
during the 1977-78 academic year.

Approximately 200 ex-of-

fenders have participated in either the ex-offender or EOPS
program at these three colleges; 90 percent of them full-time
students.
Glendale College and Rio Hondo College offer special
counseling programs for ex-offenders after which they are
mainstre~ed

into

ot~er

student assistance programs.

Los

Angeles Trade-Technical College has a special counselor who
deals with ex-offenders and maintains contact with county

~

probation and rehabilitation departments.

Merced College

offers special counseling, work experience, testing and finan-
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cial assistance in addition to support services.

No special

organization exists, and ex-offenders are encouraged to apply
to EOPS or CETA for information concerning financial assistance
and services.

The program was reduced two years ago because

of the limitations of the college's resources and the large
amount of resources the colleges felt was needed to adequately
-------·------·-·----~---------------

serve the needs of

the - e~-offenders.

It is obvious from the above discussion that while only
one true "program" to serve ex-offenders exists among the state's
public community colleges, there are several colleges which
have a commitment of some type, whether or not programmatic, to
recruit and serve this population.

No doubt other colleges are

serving ex-offenders through EOPS or other means without a specific focus or intent, and of course, ex-offenders are welcome
as students on all campuses.
CSUC Ex-offender Programs
The goals of the ex-offender programs in the CSUC are to:
1) facilitate the recruitment and admission of ex-offenders to
CSUC campuses as full-time students in fields of study leading
to a degree; 2) to provide supportive services to retain these
students; and 3) to serve as an advocate for program

partici~

pants and ex-offenders generally on campus, in the community
and in the correctional institutions.

Brief descriptions of

the nine State University and Colleges' programs for ex-offenders
follow below.

0

San Francisco st·ate University: Project Reb.ound is the oldprogr-am f_o r ex-offenders.,.-i,n... the ·. system, having__begun. l.n 1967.
Staffed entirely by ex-offenders and funded through the Department of Sociology, P~oject Rebound has provided- approximately 500 ex-offenders with assistance in admissions, financial
aid and a wide range of counseling services, including a special
counseling course in the first semester. Unlike the other programs in the state, Project Rebound focuses on entrance, and
ex-offenders are mainstreamed into regular university life after
the first semester. Assistance is available if needed, but
there is no program identity as such, and ex-offender status
is deemphasized. Job placement and referral services are available through the career placement center, and counselors in
each support service area are designated to work with ex-offenders who need assistance.
~st·.

CSU, Northridge: The ex-offender program at CSU, Northridge (EXPAN), is under the aegis of the Dean of Student Affairs. Established in 1975 and funded through grants from the
Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) and Community Services
Administration, EXPAN recruits ex-offenders and provides admissions, counseling, and on-going academic support services. Approximately 90 ex-offenders have participated since the beginning of the program.
CSU, Fresno: The Pinto program at CSU, Fresno, is part of
the university EOP, and through EOP ex-offenders are provided
with special admission and support services. The EOP counselor
spends 20 percent of his time servicing ex-offenders assisted
by one work-study student ' in the program.
Approximately 50
ex-offenders have participated in this program which was initiated in the spring of 1972. Seven have ~ompleted their bachelor's degrees; one has received a master's degree.
CSU, Dominguez Hills: The parolee eudcation program at
CSU, Dominguez Hills, is a component of the EOP program. In
addition to the services provided by EOP, the ex-offender component provides counseling and advising specifically geared
toware helping ex-offenders in reentering the community. Begun in 1978, 14 full-time students are curren~ly enrolled.
CSU, Long Beach: Project CHANCE was established at CSU ,_
Long Beach, in 1971 under the direction of the Office of Student Affairs. Approximately 228 ex-offenders have participated
in the program and 11 have received their bachelor's degrees.
Funding was provided first by an OCJP grant and then the Department of Corrections.

0

CSU, Los Angeles: Under the Associate Dean of Students,
the Student Parolee Program at CSU, Los Angeles, provides admissions processing, recruitment, testing, financial aid, counseling, crises intervention and drug detoxification referrals,
as well as first quarter book and tuition allowances. The oro-
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gram also sponsors an academic halfway house that accommodates
a maximum of 5 students for a maximum length of 90 days. Established in 1970, approximately 449 ex-offenders have participated in the program. Sixteen received their bachelor's degrees, 4 received their master's degrees, and one person received a doctorate. The program is staffed entirely by exoffenders who serve as counselors and advisors.
CSU, Sacramento: Project Excelsior is a federally funded
program for ex-offenders at CSU, Sacramento. Formerly known
as the College Parolee Program, Project Excelsior began in July,
1977, expanding its services to ex-offenders to include students
witb_J~mit ~ d ~~glis~~peaking ability.
Services include admissions counseling, assistance in apply ing "70r "I"inanc1al aict;-pe-rsonal and academic counseling, testing, and referrals to campus
and community-based agencies. Some services are also provided
to inmates at Folsom. A special course designed to help students develop basic communication and language skills is also
provided, as are tutors for students with special needs for assistance in academic areas. Approximately 600 ex-offenders have
participated in the program since 1972.
San Jose State University: The University Alternative Program at San Jose State has provided ex-offenders with admissions
assistance and supportive services since 1973. Approximately
154 ex-offenders have been served since that time. Three have
received bachelor's degrees; one received a teaching credential.
Funded by a grant through the OCJP and the Department of Corrections and housed under the Dean of Student Services, the UAP services include general orientation, assistance with class scheduling and registration, financial aid, housing and employment
referral and academic and personal advisement.
San Diego State University: Part of the university's Educational Opportunity Program, the Ex-offender Program at San
Diego State has served approximately 25 ex-offenders since it
began in 1969. Since that time, twenty ex-offenders have completed bachelor's degrees and two have received master's degrees. Thirty students are enrolled in the program at the present time.
Ex-offenders are admitted through the EOP admissions process and receive all of the regular services of that program in
addition to having a peer counselor with whom they must have
contact at least once a week. There is no staff or budget for
the ex-offender program; the EOP Supervisor of Retention Services allots about 10 percent of his time to ex-offender recruitment and services.
Project JOVE (Job placement and development; On-the-job
training; Vocational training; and Education), a non-profit,
reentry program, serves San Diego County. Its several components benefit ex-offenders enrolled at San Diego State, especially its educational and training component, which is called
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SPAN.* SPAN has been the instigator and driving force behind
the university's Human Services Certificate Program for ex-offenders and former substance abusers. Formally instituted in
Fall, 1978, the program consists of a one-year, thirty-unit
(semester) block of courses offered in the departments of Social
Welfare; Health, Science and Safety; Public Administration and
Urban Studies; and Philosophy. Upon completion, the participants are certified for entry-level positions in human services
areas. Currently, there are 15 students in the HSC Program;
12 are ex-offenders.
Program Budgets, Staff and Services
Four of the nine CSUC ex-offender programs are operated
as subcomponents of student services/affairs offices (San Jose,
Northridge, Long Beach and Los Angeles), while three are subcomponents of EOP (Fresno, San Diego and Dominguez Hills).
Sacramento's program operates under the aegis of the School
of Social Work, and San Francisco's program is administered
through the Department of Sociology.

The three programs

which are part of the EOP administration have no separate operating budget apart from the EOP budget.

San Francisco's

program receives· most. of its funds :from the Ass-ociated
Students.

The remaining five programs· · all receive fuJ?,d-

ing from external sources -- San Jose, Northridge and Long
Beach receive the major portion of their funding from the
Office of Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP); Sacramento has a
grant from the Office of Education/DREW; and Los Angeles receives its funding from the Community Services Administration
and the CYA.
Table 4.lshows the total program budget reported by pro-

0

gram directors of the six programs reporting separate program
budgets, as well as the number of ex-offenders participating
*SPAN is not an acronym.
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in the programs during the semester/quarter in which the ques-

0

tionnaire was administered (Fall, 1978), the number of special
services provided through the programs, and the total FTE professional and student staff.

As the data indicate, the number

of special services offered through the programs ranges from
5 to 16.

Staff size ranges from a total FTE of 1.25 to 11.75,

gram participants during the term under study ranged from 41
to 84.

TABLE 4.1. Size of Budget, number of· pa~ticipants, number
of services and size of staff for CSUC ex-offender
programs with separate operating budgets.

csuc
Program
Institution

Total
:Budget

Number
Students
Fall, '78

Number
Special
Services

Long Beach

$ 38,818*

41

9

. 5. 6

2.5

3.1 *il

Northridge

72,249

42

lo

7.0

4.0

3.0

Sacramento

77,187

74

9

4.85

3.85

1.0

San Jose

79,697

68

10

6.0

5.0

1.0

8,000

45

5

1.25

0.25

1.0 -

169,876

84

13

11.75

5.25***

6.5

San Francisco
Los Angeles

*This figure does not include a
is donated by the institution.
**This

fi~xre incl~des

l1a,lf-t~e

. Staff in FTE

-.
Total~

· Professional

director '·s- salaq which

.5 volunteer time.

***No personnel were identified as being only professional at this
institution. Therefore, this fi~xre represen~s all personnel
designated as "~rofessional/studentu.

Student
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The smallest and largest operating budgets among the six
programs range from $8,ooo·tn approximately $170,000.

One is a-

bout $40,000, and the other four are all within .the $72-80,000
range.

· rt is interesting to note that the size of _the differ-

ent program

budget~

is unrelated to the number of ex-offenders

participating in the program; nor is it related to the size of
the staff or the number of special services offered.

In fact,

none of these factors appear to be related to each Qther or to
any of. the other program elements, except. in the case of San
Francisco's program.
This program reports the smallest staff (1.25 FTE), an
average number of program participants (45), the lowest number
of special services (5)_and the smallest budget ($8,0QQ0.
But unlike the other CSUC ex-offender programs, the philosophy of San Francisco's program is to "mainstream" ex-offenders
into the total ti..ni versi ty.

That is, whereas program directors

all report that services are emphasized during the first year,
services are provided beyond that time.

The goal of San Fran-

cisco's program, however, focuses on the first semester transition.

Ex-offenders are provided with counseling and other

services through the program during the first semester only;
if they need services after that, they have available to them
the full complement of services generally available to all
students at the university.

Obviously, this program's phil-

osophy has an effect on the size of its staff and budget.

0

Two programs report basically the same number

o~

partic-

ipants (41 and 42), yet one has a budget of just under $39,000
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(plus a half-time director's salary) and the other has a budget
of about $72,000.
is OCJP.

The primary funding source for both programs

The overall staff size for these two programs is basi-

cally comparable, but one has 4 FTE professional staff and the
other only 2.5.

The program with the larger professional staff

provides special services in 16 areas, whereas the program with
the smaller professional staff offers 9 special services. However,
------------------ -·-----two other programs with budgets and staffs similar to the former
program basically offer no more services than does the smaller
budgeted program, although they do serve more students.

Thus,

apparently, a larger program budget and staff does not necessarily
mean that more services are offered by the program.

It does ap-

pear, however, that choices are made between increasing numbers
of students and the number of services .
Budget allocations for various program components vary
greatly among the 6 programs with separate budgets.

As reported

by the directors, administrative costs range from 20 percent at
Los Angeles (the program with the largest budget) to 86 and 87
percent at San Jose and Northridge, respectively.

San Francisco

did not give a budget breakdown (but it is the one with the smallest budget and staff).

Long Beach estimates administrative costs

to be approximately 80 percent.
Sacramento allocates 45 percent of its budget to administration.

Sacramento is the only program that reports an allo-

cation of funds for instruction (15%), and, along with Los Angeles, is one of two programs which report allocating funds
for counseling.

Sacramento reports 11 percent of its funds

designated for that category, while Los Angeles reports an allocation of 30 percent of its budget for counseling services.
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The most striking thing about the budget allocation categories is that while all of the programs except San Diego
(which provides all ex-offender services through EOP or regular college channels) have many service components, almost none
have allocated specific amounts of money for their

suppor~.

Data gathered from the site visits revealed that many of these
special services are provided by program staff or ex-offender
p eex.s -On- wor k-- stud.y:-,- -a-n li--t-he- e-es-t-s---ef.- "t he---serv-i--ces -i-n -t-hese- i-n ...stances have apparently been lumped in with administrative costs
by some of the program directors.
The services offered by the 8 programs reporting special
services are shown in Table 4.2, and generally include orientation (offered by 8 programs), academic advising, personal counseling, pre-release services, financial advising, and special
admissions processing (offered by 7 programs), and job placement/
referral services, offered by 5 programs.

Program directors

were asked to check, from a list of 21 student service activities, those which they offered separately from services offered
by EOP or the college generally.

Only vocational and aptitude

testing were not checked by at least one of the directors.

San

Jose listed 10 additional services, including a newsletter,
social and recreational activities, on-campus advocacy and so
forth, and Los Angeles cited the academic half-way house maintained by their program.
Clearly, there is a great deal of activity going on within these programs.
~

And just as clearly, there is a great deal

of overlap between the special services being offered by the

c=)

TABLE 4.2.

Special Services Offered by CSUC Ex-Offender Programs*

'

I
!
i
II

Service Area
•

Northridge

Los
Angeles

Fresno

San
Francisco

San
,ToRe

Sacramen to

Long
Beach

Dominguez
HlllR

I
i

Academic Advising !
Orientation
ii
Admissions Proces~ing
i
Financial Advising
Personal Counseli~g
Pre-Release ServiJes
Job Placement/RefTrral
Employment Counse~ing
''
Study Skills Clas*es
I
Tutoring
!
Vocational Counseiing
I
Financial Aid
I
Scholarships
I
!i
Grants
i
Loans
I'
i
Work-Study
i
Remedial Courses I
I
Diagnostic Testing
i
Achievement Testing
I
Vocational Testing

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

I

X
X

X

I

I

I

I

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

I

Totals
00
0
.-i

i

;

16

13

13

5

10

9

4

9

*San Diego State is not included in this table because all of its services
to ex-offenders are provided through EOP.

-

-

-

~-
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programs and those - offered through the college's regular or
EOP student services.

Yet, almost without exception, the

directors/coordinators of the programs want to expand these
special service offerings.
centers.

Two even want their own day care

With full recognition of and appreciation for the

fact that ex-offenders ha·v e certain needs that are special,
we nevertheless question the need for and wisdom of the extensive overlap that is currently the case, particularly given
the limited resources available for most campus programs today.
In some instances one or two professional staff members
provide most of these special services; in others, work-study
peers carry much of the responsibility; often it is a combination of both.

Regardless, it appears as though some people

are being overloaded with responsibilities and are having to
provide services for which they have little specialized training.

Many ex-offenders receive great benefit from having the

support provided by a group of peer ex-offenders,

Other ex-

offenders, however, clearly eschew identification as an exoffender as well as any relationships with other ex-offenders.
It also may well be true that

ex~offenders

need special tutor-

ing, counseling, and other forms of special assistance, but
in these cases, it is not clear that they will benefit more
if these services are provided by other ex-offenders.
We feel this issue should be explored more fully, and
that if the ex-offenders' interests are truly of utmost con-

~

cern, there should be little difficulty in identifying what
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o·
services are best provided through the programs and what services could best be supplied through other means.

In these

post-Proposition 13 times, our "druthers" mus.t make way for
rational judgement and practical decisions.
There are

ample opportunities to test the viability of

different delivery ·-formats
both within and among campuses,
----··---- ··---·-- ·-· --·· ----·--------· ·- -- - --····- ---------------

. -··---·-·-···

----·----~-----

as the head count ratio of ex-offender staff members to those
who are not is 2:1 statewide.

There is even one program where

the ratio is 2:5 in favor of non-ex-offenders (Sacramento).
San Jose, Long Beach and Fresno have about even ratios, and
at the other extreme, San Francisco's

s~aff

is composed entirely

of ex-offenders, and Los Angeles has a 13.4 ratio in favor
of ex-offenders.

Certainly enough variable situations exist

that one could test out without undue effort a few hypotheses
concerning the effectiveness of different staffing and utilization patterns within program components -- especially considering the potential wealth of valuable information that could
be gained.
Recruitment f Identif.icati:on
Program directors were asked to estimate the proportion
of ex-offenders enrolled at their campuses they believed to
be participating in their programs.

Two program

direc~ors

indicated that t•most" were participating and one director
felt that all ex-offenders enrolled at the college were
ticipating;

estL~ates

par~

for the other programs ranged from 33
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to 75 percent.

Every director, except the one who indicated

all ex-offenders were involved, listed the same three reasons
to explain why some ex-offenders did not participate:

1) the

reluctance to be identified as an ex-offender; 2) not knowing
about the program; and 3) the fact that the same basic services could be obtained elsewhere in the institution.

This

latter reason underscores the previous discussion regarding
the overlap of services.

Clearly, there are ex-offenders who

do not need the services being offered; there are others who
do not think that their tutors or counselors need to be exoffenders.
As with other programs designed to serve a special population, identification/recruitment is one of the most important tasks associated with ex-offender programs.

Although

every program director uses a wide range of strategies to
identify and recruit ex-offenders into their programs, almost
all of them place their efforts in two major ones.

By far

the most common method of recruiting is through staff visits
to correctional institutions.

The second most common method

is simply via word of mouth

through parole officers, com-

muni ty-·agency personnef. and oth.er ex:-offenders.
Site visits to recruit inmates clearly place a strain
on program budgets, and some programs are beginning to choose
their recruiting sites more selectively.

Two program direc-

tors, at San Jose and Sacramento, analyzed their enrollment

0

results from prior visits, and San Jose's visits were found
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to be effective in terms of increasing the enrollments of exoffenders; Sacramento's efforts in recruiting through site
visits were found to ineffective, and as a result, the program
director reduced his emphasis in this area of recruitment '.
We applaud these directors' diligence and objectivity in evaluating the impact of their efforts.
-·

-------------·

---~------·------·-

It is also admirable

---------·---·----------------------·------------ --

that the program director at Sacramento accepted the results
of the analysis and adjusted his program accordingly.
It is very possible, however, that recruiting efforts
could be effectively consolidated even further with great
savings effected for all programs.

One person, or two people,

(one in the northern part of the state and one in the southern part) could far more effectively and equally effectively
recruit ex-offenders for all of the programs in the CSUC.
This seems particularly reasonable given that all of the programs are on CSUC campuses and basic entrance and other requirements are the same.

If this person truly represented "the sys-

tem", with no vested interests in any one campus or program,
the distinctive qualities of each campus as well as each program would be communicated and perhaps an even better fit accomplished between the ex-offenders' needs and interests and
the campus and program selected.
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Program Leadership
Currently, only four programs have full-time directors/
coordinators (Los Angeles, Northridge, Sacramento and San
Jose).

These same programs also have the largest number of

FTE staff, although not necessarily the most students or services or the largest budgets.

Two programs (Long Beach

a~ ~---

San Francisco) have half-time directors and the remaining
three have persons who devote 25, 20 and 10 percent of their
time to these duties (Dominguez Hills, Fresno and San Diego,
respectively).
The length of time that individuals have served as directors varies greatly among the programs.

Long Beach has

had the same director since it began 8 years ago, while
another program has been in existence only six months and
has already had three directors.

Other than these two ex-

treme cases, the turnover in directors has averaged to be
about one every two years, although at present there seems
to be a stable core, especially among the larger programs.
Turnover, in and of itself, is not

nec~ssarily

a negative

factor; in fact, in one program turnover is promoted as students serve as directors.

However, if a program goal is

to become a viable, respectable and influential entity with
status and rights equal to other campus programs, a measure
of staff stability is an important, if not necessary factor

0

in achieving that goal.
Whether or not the director of a program is more effec-
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tive if he/she is an ex-offender is another issue that has
not been tested.
three are not.

Six programs are headed by an ex-offender;
The most important characteristic of

prog~am

quality, as judged by the educational staffs in both the CDC
and CYA, as well as by inmates and ex-offenders, was that progr.ams _' ~ _deliv.e.r_wlla.t

__ :t_b.e_y__JU'_Q mis ~"· _ WhetheJ;: _or _
_1l o_t_ E_!~ gra!Ds _____ .

were felt to do so bore no relationship to the directors' status as an ex-offender.

In fact, San Jose's director, who was

consistently heralded by ex-offenders and inmates alike for
commitment and understanding, as well as follow-through, is
not an ex-offender and is the only woman director.
Program directors do not agree as to the appropriate
credentials or experience required for a director.

While

individual programs and campuses will have to continue to
make their choices based upon the values and beliefs of those
responsible, ·we urge them to consider several characteristics, such as demonstrated administrative ability, organization, commitment and responsibility, regardless of whether
or not the proposed director is an ex-offender.
Program Strengths and Weaknesses
Program directors were asked to identify the two greatest strengths and the two greatest weaknesses of their programs, and of the 18 strengths mentioned, only one was mentioned more than once.

The director at Los Angeles cited
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"institutional support" and the director at San Francisco
mentioned "university cooperation".

On the other hand, the

low level of current funding, the lack of stable funding and
the lack of adequate staffing were the most common responses
for program weaknesses.

Every program director listed at

least one of these and most listed two.
-·-·----- These t hre·e--prob i ems --were-a gai_n_1iste d.-

as -:foremos_t_ am-ong-

the "greatest obstacles to program improvement" in a subsequent question.

Clearly, the overriding issue of concern to

all program directors is money -- both in terms of amount and
stability of funding.

We probed this issue more fully on the

site visits where program directors maintained that they needed to increase their special services and staffs and therefore
felt they needed more money to do so.

They also felt that this

could best be accomplished by institutionalizing the programs . .
However, as has been evidenced numerous times with other types
of programs, institutionalization does not automatically mean
increased services, staff or budget.

It could even result in

decreases for programs currently receiving large amounts of
federal and state monies.

Institutionalization would, however,

stabilize the fiscal side of the programs so that long-range
planning could take place and staff members would not have to
devote so much time to soliciting funds.

0
..
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Campus Support
Program directors were also asked to rate the degree to which
the following groups were supportive of their programs:

the

campus administration, faculty, staff, students and the community.
...

·---·

The rating scale ranged from "1" (not at all sup-

portive) to "7" (extremely supportive).

··-- ·----

Averaging all of

·--------------··-·-·-------------·----··------- ------·--------------------·--·--·----·----·--·---------·-······-·-

the responses, the faculty were found to be the most supportive, receiving an average of 5.4; all of the other groups
received average scores of 5.1.
On the individual campus level, Northridge and San Jose's
program directors felt that they received the most support
from all campus groups, with an overall average rating of 6.
Dominguez Hills and Fresno's program directors' general support
rating averaged only about 4.

Other general support ratings were:

San Francisco, 5.8; Los Angeles, 5.6; Sacramento, 5.4; Long
Beach, 4.8; and San Diego, 4.2.
Although there obviously were individual exceptions,
these support figures indicate that, overall, program directors perceive the support of the primary campus groups with
which they must work, and whose

suppor~

is very

i~portant

to

their programs' continuance and success, to be only slightly
more than middle-of-the-road.

Given these perceptions, it

becomes 1ncreasingly important to _broaden the programs' support
bases on the campuses as well as in the communities.

Those pro-

grams with more support than others have been able to expand
some of their services through volunteerism and contributions.
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No doubt, gaining the support of the various campus groups
and the community would require a good deal of effort on the
part of program staffs, but it may well have important pay-offs
for the programs, even as far as increased resources are concerned.

If recruitment efforts are consolidated, as we sug-

gest, we urge program directors to consider redirecting some
of their time into this potentially productive effort.

0
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Characteristics of Ex-offenders
The purpose of these programs is to help ex-offenders
who wish to further their education at the postsecondary level.
This section will describe some of the characteristics of these
students as reported by both the program directors and the exoffenders themselves.

Data about the ex-offenders is drawn

both from the ex-offender questionnaire and the site visit interviews.
The general student body population at the CSUC campuses
is about evenly split as far as the proportion of men and women
students is concerned.

According to program directors, however,

ex-offenders participating in the programs are predominantly
male, with their proportions ranging from a low of 77 percent
males in one program to 100 percent in another.

The average

across programs is 88 percent.
Most of the ex-offenders participating in the programs
are from the local area or general region of the school, with
almost none coming from out of state.

Long Beach is the only

program in which the geographical representation of the exoffenders is reported to be ''very different" from that of
the student body in general.

As reported, CSU/Long Beach

draws a more nationally repres.e ntat·ive student body '
than the other campuses.

Most of the program directors, how-

ever, report little difference in the geographical representation of ex-offenders and that of the student body in general.
Program directors were asked to compare ex-offenders in

.1.1.:9~
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their programs to the general student body enrolled on their
campuses on several dimensions related to success in postsecondary education.

Overall, the directors rated the ex-offend-

ers slightly lower in study habits, slightly higher in motivaation, and about the same in academic ability, attitude, aptitude toward education/learning, quality of work, achievement
and course completion.

According to program directors, as far

as these characteristics are concerned, ex-offenders hardly
differ at all from the general population of CSUC students.
At the same time, this was not entirely supported by the grade
point averages program directors reported for the two groups.
Overall, the grade point average reported for ex-offenders as
a group was 2.36 compared to 2.64 reported for the student
bodies generally.

Basically the difference is only between a

C+ and a B- average.

However, institutional differences vary

considerably more than these means would suggest.
According to the figures supplied by program directors,
the largest between-group differences in GPA is at Sacramento,
where the ex-offender average is 2.0 compared to 2.75 for the
student body in general.

On the other hand, while the student

body at San Diego generally achieves at the 2.0 level, the
program director reports that students in the ex-offender program obtain an average GPA of 2,5.

As reported, the highest

GPA is maintained by the program participants at San Francisco
(2.75).

0

However, the general student body at San Francisco

is reported to have the highest GPA of those being considered
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(2.93), so the fact that ex-offenders' GPA is higher could be
attributed either to a somewhat inflated grading system at the
university generally, more generous reporting on the part of
the program director, or a combination of both.

Average GPA's

reported by the program directors at the other campuses for
ex-offenders and the general student body, respectively, are
as follows:_ _.Los ..Angeles , __2_._2l _v:s.

_ 2~8__Q;

__ N.Q~t_b_ridge_ _.__ ___2__.

30 _y__§___,__

2.62; San Jose, 2.59 vs. 2.79; Long Beach, 2.11 vs. 2.74; and
Fresno, 2.40 vs. 2.50.

The program director at Dominguez Hills

did not report these data.
The amount of assistance with study habits and basic
skills received by the participating ex-offenders differs
greatly among

the programs and does not seem to be related

to their GPA.

Less than 1 percent of the program participants

at Dominguez Hills and Long-· Beach are receiving

remedial

as-

sistance, compared to 5 percent at Los Angeles and San Diego,
10 percent at Sacramento, 21 percent at San Jose and 78 percent at Northridge.

San Francisco's program, with its first

term emphasis, has 72 percent of its new enrollees in remedial
programs or courses.

Fresno's program did not provide this

data.
Although program directors agree that GPA is one criterion upon which to base considerations of individual and programmatic success, they do not feel that completion of a degree should receive much credence.

In fact, there are some

program staff who argue quite adamantly

tha~

degree comple-

0
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tion should not be considered at all as far as program impact
is concerned.

If personal and social adjustment (generally

defined as "coping on the streets" and "staying out of jail")
were to be used as the primary criteria for judging program
effectiveness, as many of the program staff suggest, it is
quite possible that ex-offender programs should more appropri-

ately be housed within social welfare or other more therapeutically-oriented agencies.

Certainly, personal and social

adjustment are valid criteria against which to measure program success, and although degree completion should not be
the sole or even the primary criterion for evaluating program
impact or effectiveness, we do believe that it should be ineluded in an overall program evaluation.

The completion

of a degree is a legitimate criterion that cannot be ·
ignored, particularly since these programs are housed and maintained on college campuses.
No doubt because of its low status as a program goal,
information about degree completions is sparse.

However, it

was reported that 1,885 ·ex-offenders have participated in the 9
programs since their inception, excluding the 436 currently
enrolled.

To date, 71 have received baccalaureate degrees,

one has received a teaching credential, 7 have received master's degrees, and one has earned a doctorate, for a total of
80 or 4 percent.

No doubt many more have earned degrees and/

or certificates, that have not been recorded,

0

San Francisco's

program,which has served 500 ex-offenders, does not maintain
follow-up records on participants nor did Sacramento's program,

1~2

0'
prior to 1978.

Hopefully, records will be more assiduously

maintained by all programs in the future.

Indications are

that this will be the case and also that more ex-offenders
will be completing degrees.
The most critical time for attrition is during the first
year of enrollment.

As reported by the program directors,

.... ·---------·-----··--------·-·-4----- -------··

increasing numbers of

ex-offender~-- haveat-taineci"-upper-class -----······· ..

status, and the probability that they will complete their
educational programs is very high indeed.

One reason why the

numbers of ex-offenders reaching upperclass status are increasing is that, according to the survey of ex-offenders, over
half of them had earned college credits as inmates.

Although

very few had actually completed an AA degree while they were
in prison, 40 percent of them had completed 5 or more courses.
Overall, the current enrollment pattern among the 8 programs providing this information (excluding San Francisco)
is as follows:

36 percent are freshmen, 25 percent are s_oph-

omores, 27 percent are juniors and 10 percent are seniors.
An additional 2 percent have completed

baccalaurea~e

degrees

and are now enrolled in graduate school, with Long Beach reporting the highest percentage at that level (10 percent).
Since the program at Dominguez Hills just began in 1978, all
of its participants are freshmen.

Sacramento and San Diego,

on the other hand, have only 2 percent freshmen.

Excluding

Dominguez Hills, the range for seniors is from 6 percent at
Sacramento to 17 percent at Los Angeles.

Since the majority
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of participating ex-offenders are sophomores and juniors (52
percent), the major increase in potential graduates will occur within the next two years.
Obstacles to degree completion.

In addition to the psy-

chological pressures of adjustment, ex-offenders are faced with
a myriad of problems because of their precipitous financial
--------- --·· ·- ·-----·-----·-·. ·----·-- ·- ·- --- ------·- ---· ·----·-------

status.

.. -·

-· ----------·--···--·--

There is often an extremely long time that elapses

between their release and enrollment in college on the one
hand, and their receipt of financial aid on the other.

A six

week to three month wait is not uncommon, and during this
same period of time, they must obtain housing, set up a household, pay fees and

. 'b~y·

_books, clothi;tg and a host of other

necessary things.
The seriousness and extent of their financial problems
were brought up again and again during the interviews on every
campus.

This was true even at Sacramento, where assistance

with books and fees is provided as part of the HEW grant, and
at Los Angeles, where books and tuition for the first quarter
are provided as well as housing for the first 90 days if other
avenues have been exhausted.

Program staff who share their

homes, belongings, cash and credit during these times are to
be applauded, but certainly a better coordinated effort on
the part of the correctional facilities and the ex-offender
programs could prevent this problem from occurring, or at

0

least reduce its severity.

For example, the Supervisor

of Education at DVI tries to make certain that every inmate
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enrolled in the prison's college program apply for BEOG funds,
if he has even the slightest possibility of being released
during the subsequent year.

Once the paperwork is completed

and it is approved, the money can be obtained at any time during the year tne inmate is released once he enrolls in college.
The college may process the forms slowly, but at least assist···--···--·---·-------------------------------------------···· ----------------------·- ----------------------.

ance is on its way.
Ex-offenders are reluctant to take out loans, and according to ex-offenders interviewed at the site visits, some of
them find it very difficult to obtain them, including government guaranteed student loans.

We also spoke with two men

at one campus who had served sentences for bank fraud and were
not being warmly received by the local banking community.
According to program directors, only 20 percent of the
ex-offenders in Sacramento's program work, while 98 percent
of the ex-offenders enrolled at Northridge and 100 percent of
those enrolled in the program at Dominguez Hills do so.

Most

ex-offenders work off-campus, except at Northridge, where 75
percent of them work on campus.

At Los Angeles, there is a

fairly even split between those who work on and those who work
off-campus.
Most ex-offenders work part-time, although according to
those interviewed, many of the so-called part-timers are working between 25-35 hours per week.

At San Jose and Sacramento,

more ex-offenders work full-time while they are going to
school than in any of the other programs (14 and 15 percent,
respectively).

One of the ex-offenders we interviewed is a
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full-time student and works full-time in addition to being
married and the father of two children.

He has a 3.0 GPA.

His first question upon meeting us was, "Is this going to
take long?"

We soon understood why he asked.

Some program directors believe it is valuable for exoffenders to work, while others believe it takes too much time
Still others believe that ex-offenders
must,be provided with financial assistance, regardless of the
source or the requirements for obtaining it.

Either way, how-

ever, the lack of money is a continuing problem for ex-offenders, and according to program directors, the major reason why
ex-offenders drop out or stop out of college.

The second rea-

son, which is closely related, is leaving for employment.

The

third reason cited is academic problems, but at every site visit, it soon became clear that many "academic" problems had, in
fact, financial problems and attendant coping strategies at
their base.

It is not difficult to see how someone who is work-

ing night and day to support him/herself and a family and is
worried about survival might find it difficult to concentrate
on studying.
As far as the ex-offenders' intentions to complete their
education is concerned, there is no doubt that college graduation is an important goal.

Almost 100 percent of the ex-of-

fenders who responded to the questionnaire indicate that they
intend to complete their baccalaureate degrees, with 42 per-

Q

cent indicating a desire to obtain a master's degree and 17
percent having a doctorate as their goal.

The respondents be-
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lieve strongly that the ex-offender programs in which they are
participating are critically important to their degree completion.

Ex-offenders interviewed at the site visits unanimously

agreed that they would not even be in college were it not· for
the support and assistance provided by the programs.
Choice of College Major and Future Work.

Choice of col-

lege majors is a characteristic which appeared to differentiate
between ex-offenders and the general student population during
our site visits.

Over and over again we found large numbers

of those interviewed pursuing social science/service and business degrees.

(It should be noted that these were also the

majors preferred by inmates who were interviewed at the site
visits and those who responded to the inmate questionnaire.)
Although most of the program directors (Fresno, Los Angeles and Northridge were the exceptions) reported that exoffenders do not choose majors in different proportions from
the student body in general, both the site visits and the survey data indicate otherwise.

The impression we received from

the campus site visits was confirmed by the results of the exoffender questionnaire.

As Table 4.3

indicates, responding

ex-offenders were pursuing degrees in 16 different fields, although the largest proportion (21 percent) were business majors.

The second and third most popular fields were social

work/human services (12 percent) and psychology (11 percent).
Eleven percent were undecided (an extremely low number considering that 61 percent of the respondents are freshmen and
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TABLE 4.3.

Choice of Majors as Reported by Ex-offenders

Number of
Respondents

Major
Business

35

Social Work/Human Services
.

-·----- ·-------·-·--····--·- -

--

-·-·

20

21
- . -.

12

---

Psychology

18

11

General Liberal Arts

14

8

Science, Engineering and
Mathematics

13

8

Political Science

11

7

Sociology

8

5

Ethnic Studies

7

4

Criminal Justice

6

4

Medicine and Allied Health

5

3

Art

4

2

Pre-law

2

1

Photography

2

1

Journalism

2

1

Physical Education

2

1

19

11

168

100%

Undecided/Undeclared

Total

0

--

%

--

I
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sophomores), and no other majors were indicated by more than
10 percent of the respondents.
Although business is by far the most popular major, social science disciplines, as a group, account for 40 percent
of the majors.
··~

----- ·- --

Included among social science majors indicated

by respondents were social work/human services, psychology,
- -··- --·-··- --------- --------· -- .. -------- ---·-- --------- -·--·------·· ----- ----- ·-----·-- --·-·-- ---------·-- ---------- -··
political science, sociology, criminal justice and pre-law.
The combination of business and social science majors accounts for 61 percent of the choices of the ex-offenders.
Even more striking, if one excludes those who are undecided
about their majors from the equation, 70 percent of those
I

who have chosen majors have chosen the fields of business
and social sciencejservice.
Correspondingly, 33 percent of the ex-offenders responding to the questionnaire said that they want to work
in the area of human services, social work or counseling,
with some of them making specific mention of their desire
to work with inmates or ex-offenders.

Fourteen percent in-

dicated a desire to work in business-related jobs, with another 3 percent wanting to own their own business.

Of the

remaining half of the respondents, science and education
were chosen by 11 percent each; the rest of the responses
are spread over the fields of law, medicine, public relations, accounting, etc.
this item.

Eight percent did not respond to

i29

The profile of ex-offenders participating in college programs which emerges is one of male social science or business
majors with slightly lower grades than traditional students
but with about the same academic characteristics such as ·motivation, achievement, study habits and aptitude.

They are

usually working part-time, are older than most students and
-ha-ve--'taken~seme--eo-l-l-ege--i-eve1-cours es in - pr±son-;---The--one- cnar-

acteristic which showed no variation, regardless of any individual differences on the above dimensions, was their unanimous
statement that they would not be in college were it not for the
ex-offender programs.
Although not all ex-offenders enrolled on CSUC campuses
participate in ex-offender programs, those who chose to do so
value them greatly and believe them to be important to the
completion of their educational program.

Whether or not these

ex-offenders would complete their education without the existence
of these programs is a moot point.

The fact that they believe

the programs help may be all that is needed to insure the success of both the programs and the ex-offenders.

0

o·
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The community colleges have been the primary institutions
delivering postsecondary education programs to inmates, and they
are especially well suited for this task.

They are plentiful

program offerings are varied and include a wide range of both
academic and vocational courses which can accommodate a wide
range of student interest and ability; they generally have an
open door policy, whereby anyone who has a high school diploma
or is over the age of 18 can attend; admissions is a fairly simple matter; and, perhaps most important, community colleges are
accustomed to the adult learner and used to the idea of continuing education and community service.
Cooperative educational programs in prison are offered
under the sponsorship of either continuing education or community services offices,and a concept of reintegrating ex-offenders
into society fits well within the community colleges' charge of
being community-based and the "people's college".

A statement

made by George Beta, Director of the Department of Corrections
in Texas, speaks to this issue:

0

Unbound by tradition, characterized by willingness
to structure courses to meet contemporary community
needs, and being accessible to penal institutions -all make the American junior college an ideal partner in the correctional educational program. Our
prisons would do well to explore fully the possibilities of developing cooperative arrangements with
area junior colleges for securing the type of academic and vocational education which will further
equip an inmate for productive living (in Guild,
1977' p. 2. ) .
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The problem is that while the community colleges may be
the most appropriate educational resource for providing postsecondary education to inmates, they are autonomous, independent institutions, and as a result, their programs vary widely
in terms of the colleges' commitment and thereby in their direction and quality.
- -The -- resul-ts- - G~ -- aorrectional r-esearch - ha:va._been.. _gener.a.l.Js__
negative about the impact of education on recidivism.

Common-

ly, this has been attributed to the severity of the educational
or psychosocial problems among offenders.

It has also been at-

tributed to the negative environment of correctional institutions, to the low priority of education in the correctional
system, and to the difficulty of conducting social science research in correctional settings.

Some of the blame for the

failure of correctional educational programs, however, must be
shared by the educational institutions providing the programs.
Contrary to what one would expect to find, courses are not
specially designed for the inmate population and instruction is
not individualized.

The curricula and the coursework are the

same as if they were being provided on a college campus, and
several prison educators point to this with pride, citing the
fact that they have "college standards, not 'jailhouse' standards".

But simply duplicating the practices of the traditional

classroom in correctional institutions is not likely to succeed
in making any profound impact on the lives of the inmates.
We found courses

~o

be provided in the most traditional

0
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modes -- most commonly via a lecture.

We could find no evidence

of the use of tutorials, special independent study assignments
or programmed instruction.

Programmed instruction focuses on

individual education with a high probability for success.and,
consequently, a sense of accomplishment.

Under the right con-

ditions, it is ideal for correctional education.

But, of all

the insti-tu't-i-en-s--vi-si-t-ed,.--nene- used--p-ro-gr-ammed--inst-rttcti-on--tntheir postsecondary programs.

Traditional norm-referenced

grading procedures are the standard.

Where remedial assistance

is needed, it is not provided by the colleges, but through the
high school learning resource center at the prison and it does
not take into consideration the inmate's need for identification with a college program.

As a rule, community college

teachers have no contact whatsoever with their students outside of class.

By their own report, they teach their class

and leave the institution.
Systematic and rigorous evaluation of the effectiveness
of the programs is lacking.

Very few of the correctional in-

stitutions maintain follow-up enrollment records . . Individual
tracking, following an inmate's progress through the educational program and evaluating his growth and development, is,
for all practical purposes, non-existent.

The colleges, of

course, keep enrollment and completion records (for which they
charge administrative costs of from 5-15 percent),* but there
is no way for an institution to determine how many inmates

0

*Broken down by number· of participants reported in the
college program, one institution is paying a college $68 per
student for administration, registration and supervision.
This works out to be over 22%.
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com!'lle"'te

degre~s

·in: another··institutien or· on college campuses

once they are released.
The fact that some educational programs have not made
much difference in the lives of inmates is usually interpreted
to mean that the problem lies with the offender and his/her
lack of attention, lack of motivation and lack of receptivity
to the educational process.

But, most inm.aj:_es are dropouts

from and have rejected the traditional educational system.
For .a variety of reasons, they did not accept, participate
or progress in the educational system prior to prison.

Why

should they suddenly be expected to respond to this system
in prison, particularly as traditional curricula and traditional methods are being questioned by the most middle class,
traditional students on college campuses everywhere?

Tradi-

tional teaching methods are not effective for a large percentage of the regular college population; they are certainly not
effective for inmates.
All of the data from the CYA point to the fact that the
population of inmates/wards has changed significantly over the
past decade and the current population is older, more sophisticated in terms of their criminal history and more violent.
Yet, their educational options and the manner in which they
are taught have changed very little.

Teachers in CYA facil-

ities teach in both high school and college programs and often
teach several subjects on a variety of levels.

According to

a survey of 56,000 inmates conducted by Brown (1971), tradi-

0
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tional teaching methods resulted in 96 percent of those in the
correctional classrooms dropping

ou~

from the public schools.

It is highly unlikely that these individuals will respond favorably to more of the same.
Like any other course, successful prison courses are a
function of the personalities of the instructors who can involve, exc-ite, challenge and motivate-- relucta-nt lea-rn-ers-tn- far from pleasant learning conditions.

At the same time, there

is a base of knowledge, in addition to subject matter, that
teachers working in correctional institutions should have.
Almost all of the literature on correctional education calls
for specialized training in individualized instruction and the
principles of learning and behavioral and motivational techniques, as well as some knowledge of the criminal justice system and the dynamics of crime and delinquency.

At a minimum,

teachers working in correctional settings should be knowledgeable about the prison- setting and the nature of the inmates
in general.

They should also receive an orientation to the

particular institution at which they are working.

According

to the data gathered in this study, many teachers currently
teaching in prison-based college programs have neither training
nor experience in correctional education.

As mentioned ear-

lier, a fee for administration, registration and "supervision
of faculty" is included in an institution's contract with the
colleges.

0

According to the teachers we interviewed at the

prisons, however,

~hey

are completely autonomous -- they decide

the format of the course, the materials, the method of delivery
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and the grading procedures.

While most of them distribute a

student evaluation form at the end of the semester, few describe any form of supervision or evaluation.
Still, the availability of postsecondary education programs in the California prisons has facilitated the enrollment
of increasing numbers of persons who might otherwise never
·-

·-·------------------------------··--------------·--· --------------···----------·-··-- ----- ----·--·--·--·- ----

have been exposed to a postsecondary education.

~ioreover,

using the traditional criteria of academic success -- GPA and
course completion -- the evidence is that these students are
successful.

They value the programs and feel that gaining a

college education is a significant factor in their rehabilitation.

Almost all of the college inmates plan to continue

their education, and based on the evidence gathered from exoffenders and ex-offender programs, many do continue on, complete degrees and pursue useful and productive lives.
Yet much remains to be done to improve the programs and
to insure that the entire population of inmates who are eligible for and can benefit from postsecondary education are
provided the opportunity.
Based on the overview presented in the preceding pages,
the data contained in this report and information obtained
through interviews with inmates, ex-offenders, education staff
at the prisons and on the campuses, as well as in the central
offices , the following conclusions and recommendations are offered.

Funding and alternatives are discussed in a later section.

0
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In most instances, the recommendations represent the combination of quantifiable objective data and the impressions
and opinions of the people interviewed.

Generally, the data

support the perceptual information, but in a few cases there
were discrepancies.

In these cases, recommendations present

the collective opinions and attitudes of the interviewees, and
-the-observrtt-ons--and·-experi-ences--cr:f-t-he- autlror~----------·-

* * * * *
The first seven recommendations are addressed to the problems in program delivery described in the previous discussion.
1.

The Department of Corrections and the California Youth

Authority should encourage the education staffs at the facilities to more aggressively establish and monitor on an ongoing basis, worlting relationships with local collegeG and
universities providing postsecondary programs for inmates.
As part of this working relationship, college administrators and faculty, prison educators and representatives of
inmate/ward committees on higher education should meet regularly to plan and administer the program.

The colleges

should designate both an outstanding and experienced faculty
member as well as an interested and committed administrator
to work with members of the correctional education staffs
and inmate/ward representatives as part of a curriculum review committee.
This committee should review course objectives and all

0

instruction should be evaluated in terms of student achievement.
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2.

The participating colleges and aniversities should assign

to prison postsecondary -education programs experienced and
capable teachers who are knowledgeable about and can implement
a wide variety of instructional techniques.

They should also

endeavor to select teachers from different ethnic backgrounds.
3.

All teachers --and administrators-; bo-t-h ful-l-time an-d.--pa.l!t-

time, who are actively engaged in correctional education programs. should be included in the appropriate colleges' staff
de~lopment

4.

activities/programs.

The participating colleges and universities should also

reguire teachers, as part of their correctional teaching responsibilities, to hold special, informal "office hours" at · the
facility at least once a week so that students can meet with
their teachers outside of the class setting.
The above recommendations should not require increases
in contract costs, since these services are normally provided
to on-campus participants and are included in administrative
costs.

In cases where administrative costs are currently very

low or teachers are paid on an hourly basis, some increases in
contract fees may be necessary.

In all cases, however, fee

schedules for correctional postsecondary education programs
should be reasonable and an accurate reflection of the colleges' involvement and commitment to the programs.
5.

Department of Corrections and California Youth Author-

ity education staffs .. should prov:lde college teachers and
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administrators with a thorough orientation to the institution,
as well as to inmates'/wards' needs, characteristics and interests.
6.

Department of Corrections and California Youth Authority

education staffs should actively explore with participating
teachers the use of tutorials , special independent study as-

7.

The Department of Corrections and California Youth Au-

thority should encourage education staffs at the facility to
maintain -mor·e comprehensive and up-to-date information about
each inmate's/ward's educational progress, including the number and name of all courses in which they are enrolled, number . and name-of all courses completed, grade received, reasons
for non-completion and a statement of inmate educational goals.
A copy of this information should accompany any inmate/
ward who is transferred to another institution, so that the
education staff at that facility can more effectively assist
the person to continue his/her program.

This information

should also be accessible to the central offices so that
small-scale research studies can be conducted and long-term
program effectiveness can be periodically reviewed.

* * *

0
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The inflexibility of the colleges is as much of a problem
as is the inflexibility of the prisons.

One of the reasons

that vocational training programs eligible for associate degrees
are so limited in certain institutions is that some community
colleges will not approve programs that they do not offer on
campus and some prison education staff appear reluctant to
seek approval from _o_ther community _col_leges in

th ~ _~tate

for

fear of alienating the college with which they are working
on the academic program.

Chaffee College, for example, will

not approve any teacher not on their staff.

This reduces the

flexibility of CIW and other institutions in its district.
At the same time, the University of California will only allow
12 units of correspondence courses to be applied toward a degree, yet this is an excellent way by which inmates can work
toward their bachelor's degree.
One of the charges of the legislation was to assess the
"interest in, and need for, postsecondary education programs
for inmates and ex-offenders".

Based on our interviews with

both inmates and ex-offenders, there is definitely great interest in the programs.

As mentioned previously, inmates

are very satisfied with their teachers and the quality of
their programs and they value them highly.
According to the Department of Corrections, approximately 9.3 percent of inmates have completed a high school
education and are eligible for postsecondary AA degree programs.

According to data supplied by the liaisons, 8.6 per-

0
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cent of

~he

classes.
inmates

inmates are currently participating in college

While we were unable to survey all of the eligible
not enrolled in postsecondary programs in order to

determine the reasons why they were not currently enrolled
in classes, we were able to determine that a considerable
number of inmates have completed or will soon complete their
- -- AA--deg-ree-a'!ld--axe - i-n-"teres-t-e-d--i-n- 'Cont inuing" -thei-r-educ-a:tron---- --

and completing a baccalaureate degree.

The majority of these

people have enough time remaining on their sentences to do
so.

At the present time, only Folsom and CCC have bachelor

degree programs, and they are limited in scope.

Clearly, a

need exists for expanding the postsecondary programs beyond
the AA degree.
In order to increase the flexibility of the postsecondary
programs for inmates/wards, we recommend that:
8.

The Department of Corrections and California Youth Au-

thority in cooperation with the Board of Governors of the Community Colleges should encourage education staffs at the facilities to seek approval for vocational programs from community
colleges outside of their local district if necessary.
We urge the Community Colleges to be more flexible in this
regard, and to appoint a review committee composed of persons
from other colleges where such programs are available, and if
the prison program passes review, to approve the programs for
credit even if similar programs are not available in the local

0

district.
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9.

The California Youth Authority should nrovide wards the

opportunity to participate in both vocational and academic programs, including vocational programs for which college credit
is not currently available.

Institutions such as Karl Holton

and De Witt Nelson, in particular, should be encouraged to
develop joint certificate/degree programs.

At the least,

-wards -at--e-a eh --ef--t--aese-i n·s-t-i t-u.:t-i e-n-s- shGU-1--d-b-e - a.--ll.o-wed- .:t-0
ticipate in courses at both facilities.
Corrections

~houid_ also e~~a~d-

-P~

The Department of

its current opportunities in

this regard.
The central offices should investigate with their education staffs, the feasibility of developing combination certificate/degree programs in which inmates/wards become proficient in a trade or skill and earn a certificate, and also
are able to earn credits and degrees qualifying them to pursue
further academic work at the four-year level.

Technological

fields, such as computer programming and allied health fields
would be especially relevant in this area.
lines, we recommend that

LV~

Along these same

and other nursing programs should

be available for male as well as female inmates.
~-o],leges

and universities have multidisciplinary

courses which can be used as credit towards majors in a variety
of fields.

This kind of opportunity would allow an expansion

of majors available to the inmates, and we therefore recommend
that:
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10.

The participating colleges in cooperation with the edu-

cation staffs at the facilities of the CDC and the CYA should
develop multidisciplinary courses and modules with credit given
in any one of several related fields.
11.

The Department of Corrections and the California Youth

Authority should consider expanding the postsecondary program
in the near future to include baccalaureate work.

* * *
One of the most serious problems affecting the postsecondary programs for inmates is that of the institutions' lack
of access to resources.

Despite the growth and geographical

dispersion of the population in California, many of the prisons
remain

isola~ed

in areas remote from educational resources.

Many instructors travel considerable distances to and from
isolated institutions in order to teach 1 or 2 hours, sometimes
after completing a full teaching schedule elsewhere.
a case in point.

CCI is

Located a good 50 miles from Bakersfield City

College, the nearest community college, it is difficult to find
teachers who are willing to make the drive.
Some of the institutions have turned to technology, and
at DVI, another relatively isolated institution, 150 inmates
have

~aken

Coas~line

television courses and received college credit.
Community College provides a broad range of televis-

ion courses for college credit at YTS and CIW.

Of the 12

wards/inmates who participate each semester at YTS, about 6-8

0

usually finish.

The broadcast schedule includes

abou~

19

courses each semester -- of these 4 are usually scheduled
times that inmates can

wa~ch.

a~

Assignments lists, quizzes and
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other instructional materials are distributed by the college;
examinations are administered by the supervisor of academic
instruction.

Certainly, correspondence courses, closed cir-

cuit television and other audio-visual systems could be used
more extensively than is currently the case (Coastline's
courses are on VCR tape and can be purchased for approximately
$1~00; j.~ ~ tv~ si~al __~~pes are loaned free of charge),
- ···--- -·· ·-. ·-· --· -·-·· .. ---- --···-·-· . ·-·-- -

but
they
- -------------···- -.
alone cannot sustain the interest of inmates -- even those
with high levels of motivation.
Extra-curricular activities, enrichment courses and other
advantages are offered by educational institutions located
within accessible range of the prisons.

At San Quentin, for

example, the Department of Pharmacology at the University of
California, San Francisco, is giving a 20-week, college credit
course on the pharmacology of

~rug

abuse.

The Prison Infor-

mation Center at Stanford University sponsors an educational program at the North County Jail in Palo Alto in which
undergraduates lead weekly classes in sociology, art and journalism for 2 to 15 inmates.

These resources are available

largely because the prisons are in an accessible location.
The role of the California State University and Colleges
has been confined, for the most part, to that of providing
programs for ex-offenders.

Yet, these institutions, as well

as the University of California, have many untapped resources
that could be used most effectively to enhance college programs for inmates.

Liaisons at almost every institution com-

mented on the need for and lack of academic counseling and

~·
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tutoring.

This need could be met by having these services

provided by upperclass and graduate students either for college credit as part of their educational program, or through
service-orien~ed

organizations and resources on the campus.

The Women's Resource Center at the University of California,
Riverside, for example, sponsors a tutorial program for women
enrolled in both the GED and the University of La Verne college -progr am--a-t--G-I-W.- - Th-e---s cGpe--e4---t-lie--t-u-teri-n-g-depends-upo-n--the needs of the inmates and the abilities of the particular
tutors each semester, but most tutoring is provided on a oneto-one basis.

There is no cost to either the inmate or the

prison, and the tutor receives 2 units of credit per quarter
and transportation costs to provide two hours of tutoring
each week.

No doubt other colleges would also be willing to

sponsor such activities.
In light of the above discussion, we make the following
recommendations:
12.

The California State University and Colleges should

join the California Community Colleges in becoming involved
in inmate/ward postsecondary education programs so that a
wider variety of programs and services are available for inmates.
13.

The Department of Corrections and California Youth Au-

thority should encourage education staffs at the facilities
to actively investigate the resources of nearby colleges and

0

universities and the possibility of establishing cooperative
arrangements with graduate departments or service-oriented
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organizations, whereby students would provide much-needed services under education staffs' supervision to the inmates/wards
in exchange for college credit.

Educational staff at the insti-

tutions should also seek the cooperation of nearby colleges and
universities so that extra-curricular activities such as speakers,
debates arid panel discussions can
14.

b~

offered at the facilities.

The Deuartment of Corrections and California Youth Author-

-it-y--shG:u-lG-inve&-t-ig.a:te--the-f-easi.bili:t.y ..oLgre_a_t_e..r__use of inst r_~ctional technology, including television courses, remote access,
t elelectures and electrowri ter

s~Tstems.

As part of a special pilot experiment to test the feasibility of expanding the use of television courses, the Department
of Corrections and the California Youth Authority should each provide special funding to those institutions already equipped to
provide television courses, such as DVI, YTS and CIW , for the purchase of additional television courses.

Using Coastline Community

College's figure of $1500 per course, an appropriation of $15,000
would be required to purchase 10 courses, or one year toward the
AA degree to be used alternately by two institutions.
15.

The Department of Corrections and California Youth Author-

ity should provide to especially remote institutions a small budget for special travel to help defray instructors' costs of commuting to the facilities.

* * *
Seashore and others (1976) describe a four-level typology
which orders college programs according to the intensity of in-

0
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volvement they offer students, as follows:
Type A:

Offers college courses;

Type B:

Offers college courses plus a campus atmosphere;

Type C:

College atmosphere plus supplementary supportive
services which are optional; a~d

Type D:

College atmosphere plus supportive services which
are mandatory by administrative decision .

........ ·---.--·-·- Type · A,- wlircliConsists--of .no- m(ire--than -· assc)rte-ci"-colie.ge- courses ·,
provides its participants a very limited college program.

The

Type B format provides a variety of alternative areas of concentration and vocational majors, as well as extensive libraries and research materials and numerous out-of-class activities,
such as student government, debating and other clubs, concerts,
art shows and other experiences designed to enrich the lives of
the students.
Type C and D programs supplement the academic programs
with supportive services for the student.

Special recruitment,

academic, therapeutic and vocational counseling and college
preparation courses are provided inside and as part of the
program.

Also related to the program are post-release programs

which provide support in obtaining college admission, job
placement and financial assistance.
supplement

~he

These programs not only

regular college academic program in prison, but

they develop and maintain active links and continuities with
external institutional networks in the pre-release phase and
an after care program in the post-release phase.

0

According to the authors' evaluation of Project Newgate
and other prison education programs, Type C and D programs
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are the most effective.

Participants from . these types of

programs were better able to capitalize on what they gained
from the prison program by continuing their college education after their release.

They made a smoother, easier tran-

sition to life on the streets during the initial period after
release and they were able to obtain better, higher paying
..

·-·-·----- ·--·----· ----··---····-

jobs.

Th~y-~l~;- de-~eloped ·--greatei·-·self.:awarenes-s.ancCgaTn_e_cf-- ..

personal confidence.
Given the limitations of a prison environment, Project
Newgate showed that a prison college program can generate a
college-type atmosphere inside the prison by offering a wide
variety of courses, including cultural and enrichment courses,
an extensive library with a wide assortment of books and periodicals, research and study facilities, major university involvement, informal and personal contact with teachers, extensive association with other students, lectures, debates, outside speakers, and so forth.
According to Seashore, a prison college program must have
four parts if it is to offer quality education and make an impact on prison inmates:

1) active outreach and remedial com-

ponents which will attract and support inmates who would not
otherwise attend college; 2) the existence of activities and
services outside the classroom offered as part of the college
program; 3) a sequence of transitional components which continue
to provide support, financial and other, to participants, after
they leave prison; and 4) integral involvement in program ac-

0
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tivities of a strongly committed college or university which
also provides a congenial campus for students after release.
These features clearly differentiated between more or less
effective programs evaluated in that study.
None of the programs in California can be characterized
as Type C or D programs, and in the strictest sense, it is difficult to categorize any of them as Type B.

While some pro-

grams have some components of each, they do not generate a
college-type atmosphere nor do
type activities".

they include "enrichment-

Most are not much more than the traditional

collage of college courses -- some interesting and challenging, some dull and unimaginative, all depending, as they do
on regular college campuses, on the ability of the teachers
to stimulate and challenge.
None of the institutions provide a "college atmosphere"
beyond the classroom and few do so even in the classrooms.
Our interviews at Folsom were held in one of the classrooms.
It was one of several cubicles formed by a series of six-foot
high partitions in a large room with a twenty-foot ceiling.
There were four other classes going on in adjacent cubicles
at the same time, with everyone having to yell over each other
to be heard.

The din was hardly conducive to serious thought.

Some of the institutions have tried college dormitorytype arrangements or "college wings", but these have generally

0

given way because of the jealousy of other inmates or because
college inmates are "stabilizers" and custody likes to spread
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them throughout the main line.

San Quentin still has a special

housing area for some of its college enrollees, but CIW and Karl
Holton have both discontinued such an arrangement.

In general,

custody people are not in favor of special housing arrangements
and, although the educational personnel are, particularly so
that the college program can continue even when the prison is in
lock-down-, t -h-e- e-hoiees- -ef--eus:t-edy us-ually.--p.-xev..ail ..---·------The primary purpose of corrections is to protect society,
and the first priority of the prisons, therefore, is custody.
In much of the literature, however, this has been used as a
reason to justify the inadequacy of correctional education programs.

Historically, there has been a conflict between educa-

tion and custody, but understanding the priorities and the reasons for their order is not that difficult, and cooperation between the two can be accomplished.

As one liaison commented,

"Education is a guest in the house of security,· and it is better to be a welcome guest."

As evidenced by this and other

liaisons,it is evident that cooperative working relationships
are also possible.
The library facilities and study space continue to be a
vexing problem for those enrolled i _n the college programs.
It is common knowledge that the prisons are over-crowded and
cell blocks with two people in a cell are becoming the rule
rather than the exception.

Dorm-like facilities where 15 to

20 or more people are crowded

~ogether

in the same room are

equally bad and make studying and homework almost impossible.

0
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Study rooms in the library are a likely alternative.

However,

library facilities in the California prisons are extremely
poo~.

exists.

At DVI, apart from the required law library, none
Due to the lack of personnel, few are open late . in

the day or in the evening when inmates have the time to
study.
- - - - - -I-n- -erd-e-r--t-o-ra-i -se-t-he--1.-ev-e-i o-f--·inmat-e-j--ward--postsecond- ---

ary education programs in California to that described as
most effective, we recommend the following:
16.

The Department of Corrections and California Youth

Authority should keep the postsecondary education programs
completely separate from the high school programs.
cludes separating

s~affs

and resources.

This in-

A top priority, there-

fore, should be the provision of appropriate classroom facilities and accompanying study space for the postsecondary program participants.

Although the establishment of a new fa-

cility described later in this chapter directly addresses
this recommendation, we suggest that a renovation study be
conducted to determine the costs of upgrading deficient classrooms until new facilities can be constructed.
17.

Satisfactory college participation, along with reason-

able part-time work, should qualify as a pay assignment so that
college programs do not have to compete with Industries or
other work assignments.

0
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18.

College inmates should be housed together so that team

projects, studying and other social and educational exchanges
can take place on a formal as well as informal basis and so
that college programs can continue even during a lock-down.
19.

Correctional officers and other security personnel

should be kept apprised of the college program and assured
of cooperation from
20.

th~

educational personnel.

The Men's Advisory Committee (MAC) at CDC institutions

should establish a committee on postsecondary education to work
directly with the prison and college educational staff and
serve as a liaison to the inmate population in general; a like
committee should be established at CIW.

Similar committees

should also be established at CYA institutions.
21.

The Department of Corrections and the California Youth

Authority should make available for inmates/wards at each facility comprehensive support services which include diagnostic
testing, tutoring, counseling (academic and personal), computer-assisted instruction, and a wide range of instructional
aids.

In addition to peer tutors, arrangements should be made

to use students from nearby colleges for both tutoring and
academic counseling.
Diagnostic test results, plus information on inmates'
educational backgrounds should be reviewed regularly as part
of the program planning and maintenance process; as a result,
comprehensive testing should be conducted at the local facility and not at the reception centers, after an inmate/ward
has had a chance to become somewhat acclimated to the prison

c=)'
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environment.

Inmates should then take part in a rigorous pre-

college program to bring their skills up to par as well as to
demonstrate their readiness for the college program in terms
of competence and motivation.
In order to provide an estimate of costs for this recommendation, we referred to ETI's 1976 study of EOPjEOPS in all
three segments of public postsecondary education throughout
the state.*

Although all support services were examined in

that study, for

~he - present

ing the following services:

pu~pose;

we extracted data concern-

subject matter tutoring, basic

skills classes, personal counseling and academic advising.
As one might expect, large individual campus differences
were found in the amounts spent for these support services per
EOP/EOPS student.

However, the average expenditure was about

$130 per student.

If the 12 CDC institutions were to adopt

this formula, therefore, an additional $195,000 would be required for them to implement the support services we recommend.
However, if volunteers and practicum students are used to provide some of these services, as we have previously recommended,
and if peer counseling and tutoring efforts are expanded through
both volunteerism and the use of educational pay numbers, the
costs could be substantially reduced.

Another alternative

would be to initiate such services by contracting with a local
college for a professional counselor to come to the prison
two times per week and hiring a part-time person to coordinate

0

and assist with tutoring and providing of basic skills classes.
*Rose, C. and Nyre, G. F., Access and Assistance: The
Study of EOP/EOPS in California's Public Institutions o~igher
Education, Vol. I. Report submitted to the California Postsecondary Education Commission, 1976.
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This should be able to be accomplished for about $100,000

0

slightly in excess of $8,300 per institution.
As far as the costs of developing a re-entry program at
each institution is concerned, Project Soledad was initiated
with a grant from CPEC of $55,860; Hartnell College contributed
$27,929.

During the first year, there were 46 activities and

750 participants (duplicated count).

For the second year, the

budget--was $92, 267--(-about--evenly sp-l-i-t- bet-ween--a - fede!!-a-1--gr-a.n-t
and institutional funds); 119 activities were conducted with
2,752 participants, of whom 789 were unduplicated.
individual were $117.

Costs per

For the third year, costs were $55.

(Per individual costs for the first year could not be figured
since no unduplicated count was made.)

Table 5.1 shows the

projected costs that would be incurred if re-entry programs
were initiated at each institution.
An alternative to developing re-entry programs at each institution, given the costs, would be to inaugurate pilot programs
in two or three institutions and then conduct an evaluation and
cost-effectiveness study.

Depending upon the results, and the

availability of additional funds, programs could then be initiated at the other institutions.

For Corrections, we recommend

that re-entry pilot programs be implemented at CIW and
cost of about $85,000.

CI~

for a

For the CYA, we recommend that programs

be inaugurated at Ventura and at Paso Robles, for a cost of about
$26,000.

These institutions were

selec~ed

because the majority

of their inmates/wards have comparatively short sentences and
they have already established links to the community.

OLE

5.1.

Projected Costs of Establishing the Re-Entry Programs Based on Costs of
Project Soledad, 1976-77 and 1977-78
I

Inmate/Ward
Population

I
Total Cost Based on
Total Cost Based on
I
28.6% participation
I 61.2% participation
& per person cost of $117 & per person cost of $55
1

California Men's Colony

2,400

$ 80,309

Calif. Sta.te Prison a.t San Quentin

2,500

83,655

Sierra Conservation Center

1,888

63,176

!

I

$ 80,784
84,150

I
I

63,550

I
I

47,124

I

California Medical Facility

1,400

46,847

Calif. State Prison at Folsom

1,673

55,982

56,313

858

28,710

28,880

California Institution for Men

1,690

56,551

Calif. Correctional Institution

1,058

35,403

I
I

1,203

40,255

I

946

31,655

31,842

1,121

37,511

37,733

Ventura. School

366

12,247

12,320

Karl Holton School

4oo

13,385

13,464

El Pa.so de Robles School

420

14,054

14,137

Youth Training School

872

29,179

29,352

16,737
2,058
18,795

$560,054
68,865
628,919

$563,366
69,273
632,639

California Institution for Women

Deuel Vocational Institution
California Correctional Center
Calif. Rehabilitation Center

Total CDC

Institution~

'l'ota.l CYA InstitutionsTotal all Institutions

'

I

!

56,885
35,612
40,493

1-'

CJ1
CJ1
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22.

Libraries should be expanded and/or upgraded to include

resources and research materials appropriate for college-level
classes.
According to the Commission on Accreditation for Corrections, 1978 Manual of Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions section on

lib~ary

services, institution libraries

---should - b.e-eomp~ehensiv:e., -the -1-i-br..a.~y_ -.should . .be

~1unc..tional

____ _

in design and inviting in appearance", library services should
be available daily, including evenings, weekends and holidays
staffed by a qualified member.

Library services should "pro-

vide for, at a minimum:
Planned and continuous acquisition of materials to meet
the needs of users;
Logical organization of materials for convenient use;
Circulatiotf of -materials to sat:i:s-fy the needs of users;
Information services to locate facts as needed;
A reader's advisory service that helps provide users
suitable materials;
Promotion of the uses of library materials through publicity, book lists, special programs, book and film discussion groups, music programs, contests and other appropria~e means and
A congenial library atmosphere."
and "there is a systematic approach to determining the library
service needs of the inmate population."
We concur and recommend that in consultation with the
State Librarian and Department of Corrections and California
Youth Authority Chiefs of Education, the Legislature determine
the budget and make a special appropriation to the Department
of Corrections and California Youth Authority to bring institutional libraries up to these standards.

c=)
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* * *
The link between ex-offender programs and inmate college
programs is tenuous at best and it needs to be strengthened,
as well as connected earlier than is presently the case.

Cur-

rently, representatives from different ex-offender programs
in the CSUC make site visits to the prisons to recruit soon
or about-to-be-released inmates who have been taking part in
prison college programs.

It would be far more helpful to the

inmate and . would provide the continuity of contact and encouragement described by Seashore if contact by a representative
of the ex-offender programs were made upon, and even prior to
initial enrollment in prison programs.
Improved articulation between four-year colleges and the
prison programs would provide inmates with more complete information about the requirements of the different institutions
and the different majors, so that inmates could systematically
plan their educational programs and, if they wished, augment
their two-year programs with correspondence or televised
courses related to their future course of study.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that the first
three months after release from prison are critical (on one
campus~

estimates are that over 80 percent of those ex-offend-

ers in the program who are going to leave college will do so
within the first year).

0

There is also some evidence from the

ex-offender program at San Jose that intensive support ser-
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vice efforts provided on an individual basis during the first
semester will reduce attrition levels by as much as 30 percent.
Although those results are based on extremely small sample
sizes from one campus, they nevertheless provide direction
for experimentation and insights into possible remedies.
San Francisco, too, has recognized the need for early
-a-nd--i-n.:tensi--\Ze-...s.uppor-=t--and- sex_v:ice_, _..an.cL.p.ro_vi.des ___ i.t_..d.u.r_ing_ :the ..

first term only.

No doubt early contacts with ex-offender

programs and the identification of realistic goals to work
toward, coupled with well-planned financial assistance and
other support programs could increase the ex-offender's
chances of success through this difficult period of reentry
also.
A programmatic intent to serve ex-offenders is present
on many community college and CSUC campuses throughout the
state, and EOPJEOPS is providing the umbrella for most of
the services in the CCCs and a large part of the services
in the CSUC.

All of the programs in the CSUC want to offer

tutoring and cotinseling for ex-offenders.

If they do not

have the necessary resources, they offer these services
through other campus programs.

Yet, no one seems to ques-

tion whether or in what combination these students need tutoring and counseling; these are the two traditional "remedies'', and as such are often accepted as a given.

The as-

sumption is made that ex-offenders need counseling and that
all counseling is good.

Not a shred of evidence exists con-

0
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cerning the impact of counseling generally or the different
types of counseling specifically.*
Evidence regarding the effectiveness of tutoring is
equally elusive.

Few programs provide systematic training

for the tutors or provide them with comprehensive diagnostic
information about their tutee's learning problems.

Rarely

to discuss tutoring problems, and coordination between faculty
and tutors is even less frequent.

Most tutors are chosen

for their subject-matter ability, and as such, do not necessarily know how to help a student who has a learning problem.
Some tutors are chosen primarily because they are ex-offenders.
Although ex-offender programs already duplicate many of the
services offered through the EOP, program directors want additional funding to expand them.

As one program director

said, "The program is needed and successful.

How long must

we prove this before we get state and university support?"
As far as we can determine, the kind of objective evidence
that can begin to be called "proof" has never been offered.
The fundamental issue which underlies the general questioning of the scope and value of ex-offender programs and
services is the lack of empirical data upon which to base
systematic and rigorous evaluations of program effectiveness.
This study, like the many previous studies of correctional
education, is basically descriptive; it is not evaluative,

0

*Even what we have termed personal counseling, as opposed
to academic counseling or advising, ranges from assistance in
completing forms and aSdistance in using campus resources to
the distinctive application of various counseling theories ~n
dealing with the needs and problems of ex-offenders in a new
environment.
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simply because programs have generally eschewed collecting
appropriate evaluative data.
Certainly, there are success stories.

Some have been

published in the college and local newspapers; others are
talked about on the campuses.

We talked to many ex-offenders

who were extremely grateful for the program and felt that
---were-t-~n-ot --tor---the-opport-un-i-t-y----to-

-a-t-t-en-d--e-e-l-l ege-- and- --the.. -as....._

sistance provided through the programs, their lives would
have gone in vastly different directions.

We talked with and

received questionnaires from a large number of inmates who
are determined to continue their education and look to ex-offender programs for support and assistance.
talked with dedicated staff who in some cases

We also met and
mai~tained

their

commitment and hard work in spite of inadequate facilities and
unsupportive groups of people on the campuses and in the communities.

Still, decisions concerning program effectiveness

and success cannot be made on the basis of client satisfaction
or staff dedication alone, particularly at a time when financial resources are so scarce .
On a broader level, ex-offender programs need to define
specific, measurable goals and develop performance standards
which incorporate multiple criteria for achievement; including grades, degree completion, goal attainment, social adjustment, recidivism and others.

The Association of Ex-Of-

fender Educational Programs (AEEP) should play an important
leadership role in this respect.

Program directors should
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sharpen the existing lines of differences in program elements
and delivery formats.

Comprehensive evaluation designs should

be developed by people who are truly expert in evaluation and are
objective.

Empirical data should be collected and systematic

evaluations conducted for each component provided.
San Jose's ex-offender staff has made a good start in
this direction, and again, although based on small samples,
MO--

·-· · - - - - - - ·

··--- -·----·---·---- · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · - -

- - - · - - -

---·---

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - ·

they have found that ex-offenders who participated in the university's Reading Assistance Program received a higher grade
point average in their courses at the end of the semester compared to those who didn't participate.

Pre- and posttests

provide the best data, and San Jose demonstrated that partieipants in the program increased over 4! grade levels in comprehension and 2! grade levels in vocabulary, without reducing their speed of reading.

More of these kinds of mini-

studies need to be conducted.
In addition, we recommend that:
23.

The Department of Corrections and the California

Youth Authority should seek the assistance of the Association
of Ex-Offender Educational Programs and establish greater coordination between inmate and ex-offender programs so that
long-range educational program planning can be accomplished
for the inmates and a smooth transition made from prison program to campus program.

0
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24.

The Association of Ex-Offender Educational Programs

should seek funds from the Office of Criminal Justice Planning or other appropriate state or federal agencies to establish a systematic and comprehensive data collection and
management system, in which program objectives are defined
and specific activities delineated.

Program effectiveness

should be monitored and evaluations conducted periodically .

. -·· -· ---4. -···--· -·---- ------··-----·------·--·-------------------------··--·--------·---··--------------·---

25.

Although each CSUC campus must review the needs of

their ex-offenders and EOP and decide what is best given
their campus needs, we recommend that they consider integrating the ex-offender programs into the EOP with separate
staff members assigned to and responsible for ex-offender
activities.

We believe this would be in the best interests

of both ex-offenders and the ex-offender programs, providing
both the institutionalization that is desired by the program
directors and the scope of services required for ex-offenders.
Since the major portion of ex-offender program costs are spent
on administration (averaging around 64 percent), integration
into EOP should make the program more efficient and release
funds for direct services to ex-offenders.

In addition, by

being part of EOP, ex-offenders would qualify for the yearly
$1,000 state grant for which EOP students are eligible.
Tutoring and counseling services would be provided through
EOP or other campus-based services, but we urge the campuses
to provide training programs for tutors and also to monitor
the effectiveness of their tutoring programs.
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26.

The Chancellor's Office of the CSUC should consider

the appointment and support of a full-time recruiter to represent the system who would routinely visit all correctional
institutions, being knowledgeable about CSUC

requirement~

generally and the unigue features of the campuses and exoffender program activities.
------- - ~7 ~- · TfiecaiifC>rniaP05t5-eCoiid.ar-¥ECiucatiOn-·comini5Sio_n ______ ··

should play an active role in increasing interinstitutional
cooperation and strengthening commitments by educational
agencies to both inmate and ex-offender programs.

*· * *
The recommendations listed on the previous pages have
been made in response to the need for expanding and modifying
existing postsecondary education programs to serve the unmet
needs of the inmates/wards in the California prisons.

These

programs must be expanded to include more course offerings,
more instructional materials and reference books, alternative
types of majors and degrees, broader vocational programs and
better facilities and resources.

Implementation of these rec-

ommendations, however, requires funding far beyond the current
capacity of the Department of Corrections or the California
Youth Authority.
At the present time, neither the Department of Corrections

0

nor the California Youth Authority has a separate budget alloca-
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tion for postsecondary education.

What is spent on the college

program is bootlegged from elementary and secondary education
budgets.

In fact, it is impressive that the Department and

the Youth Authority have accomplished as much as they have in
the way of providing postsecondary education to inmates/wards,
considering the severe budgetary handicaps- under which they
must operate.

-·------ __

____ _

. _____ _

One of the charges of the legislation was to determine
the current resources allocated to postsecondary education
programs by the Department of Corrections, California Youth
Authority, Office of Criminal Justice Planning and postsecondary education institutions.
According to figures supplied by the Department of Corrections, academic

ex~enditures

services, totaled $5,032,070.

for 1977-78, including library
Of this amount, only 4 percent,

or $225,678, was provided for postsecondary programs.

Per

capita costs for the college program, according to the Department, were $183.90 (compared to $824.23 for adult level
two -- grades 6-8.9; and $598.48 for adult level one -- grades
up to 5.9).*

Understandably, the emphasis in the Department

is on literacy.
As shown on Table 5.2, the Department of Corrections'
budget for postsecondary programs is distributed to the 12
facilities which, in turn, contract with community colleges
to provide courses.

The figures reflect the discussion ear-

lier, in that supervision costs, administrative costs and

o·

0

0

TABLE 5.2.

Prison/College Contractual Expenses 1977-78

I

F'acility

Teacher
Salaries

Retirement

$ 40,500

$

I

Admin istration

Supervision

Totrl

$ 2,025

$ 3,240

$ 4p ,373

I .
Calif. State Prison at San Quentin

608

Number . Per
Enrolled Student
for Year Cost
352

$132

-----

---

I
I

18,479

---

2,724

2,217

2B,42o
I

5,787

289

289

~,365

1,291

3,099

3p ,219

152

199

3,258

-------

s,429

5

13,610

681

708

I
1~,999

750

Calif. Correctional Institution

-----

130

115

Calif. State Prison at Folsom

35,553

---

1, 7.77

--- .

3~ ,330

99

377

Calif. Training Facility

6,000

--- .

----·

~.ooo

220

27

Deuel Vocational Institution

---

-----

3,750

--- .

31,750

84

45

---

I
1~,347

60

189

Calif. Institution for Women
Calif. Institution for Men
Calif. Rehabilitation Center
Calif. Men's Colony

Sierra Conservation Center

25,829
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540

10,807

I

---

i

Calif. Medical Facility

12,842
8,736

---

642

489

436

--436

lp,484

I

I

t

Sierra Camps

I

40

337
I

l f ,097

100

101
i

Calif. Correctional Center

16,988

---

849

1,019

1~ ,856

I
I

Total

$198,389

$1,778

$15,202

$10,300

$22?,677

250

-

75

I
I

.....

---

$137

I

m
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costs per student vary considerably from college to college,
with the highest per student costs at Folsom and the Conservation camps ($337) and the lowest at CMC ($5).

Supervision

and administration costs are completely unrelated to the number of inmates enrolled in the program.

In addition to these

funds, federal funds to inmate programs amount to about
$150, OOQ~ making a __t_o_t _a l of_ a:gproximately
$600; -000
allocated
--------- -----for inmate postsecondary programs. The California Youth
Authority spent approximately $214,000 on postsecondary education in 1978-79.

Table 5.3 shows the breakdown of these

costs by institution.
As far as ex-offender programs are concerned, the Office
of Criminal Justice Planning provides $250,000 in grants for
ex-offender programs, and $271,063 is provided by grants from
the Office of Education, Community Services Administration
and CYA, making a total of $521,063.

Campus contributions

of office space, furniture, telephone, postage and secretaryclerical services were estimated by liaisons to be about
$200,000.

Considering the number of inmates and ex-offenders

involved in the programs, compared to the level of funding,
the inadequacy of the Department of Corrections' and California Youth Authority's budgets becomes apparent.

According to

estimates derived from the Department of Corrections, approximately $4, 000' 000 will be necessary to establish libraries·,
and tG improve and

exp~nd

Upon existing college level programs.

For the CYA, the estimate is $62,500.

* * *

0

0

TABLE 5.3.

CYA Postsecondary Expenditures, 1978-79

-

Other

No. Students
Enrolled

10,400

--

11,500

100

--

--

--

104

2,822

--

2,880

15

--

2,000

--

--

20

--

15,272

Total
CYA FUuds

Administration

Instruction

Counseling

Curr.
Dev.

Instr ·.
Mat.

Karl Holton School

1511,980

20,000

110,000

10,000

Ventura School

24,000

--

--

--

Youth Training
School

18,990

2,200

11,088

--

----

El Paso de Robles

17,000

1,500

13,500

--

214,970

23,700

134,588

10,000

Totals
Source:

I

Equip.

Institution

iI

I --

7,380

239

I

Institutional Liaisonl:i

......

m

...;J
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The advantages of alternative methods of financial support were also explored in response to the legislation.

Vet-

eran's benefits have been a boon to many of the inmate programs in the past, but there are several problems with this
method of financing.

First, there are the ethical questions

of using a person's full benefits when the actual costs of
educating him are less,and supporting a program which includes
non-veterans.

There is also the problem of having inmates

use up their benefit money while in prison and not have any
left to help them continue their education when they are released.

A final point is the fact that funds for veterans'

education benefits are decreasing and they represent an unstable foundation upon which to build an educational program.
A number of states have passed legislation that declares
the state prison system to be an "educational district", thereby qualifying the prison system for a broad range of state administered, but often primarily federal funded, educational
programs.

According to the Education Commission of the States,

this approach gives the correctional educator an opportunity
to develop educational priori"ties and submil: them to a "school
board" whose function is solely that of supporting viable educational programs for individuals within the penal system.
The problem is that this approach usually ties the prison system to the public school program, and as we have menl:ioned
several times throughout this report, we believe that it is
of major importance to keep the college level programs entirely

0
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separate from public school programs.

If an educational dis-

trict could be declared for the prison college described at
the end of this chapter, allowing it to maintain an identity
as a college, then the advantages of such a funding option
should be investigated.
would be disadvantageous

Funding through ADA or FTE formulas
under the present budgetary sys-

development of non-credit re-entry courses since the community colleges only get paid for credit courses.
Federal funds offer an excellent source of monies with
which to implement innovative and experimental programs, but
they should not be relied upon to provide the foundation for
state educational programs.

In addition, most federal grants

are for a limited time and the agencies involved expect the
grantee to institutionalize the program once the grant period
is ended.
By eliminating the above sources from consideration for
funding postsecondary programs in the prisons, the budgetary
ball returns to the court of Corrections and the Youth Authority.

However, we do recommend a change in the manner by

which the funds for postsecondary programs are derived.

As

we mentioned earlier,there is no line budget for the postsecondary programs.

The funds that are used are simply "bor-

rowed" from the general education category of the budget.
Therefore, we recommend that :

0

28.

A separate line item_ for postsecondary education should

be included in the Governor's Budget for both the CDC and CYA.
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- ~ostsecondary

education is important and it should be recog-

nized as such in the state budget.
As far as ex-offender program funding is concerned,
those programs which become integrated with EOP will necessarily become included in the EOP budget designated for the
program.

Some EOP budgets, accordingly, may have to be in-

crease.d_l i_ addi_tio.n.a.L_s_e ry_i_c_e_s are_....t_Q__b_~ _lll'_Qv_i4e_ci____:t.o

- ~ -!!-~1Y_2_QP_~ .

ulation, and these decisions should be made at the local
level.

Federal and OCJP funds should be earmarked for spe-

cial experimentation and innovation within the programs.

* * *
Another of the legislative charges was to explore the
possibility of having alternative agencies administer and
coordinate the programs statewide.

We have commented else-

where on the need for AEEP to take more of a leadership role
with ex-offender programs, including the coordination of a
statewide evaluation.

AEEP should also make greater efforts

to involve and work with prison education staffs in the activities of the association.
As far as inmate/ward postsecondary education programs
are concerned, we believe that current administration and coordination arrangements should remain as they are -- within
~he

ity.

Department of Corrections and the California Youth AuthorIf the community colleges were to administer the inmate

programs, the scope of the programs would be narrowed as
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upper division work would be eliminated.

If the CSUC were to

assume the coordinating role, the CCC would be shunted aside
after years of their singularly responding to the need for
postsecondary education in prisons.

A new coordinating body

composed of members from all public segments plus the private
sector would only add an additional level of bureaucracy, and
--- CPEC- woul"d--compromise·-i.-ts--unrque

and- ~!Ual:rl-e-aavl.sory

-p·o s .:;----

ture if it attempted to fulfill this role.
We believe therefore that cooperation and mutual involvement can best be continued through the efforts of the educational staffs of Corrections and the Youth Authority working
in collaboration with the public segments of postsecondary
educat~on

as well .as private institutions to bring comple-

mentary postsecondary education programs and services to the
inmates/wards in California.

* * *
The focus of our

~ecommendations

has been on the two-

year postsecondary education programs for inmates and their
improvement.

This area is of the greatest need and we be-

lieve it should be the top priority for both the Department
of Corrections and the California Youth Authority.

We urge

the legislature to provide these agencies the funds to make
the necessary changes.

0

A charge of the legislation was to determine the desirability of constructing limited correctional facilities to
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be~ter

serve inmates interested in postsecondary

educa~ional

programs and we believe that no new facilities are necessary
for CYA wards.
However, in order to best meet the Department of Correctha~:

tions' inmates' postsecondary education needs, we recommend
29.

One or more separate facilities designated as prison col---~-----------·--------·----------·-----------

leges should be established.

---·---· -

Based on the findings from our

investigation, we do not support the plan set forth in AB

~o.

1422.
The facility we propose would be located in the southern part of the state and would consist of a cluster of
units, each housing approximately 450 inmates, with the
to~al

facility devoted.to

pos~secondary

education only.

We

believe that it would be a mistake to combine high school
and college programs, as specified in AB 1422.

College pro-

grams at the baccalaureate and graduate level as well as twoyear programs should be available to inmates, and a scholarly
and prestigious college-type

a~mosphere

can best be created

if they are independent of high school and other lower lavel
programs and their separate identity is

maintai~ed.

A less favorable option would be to designate the prison
college for upper division and graduate work only, leaving
the two-year programs as they are.
be more beneficial

~o

Since we believe it would

combine all college level programs in

the prison college, the ensuing
recommendation.

discus~ion

is based on that
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The facility we propose could house 2-3,000 inmates,
with a cluster college-type design accommodating all security levels and both sexes.

The layout of a model unit, de-

picted in Figure 1, consists of a dual quadrangular design
containing classrooms, administrative offices, the library
and study areas, with four living units facing outward from
- - the

center--l±ke-a:-gi~anrcross.~--one_,. W-ing ~,-or --par=ro:ra-wl.ng,

-

depending upon the security needs of the male inmates, would
be for females.

The other three wings would be set up as

maximum, medium and minimum security units.

Each wing should

be composed of small, single rooms, each equipped with a desk
and adequate light for studying.

A small seminar room should

be available for every 20 rooms so that special group programs and study sessions can be conducted at night and on
weekends.

Additional living units would be of a similar de-

sign without the library.
Since the majority of inmates originate from southern
California, the prison should be located in that part of
the state, as mentioned earlier.

It should be located

within reasonable commuting distance to both community colleges and four-year colleges and universities.
in essence, be urban-centered.
for several reasons.

I~

should,

This location is essential

First, college furlough, or study

release programs can be established for low-risk, minimum-

0

~
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Proposed Prison College
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security inmates to attend classes on a nearby campus.

Sev-

eral liaisons told us that their institutions had had such
programs in the past, but that the transportation problems
were too great because of the distances involved.

If dis-

tances were short, these problems would be alleviated.
College furlough programs are especially beneficial
--- for in-ma.-teswn
their education.
r~ge

e neari-ngreTease and

w1H5"1:rra:n---eo_c_o_n~ l.m.fe-

Inmates are exposed to a broader

of courses and a mora normal academic environ-

ment, easing their transition back into the community while
at the same time providing continuity in their education.
According to an article by Sullins and Owens (1975) which
describes a program where inmates attend college on campus
at the New River Community College in Virginia, inmates
find that they are fully accepted by their fellow students
and "this discovery of acceptance is a critical resocialization process lacking in almost every other arrangement of
offender rehabilitation".

The local ex-offender programs

would be able to expand their efforts to work with the inmates on furlough as well as maintaining closer ties with
the inmate programs.
A second reason that geographical location is a critical factor concerns the importance of having access to
colleges and universities for faculty and resources.

Excel-

lent faculty must be encouraged to teach in correctional

0

college programs, and driving distance is and will continue
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to be an important factor.
Shawnee College in Ullin, Illinois, has a campus located
at the minimum security Vienna Correctional Center.

This

prison college is entirely self-contained with its own fulltime faculty, library and laboratory facilities.

The college

enrolls about 400 students per semester, half of whom are
residents of the correctional center and half are "free" college students (College for Convicts, 1975).

According to

data collected in this study, however, inmates are generally
more attracted to and trust college programs sponsored and
run by colleges and universities.

College faculty will

bring more varied perspectives to the program and the program will be more flexible in its offerings if college faculty are used part-time rather than having a full-time civil
.service teaching staff.
A third reason the new facility must be close to colleges and universities is so the prison college can more
easily draw upon all of the resources of the different colleges, both with respect to curriculum and to support services such as counseling, tutoring and libraries.

There

is no reason that all inmate college education must be confined to two year general liberal arts or social science
degrees.

There are many inmates who are interested in and

could benefit from courses in business and economics, engineering, art and music.

By making available to them the

full range of electives and other alternatives provided
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to the college student generally, inmates will benefit from
a broader and a richer educational experience.

There are

also inmates who have AA degrees and want to pursue their
education.

Making available to them the full range of bac-

calaureate programs will allow them to do so.

·· · -····---·· ------.

-~

-----The aavanta-gesto-SuCh-a --pi-isoii--COliege--are-·-ma.ny ~--The _____ _

variety of curricula that can be offered is infinite.

The

full array of courses from the three segments of colleges
can be offered with the regular stipulation that at least
15 (or in some cases, 20) must be enrolled.

This will not

be difficult once all of the inmates are gathered together
in a central location.

Inmates can have the option of both

2 and 4-year degrees, as well as graduate training.

Depend-

ing upon the degree, as well as the course of study, the diploma should be awarded by the college or university in whose
program the inmate participated.
grees could be issued by colleges.

In some cases, joint deThere would never be an

indication on either the diplomas or transcripts that any of
the courses taken and/or degrees awarded were related to a
prison program.
We strongly believe that the full array of vocational
training programs should ultimately be available for inmates
at this facility as well.

However, initially, and primarily

because of the costs involved, we believe that the vocational

0

programs should be limited to those that can most easily be
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set up.

Programs like the LVN, graphic arts and photography

can be easily moved.

New programs such as computer process-

ing, dental assisting and laboratory technician should be
established as funds for equipment can be garnered.

Other

programs, like aeronautics and auto mechanics should probably remain in the other institutions, particularly since

· --··· --- ---th~ --same--;hops-·a.r-e-useci·--iil--ti1e- 1ifiil-~3"diooi

program-:-------------·--·-··-·

In addition to having a comprehensive support service
program, the full array of support services will also be
~

available to the prison college from the nearby campuses.
This would include the full complement of diagnostic testing, academic and personal counseling, and tutoring.

Coun-

seling and tutoring would be provided by graduate and undergraduate students in exchange for course credit as well as
by organizations on the campuses which specialize in such
activities.
In addition to establishing a comprehensive college
level research library of its own, the prison college would
have access to the full array of library services of the
nearby colleges and universities, establishing a link to
research libraries on the campuses as well as libraries
in the community via mobile units or computer.
colleges and the inmates would benefit.
have a whole new population of students.

Both the

The colleges would
Inmates would

have the full spectrum of courses, not only those that
the college is willing to credit.

By virtue of its phys-
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ical set-up as well as its programs , which would include a
va~iety

of extra-curricular and enrichment activities, the

prison college would be able to establish a very real college environment in which learning was an integral part
of living.

It is essential that a carefully planned screening and
diagnostic process be used to determine the skills, aptitudes
and abilities of each potential student.

A high school di-

ploma, moreover, does not guarantee adequate performance at
the college level.

Inmates who are unprepared or unable to

grasp the information presented will not only find the experience frustrating, but encounter another endeavor marked
by failure.

The Lorton Project, a comprehensive educational

program for the District of Columbia penal institution located
in Lorton, Virginia, requires inmates to spend at least one
quarter in a pre-college program and receive a positive recommendation based on their performance in three non-credit seminars in mathematics, problem-solving and writing skills
(Taylor, 1974).
Fol l owing this model, we recommend

tha~

inmates not be

assigned to the prison college from the reception centersclinics, but assigned to a regular institution first.

Be-

cause of all the suspicions beclouding the testing that is
presently · conducted ·· at

the centers, regardless of whether
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or not it is deserved, we recommend that this function be
shifted to the educational administrators at the institutions.

Once the inmate has become somewhat adjusted to

prison, he/s-h e should undergq a comprehensive diagnostic 'testing program and participate in a pre-college program whereby
competence in reading, writing and mathematics would have
to be demonstrated as well as social skills, motfvation
and commitment to learning.
At Harris County Jail in Houston, Texas (Broome, 1975)
inmates are subjected to an intensive process before they
are allowed to enter the college program.

In addition to

their test scores, they are interviewed by a panel of teachers as to their need for education, their intent to continue
their program upon release, the length of time remaining
on their sentence after entry into the program and their
general compatibil.i ty with others.

Each application is

reviewed by an inmate .selection committee which makes the
final decision.

A similar type of process should be devel-

oped in which educational program staff and representatives
of the inmate population review all applications.
It may well be that waiting lists for the college would
develop, and we believe that this would have a positive
benefit for the system generally.

At the present time, the

application of criteria for entering a college program is
applied haphazardly, if at all.

The Department of Correc-

tions specifies that inmates should have academic achieve-
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ment levels of 10.0 in reading and mathematics, but rarely
are these applied at the --institutional level.
_ deveiop, other · criteria, particularly one5
and cooperation could be established.

If waiting list.s
behavior

co~cerning

Entrance_into the ·col-

lege prison might well become a goal.. _that inmates would work
for and an incentive for rehabilitation in and of itself.

The maintenance of the prison college would be borne
by the inmates.

The actual procedure would be akin to those

work/study environments established at some private liberal
arts colleges where students divide the day between their
chores and their classes.
factor.

Responsibility is an important

Many of the inmates we spoke to, as well as research-

ers in the field, point to the fact that the prison environment is one that is counterproductive to the development and
maintenance of personal responsibility.

Inmates are told

when to get up, when to eat, and when to go to bed.

There

is little room for personal choice, responsibility or a sense
of pride in accomplishment.

We believe that inmates would

develop a sense of responsibility in this environment.
they did not keep up their
~esponsibility,

. m~intenance wor~

or.

If

their.cla~s

·

they would not be .allowed to stay.

At the same time, inmates would receive a pay number
for their work at the prison college.

In many institutions,

Industry and other work programs take priority over the academic programs simply because the inmates get paid.

In the

1 82

prison college, they woul d receive pay for their maintenance
work.

While the maximum security inmates should be able to
attend classes in the prison college under surveillance or
whatever other constraints are required, this unit at the
college would also have a wide range of technological devices for instruction such as closed-circuit television
and video-cassette tapes.

A telelecture and electrowriter

system was developed at Trenton State Prison at relative
low cost in conjunction with the telephone company as part
of an educational program developed at Mercer County Community College.

The telelecture unit provided a two-way

voice communication between the campus and each institution
in the network.

Inmates can ask questions and participate

in discussions with professors.

Two-way written communica-

tion is provided by an electrowriter and all are recorded
on an a.JJ.dio.:.s:tereo tape recorder - and are retrievable.

This

Prison Education Network currently includes four penal institutions, one as far as 91 miles away from the co llege.
This type of system should be investigated with the l ocal
telephone company serving the prison college, and provision
for its installation included in the building plans.

Un l ike the rest of the prisons, the prison college
woul d differ in that a top priority would be to provide
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its inmate/students with a quality education.

To do so, it

would need to have a governance system closely linked to the
colleges and universities.
Currently, the community colleges are used solely as
sources of instructors and courses.

But their increasing

involvement is essential for fulfilling their obligation
in exchange --.'fo.x._the _f.ees

co~~ ec.ted.- -Co.Ll ege-admini stra.to.rS---

must share the planning, administration and governing functions of the prison college programs with the prison educational administrators.

The governing board we recommend

would not be a political body but a functional, operating
board that meets regularly and frequently and is charged
with overall policy as well as the operation and supervision of the college.

The Board would be composed of the

following members:
the President of the college (ex-officio);
the Vice-President of the college in charge of security;
two representatives from the Department of Corrections,
one having a background in custody of inmates/wards
and one having a background in education;
two representatives each from the CCC, the CSUC, the
UC and the private college sector, one a top level administrator, the other a faculty person;
two representatives from among the prison college inmates; and
two public members
The prison college would contract with community colleges, CSUC and UC campuses for classes just as the insti-

0
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tutions contract with community colleges today.
would have responsibility for monitoring the

The Board

contrac~s,

es-

tablishing and enforcing admission standards (to the prison),
maintaining performance standards, and maintaining the links
between the colleges and the prison.
The president and vice-president should be selected
- by- the- Boarc:b-·Th-e--·p-res-i-den-t-s-houM-be--i:"-eer-uited -k-om the - - - -

same ranks from which other college presidents are recruited;
the vice-president should have demonstrated expertise and
experience in corrections.
Initial selection of the Board should be coordinated
by CPEC.

Selection of the members of the Board should be

made by a five-person panel consisting of the Chancellor
of the Community Colleges, the Chancellor of the California
State University and Colleges, the President of the University of California and the Director of the Department of Corrections and the Chief of Education, Department of Corrections, and subject to approval by the Governor.

All members

of the Board, except the president and vice-president shall
serve three-year terms.

Initial Board members' appointments

would have staggered terms in order to inaugurate a system
with minimum turnover each year.

All vacancies on the board

shall be filled in the same manner as the original board.
The board should meet monthly.
The shared governance or consortium approach expands
the lines of communication between inmates and the outside

o·
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community and facilitates their reabsorption into the community.

By pooling existing resources, and by spreading the

costs among the members of the team, a stable base of fiscal
support is provided.

The colleges must take more active.roles

and responsibilities for the education they provide to inmates
but collaboration between the 3 segments could generate new
1 eve-1-s of communi ca-t-i-on-a-n-d-eeeper-a-t-4en- P.esul-t-i-ng--i-n gr.e.atex__ _

involvement of the total community.
The guiding philosophy of the prison college should be
performance-based, and the college should be operated according to the principles of systems management.

The focus of

the college will be student achievement of specific learning
objectives.

The number of hours spent in class should not

be significant as classroom time should not be considered
indicative of a student's commitment to learning.

Rather,

commitment to their education should be expressed by students'
performance, and information regarding students' achievement
of objectives should be gathered routinely and frequently.
All types of instructional methods should be used -- lectures,
discussions, televised demonstrations, independent study, tutorials, programmed and computer-assisted instruction, audiotutorials and team projects, with the selection of the method
depending upon the particular instructional objective involved.

Classes fulfilling the laboratory requirement for

the AA degree should be available.
The prison college should operate on a year-round sched-
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ule with core courses offered in ten week segments.

Each ten

week segment is preceded and followed by a week of testing.
The prison research office should collect student data regularly, with an eye to evaluating inmates' progress and the
effectiveness of the program.

This office could also coor-

dinate research projects with the participating colleges and
univers~~4~ ,-and- condue~-both -f~rma~i~e-an~- summative-eva2~

uations of all program components.

Evaluation will be a

continuous process and an on-going part of the prison college.
Costs of Implementation
Ths prison college should cost no more to operate than
do other prisons, and the Director of Development should have
little trouble seeking and gaining federal grant funds.

New

prisons are going to have to be built in California according
to most ·sources, and the plan we suggest should cost little
more than would any 450-bed prison plan.

With proper plan-

ning, the physical plant will be relevant to and complement
the educational program.

The discussion of implementation

costs, therefore, will be confined to the educational program.
While the ideal plan would be a new and rather large
appropriation for the prison college, we envision more of
a redirection, rather than a new appropriation, and our
recommendations along this line are discussed below.

0

To begin with, since the community colleges, as well
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as the CSUC and the UC, will be more intimately and actively
involved in the prison college, experienced teachers will be
assigned to teach the classes and supervision costs will
be necessary.

no~

If minor supervision is necessary in some cases,

these costs will be borne by the colleges as part of their
responsibility.

Further, since the prison college work/study

inmates can take over the function of registration and associated paperwork, administrative costs can be saved, thereby redirecting about $25,000 to the new college.

The colleges

should also take over some of the costs of the ex-offender
programs.
Educational administrators at the institutions will be
critical to the success of the prison college; they will, in
fact, be the key.

No one else at the institutions is more

knowledgeable about the abilities and performance of the inmates.

These people are the best liked and most trusted of

the prison personnel, as we saw at the site visits.

As a

result (although some of them will no doubt move to the prison college), they are in a far better position to coordinate
and administer the diagnostic and aptitude testing process,
and we strongly recommend that this function be removed from
the reception center-clinics and that the corresponding budgets for testing be redirected to the institutions.

At the

'

same time, institutional educational administrators are in
a unique position to direct and coordinate the pre-college
training program as part of their regular high school or
adult education program, making recommendations to program
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staff at the prison college when inmates are ready for transfer.

Their budgets for contracts therefore can be redirected

to the prison college.

With a small additional budget for re-

search and extra-curricular programs, the prison college will
have a base budget of at least $225,000.
In addition to the budget provided by the Department of
Corre_~~~-~:>n ~_!___!_~ d~ __no_! __!J_~!!.~Y~ th~~i t
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veterans to contribute part of the benefits they receive.
How much should be determined on an individual basis, keeping
in mind the individual's overall educational plan and his
need for funds to continue his education after release.
same is true of Basic Education Opportunity Grants.

The

Some

portion should be contributed to the costs of the prison
college, but again taking into consideration the later needs
of the individual.

In addition to helping the offender make a successful
transition from prison to the community via the college furlough program, the prison college would have as one of its
charges a role in bridging, supporting and reinforcing exoffenders' continued reintegration into the community, not
as a surrogate parole officer, but as a supportive mechanism
with a variety of resources at its disposal whose main objective is to facilitate the transition from inmate to citizen of the community.

0

We believe the ex-offender programs

can be especially helpful in this process, particularly if
they became involved early on in the identification of pros-
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pective students.
As discussed earlier, a recruiter representing all of
the ex-offender programs should make site visits to correctional institutions, but once prospective students have been
identified, even if they are not participating in a college
program, ex-offender staff should begin contact immediately.
This would be true, also, in the proposed prison college, with
ex-offender programs providing on-going academic advising and
encouragement, and as time of release approaches, assistance
in applying for and gaining financial assistance,assistance
in admissions and registration, housing and part-time employment.

Ex-offender programs should then focus their services

on helping ex-offenders through the first semester only, allowing them to become an integral part of the university community, and a regular member of the student body.

If bonds of

assistance and continuity are established early in an inmate's
educational process and are maintained and strengthened during
the transition period and subsequent attendance on campus,
there is every reason to believe that data collected in the
future will clearly show that education, and college programs
in particular, have had a strong positive impact.

